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ABSTRACT 
Molecular Dissection of Telomere Dysfunction and Analysis of G-overhangs in 
Arabidopsis thaliana. 
(December 2007) 
Michelle L. Heacock, B.S., Delta State University 
Chair of Advisory Committee:   Dr. Dorothy E. Shippen 
 
 
Telomeres comprise the physical ends of chromosomes.  In the absence of telomerase, 
the enzyme responsible for replenishing telomeric DNA, telomeres progressively 
shorten due to the end replication problem.  Eventually telomeres reach a length where 
they are recruited into end-to-end chromosome fusions.  Through the use of novel PCR 
strategies, I followed the fate of telomeres in plants lacking telomerase as they 
progressed into dysfunction.  I uncovered two distinct structural/functional length 
transitions.  The first transition (~1 kb) marks the onset of telomere dysfunction, where 
telomeres are transiently uncapped and a subset of them engage in end-to-end fusions.  
The second transition (~300 bp) defines complete telomere dysfunction as telomeres 
below this length lack G-overhangs and the vast majority of the chromosome ends fuse.  
Thus, these two telomere lengths define architectural transitions that link structure and 
function.   
In addition, I uncovered a hierarchy of end-joining pathways that join 
dysfunctional telomeres in which the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) protein, KU 
predominates.  In the absence of KU, telomeres are joined by a microhomology-
mediated end-joining pathway (MMEJ) that is dependent on Mre11.  I also show that 
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DNA ligase IV (LIG4) is the predominant enzyme that ligates dysfunctional telomeres as 
fusions are reduced in its absence.  These studies highlight the importance of repairing 
DSBs and demonstrate that Arabidopsis possesses highly redundant means for 
processing dysfunctional telomeres. 
 The G-overhang is an essential feature of the telomere that is required for 
proper telomere function.  I employed methods to examine G-overhang status in various 
mutants known to contribute to telomere maintenance in Arabidopsis.  My analysis 
revealed that the putative G-overhang binding proteins POT1a, POT1b and POT1c, 
make modest, but distinct contributions to the G-overhangs.  Additionally, I uncovered a 
major role for the putative telomere capping protein, CIT1 in maintenance of the G-
overhang.  G-overhang signals obtained from cit1 mutants were grossly increased 
indicating that CIT1 is involved in either protecting the C-rich strand of the telomere 
from nuclease attack, or in controlling telomerase extension of the G-strand.  Together, 
these data have provided new insight into factors that contribute to telomere integrity 
and have further developed Arabidopsis as a model for telomere biology. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION  
 
The genome constantly faces double-strand breaks (DSBs) from exposure to such 
things as ionizing radiation (IR), reactive oxygen species (ROS) from oxidative 
metabolism, and replication fork stalling.  DSBs can also be generated through a 
controlled, intentional process designed to create diversity during antibody production 
and meiosis.  If left unrepaired, DSBs are highly detrimental to cell function.   
The physical ends of natural chromosome ends are comprised of telomeres that 
resemble DSBs.  Importantly, however, telomeres are protected from inappropriate 
recruitment into repair reactions (Figure 1).  This protection is accomplished through 
formation of a higher-order structure devised to evade DNA damage surveillance 
mechanisms.  When this structure is compromised, telomeres are recognized as sites 
of DNA damage and are processed accordingly (1,2).  Often dysfunctional telomeres 
are recruited into end-to-end chromosome fusions which lead to genome instability.   
In addition to canonical telomere binding proteins (TBPs), DNA damage proteins 
also reside at telomeres and make important contributions to the protective structure 
and to telomere maintenance (3).   It is not known how DNA damage proteins  
_________ 
This dissertation follows the style of Nucleic Acids Research. 
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vs.
DNA repair
Telomere DSB
 
 
Figure 1.  The fate of a double-strand break versus a telomere. 
A double-strand break (radiating lines) is recruited into an end-joining reaction while a telomere (blue wavy lines) is 
stable and refractory to DNA repair.  Adapted from (3). 
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can function in this paradoxical manner.  Understanding the dynamic interplay between 
telomeres, TBPs and proteins of the DNA damage response (DDR) is a major focus of 
the telomere field. 
 
Discovery of special chromosome ends 
The notion that chromosome ends are distinct from internal chromosomal sequences 
was first suggested over seventy-five years ago by Barbara McClintock and Hermann 
Muller.  Working independently on two different organisms, McClintock on maize (4) 
and Muller on Drosophila (5), both made the insightful observation that while 
fragmented chromosomes fused to other broken chromosomes, the natural ends of 
chromosomes were protected from this fate. In addition, McClintock noticed that when 
internal chromosome breaks fused they created dicentric chromosomes (with two 
centromeres) and were subsequently pulled apart during anaphase in the mitotic cycle.  
The new break would fuse again and the process would repeat itself.  She called this 
process the breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle (6) (Figure 2).  BFB cycles would later 
be shown to be one of the major contributors leading to genome instability.   
Interestingly, BFB cycles were not observed in maize embyros, suggesting that 
something in these cells, later speculated to be telomerase, inhibited end-joining (6,7).  
Another key observation suggesting that chromosome ends must have unique features 
was made in the 1970’s.  Alexy Olovnikov and James Watson predicted that lagging 
strand synthesis of linear chromosome ends would result in continual erosion of the 
terminus when the most distal RNA primer was removed (8,9).  This is because this 
region of the chromosome could not be replicated.  Olovnikov correctly theorized that  
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Double-strand break
End-to-end fusion
Anaphase
Chromosome breakage
A.
B.
 
Figure 2.  Breakage-fusion-bridge cycle. 
(A) The repair of a double-strand break results in fusion between two chromosomes leading to a dicentric chromosome.  
During anaphase the fused dicentric chromosome is pulled apart resulting in a new DSB.  This cycle is known as the 
breakage-fusion-bridge cycle.  Radiating lines represent a DSB; ovals, centromere.  (B)  Examples of anaphases.  Left 
panel is a wild type anaphase and right panel is an exmaple of an anaphase bridge (yellow arrowhead). 
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some mechanism must be in place to prevent the erosion of chromosome ends and that 
if not, this could ultimately lead to cellular aging.  Further evidence that the chromosome 
terminus was special came when a unique specialized repetitive sequence at the ends 
of linear chromosomes was uncovered by Elizabeth Blackburn (10).  These sequences 
were denoted telomeres, a term first coined by Hermann Muller years before (5).  
Telomeric DNA was subsequently demonstrated to be a functional unit that protects 
linear ends.  Blackburn and Jack Szostak added Tetrahymena telomeric DNA to the 
end of a linear chromosome construct and introduced it into yeast (11).  The de novo 
addition of yeast telomeric sequences to the Tetrahymena telomere tract acted to 
stabilize the linear chromosome.  This pivotal experiment was the first to directly 
demonstrate that telomeres can protect linear chromosomes, and furthermore to show 
that there is an activity in cells that maintains telomere sequences. 
 
What is a telomere? 
Linear chromosomes must overcome a unique hurdle.  Continuous erosion of 
chromosome ends, due to the end-replication problem, must be prevented in order to 
preserve internal, gene-encoding DNA sequences.  In addition, as discussed above, 
chromosome ends must be distinguished from DSBs.  Telomeres can now be defined 
as discrete, tandem arrays of simple DNA repeats that comprise the ends of linear 
chromosomes, circumvent the end-replication problem and provide chromosome end 
protection.  In most organisms, telomeric DNA consists of a combination of thymines 
(Ts) and guanines (Gs).  For example, the telomere repeat found at the ends of human 
chromosomes is (T2AG3)n (12), and is altered by only one thymine at Arabidopsis 
telomeres (T3AG3)n (13).   
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The length of telomeric repeat tracts differs, but it is maintained within a strict 
size range that is specific for a given species.  For instance, telomere lengths are 
maintained between 275 and 300 bp in yeasts, while in human telomeres range from 10 
and 15 kb (reviewed in (14), (15).  Telomeric DNA consists of a double-and-single 
strand portions.  Although bulk telomeric DNA is double-stranded, the TG-rich strand 
runs in the 5’ to 3’ direction and terminates in a single-strand extension commonly 
referred to as the G-overhang.    
While a majority of organisms harbor telomeric DNA repeats at their 
chromosomal termini that are maintained by the action of telomerase reverse 
transcriptase (see below), examples of alternate strategies to conceal ends exist.  The 
chromosome ends of Poxviruses and Borrelia are covalently-joined forming a hairpin 
structure (16).  Here, the hairpin acts to mask chromosome ends.  Another strategy is 
seen in Drosophila, where retrotransposons are periodically added to chromosome 
ends and form a unique chromatin structure that distinguishes the ends from DSBs (17).   
Mammalian and yeast cells have devised a homologous recombination (HR) 
mechanism, alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT), to maintain chromosome ends 
in the absence of telomerase (18,19).  In budding yeast, ALT is dependent on proteins 
of the HR pathway and the mechanisms fall into two categories, Type I and Type II 
recombination (19-21).  Type I recombination is dependent on Rad51 and amplifies 
repetitive subtelomeric regions that are present on a majority of chromosome ends.  
Type II recombination utilizes telomeric tracts from other chromosomes for a template 
for recombination and requires Rad50.  The presence of alternative strategies to hide 
and cap chromosome ends highlights the requirement to protect linear chromosome 
ends. 
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G-overhangs 
Like bulk telomeric DNA, the length of G-overhangs differs in size among organisms, 
but appears to correlate with the length of bulk telomere tracts.  Longer G-overhangs 
are observed in organisms harboring longer telomere tracts (reviewed in (14)).  For 
example, G-overhangs in Tetrahymena are only 14-21 nucleotides (nt), while G-
overhangs of ~ 255 nt are present in vertebrates.   
G-overhangs naturally occur as a consequence of lagging strand synthesis, 
when the most 3’ RNA primer is removed (Figure 3).  The G-overhang provides a 
substrate for telomerase elongation (discussed below).  Since leading strand replication 
machinery produces a blunt end DNA product and yet G-overhangs are present on both 
chromosome ends (which are replicated by either the leading or lagging strand 
machineries), there must be another mechanism for their generation (14,22-27).  The 
presence of asymmetric G-overhangs in mammalian cells (28) indicates that G-
overhangs on leading and lagging strands are generated by different mechanisms.  One 
likely mechanism is that G-overhangs are formed through a combination of telomerase 
and nuclease action (Figure 3).  In line with this idea, studies show that absence of 
Mre11, a nuclease involved in DNA repair (discussed below), results in a decreased G-
overhang signal (28,29), and telomere dysfunction (i.e. end-to-end fusions) due to 
improper telomere function (discussed further below) (30).   
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Figure 3.   End replication problem and formation of the G-overhang. 
The products of semi-conservative replication are denoted in black.  RNA primers are shown as green wavy lines.  G-
overhangs are formed on the 3’ end of the lagging strand when the last RNA primer is removed. Nuclease digestion of 
the C-strand is thought to occur on telomeres replicated by leading strand synthesis to create a G-overhang. Telomerase 
extends the 3’ overhang through reverse transcription.  The RNA subunit binds the 3’ overhang.  Telomerase, purple 
oval.  Newly added telomere repeats are shown in red. 
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Telomeres form a higher-order structure 
The special architecture of telomeres helps prevent the natural chromosome end from 
being inappropriately recognized as a DSB.  Protection at telomeres is thought to be 
accomplished through the formation of a higher-order nucleoprotein capping complex 
known as the t-loop.  The t-loop was originally observed in vitro using electron 
microscopy (EM) (31).  To preserve t-loops for study, genomic DNA must be purified 
from isolated, cross-linked nuclei.  EM studies show that the t-loop occurs when 
telomeres form a lariat-like structure with single-stranded DNA tucked between duplex 
DNA at the base (Figure 4).  t-loops in human cells have been reported to range in size 
from 1 to 25 kb (31).  As discussed below, TRF2, a core component of the telomere 
complex in humans, is important for formation of t-loops (32).   Wang et al. show that 
removal of t-loop-sized telomeric tracts, cleaved in response to a mutation of TRF2, is 
dependent on XRCC3, a protein implicated in resolution of holliday junctions (33).  
These observations support the conclusion that a t-loop structure resembles a 
recombination intermediate (Figure 4).   
While t-loops have not been observed in vivo, the presence of t-loops has been 
demonstrated in vitro in several organisms including mammals, plants, trypanosomes, 
and ciliated protozoa (34).  Interestingly, t-loops have not been observed in budding 
yeast.  The failure to observe these structures could be explained by the fact that t-loop 
formation involves invasion (and likely base-pairing) of the G-overhang into duplex 
DNA.  Unlike other organisms, budding yeast telomere repeats are highly irregular, and  
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5’
3’
3’
5’
3’
3’
5’
Yeast fold-back
Human t-loop
TRF2
Rap1 Rad50
Mre11
Nbs1 KU
ATR ATM
Cdc13
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TPP1
POT1TIN2
 
Figure 4.  Proposed telomere higher-order structures. 
(A) t-loop.  The t-loop structure is formed by invasion of the G-overhang into the duplex telomeric DNA.  POT1 localizes 
to both double-and-single strand portions of the t-loop.  For simplicity, only proteins comprising the shelterin complex are 
shown bound to the telomere.  (B) Yeast fold-back structure.  The fold-back structure is mediated by Rap1p, Rif1/2p, Sir 
proteins and Ku.  ATM and ATR are recruited to yeast telomeres through interactions with Cdc13p. Telomeric DNA is 
shown in blue.  Protein legend is shown along bottom of figure.  Adapted from (3). 
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therefore base-pairing between the G-overhang and the C-rich telomeric strand (C-
strand) would be limited (35).  In addition, technical limitations may prevent the 
observation of t-loops in yeast.  Yeast telomeres are ~ 300 bp, making it difficult to 
separate telomeric DNA from digested bulk genomic DNA.  Instead of t-loops, yeast 
telomeres are proposed to fold-back on themselves, the structure secured by chromatin 
and protein interactions (36) (Figure 4).  Altogether, these observations indicate that a 
functional telomere is one that can form a protective cap.   
 
Telomerase  
Due to the end-replication problem, telomeres shorten with each cell division (Figure 3).  
After a finite number of cell divisions, telomeres reach a critical length where a 
protective cap can not be formed any longer and ends are recognized as a DSB (1).  In 
most organisms, telomerase solves the end-replication problem.  Telomerase is a 
ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase capable of telomere elongation using the G-
overhang as a substrate ((37), reviewed in (38)).  The core components of telomerase 
consist of an intrinsic telomerase RNA component (TERC) and the catalytic telomerase 
reverse transcriptase subunit (TERT).   
One feature of TERC is a species-specific template region that corresponds to 
~1.5 telomere repeats complementary to the G-rich telomere strand.  In humans the 
sequence of this template is 5’ CUAACCCUAAC 3’ (39).  Aside from the template 
region, TERC is not conserved at the nucleotide level among different organisms.  
Instead, TERCs share a highly conserved secondary structure that includes a 
pseudoknot, template, template boundary regions, and an H/ACA box, which is 
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important for telomerase RNP biogenesis (40).  TERCs vary widely in size, ranging from 
148 nt in ciliates to 1300 nt in yeast (reviewed in (40)). 
The TERT subunit of telomerase is a reverse transcriptase (RT) that contains all 
seven canonical RT motifs (1, 2, A, B’, C, D, E) that are conserved in other RTs.  In 
addition to these conserved RT motifs, TERT possesses four telomerase-specific 
motifs.  One of these motifs, the N-terminal T motif, is required for telomerase activity 
(41-44).  TERT is a unique RT as it stably associates with the intrinsic TERC 
component.  Another feature that distinguishes TERT from other RTs is the capability to 
processively add short repeats (45).    
Telomerase activity can be reconstituted in vitro with just TERC and TERT (38).  
The first step in telomere addition is binding of TERC to its telomeric DNA substrate, the 
G-overhang (Figure 5).  Correct alignment of TERC to the telomere is mediated by 
boundaries intrinsic to TERC (46).  The processive synthesis of G-rich telomeric DNA 
by telomerase is accomplished by successively repeating the following steps: 
alignment, nucleotide addition, and translocation.  After TERC has been correctly 
aligned, nucleotides are reversed transcribed using C-rich sequence in the RNA as a 
template.  DNA synthesis beyond the template is prevented by secondary structures 
present in TERC that act as template boundary regions (47).  Once the template 
boundary is reached, the enzyme translocates so that it is once again aligned with the 
G-overhang.  Like conventional DNA polymerases, telomerase elongates the G-strand 
in a 5’- 3’ manner using the 3’ OH for extension (Figure 5).   
The biogenesis of telomerase occurs in the nucleolus (48).  Movement to the 
nucleus is enhanced when the enzyme is bound by a signaling protein (14-3-3) (49).  
Dyskerin binds the H/ACA box in TERC in the nucleolus and is involved in the   
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Figure 5.  Model for telomere repeat addition by human telomerase. 
(A)  Alignment.  Telomerase is oriented by Watson-Crick base pairing between the RNA template and the 3’ terminus of 
the DNA so that the correct register of telomeric DNA repeats can be added.  (B) Extension. Six nucleotides are added 
(shown in red).   (C)  Translocation.  Once the 5’ boundary in the RNA is reached, telomerase translocates so that 
another round of synthesis can occur. TERT (purple oval) and TERC (wavy line) are shown. 
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maturation and assembly of small nucleolar RNPs (50).  Dyskerin has been implicated 
in telomere biology in humans as mutations lead to dyskeratosis congenita, a pathology 
that results in bone marrow failure due to progressive telomere shortening (reviewed in 
Mason et al. 2005).  A role for dyskerin in telomere function has also been observed in 
Arabidopsis (K. Kannan and D. Shippen, in preparation).  Interestingly, a recent report 
shows that the telomerase core complex consists of dimer of dyskerin, TERC and TERT 
(50).  Therefore, dyskerin is thought to be necessary for stabilization of the telomerase 
RNP in vivo.  
Telomerase is active in proliferating cells that are dividing, including those in the 
germline and cancer cells.  The enzyme is inactive in normal somatic cells (51,52).  
Telomerase expression in Arabidopsis is similar to that in mammals where meristematic 
(plant germline) tissue expresses telomerase while vegetative tissues possess little or 
no telomerase activity (53).  TERT is postulated to be the limiting factor for telomerase 
activity in mammals (54).  In contrast to TERT, TERC is ubiquitously expressed (39,55).  
There are several mechanisms regulating TERT expression and telomerase activity.  
hTERT is proposed to be positively and negatively regulated by phosphorylation and 
ubiquitination, respectively (reviewed in (38)).  Telomerase expression is repressed by 
several proteins involved in tumorigenesis, including cMyc (reviewed in (56)).  
Interestingly, the ciliate Euplotes is unique in that it contains three splice variants of 
TERT that are developmentally regulated (57).  Therefore, in Euplotes, another form of 
telomerase regulation may be accomplished by developmental switches.   
Telomerase can also be regulated by localization.  Telomerase is sequestered in 
the nucleolus for most of the cell cycle and moves into the nucleus during late S/G2, a 
time when telomeres are replicated (58).   In addition, telomerase is sequestered to the 
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nucleolus in response to DNA damage (58).  This relocalization is likely to prevent 
telomerase from inappropriately adding telomere repeats de novo to DSBs, a form of 
chromosome healing observed in budding yeast (59).  Another mode of telomerase 
regulation is achieved through accessibility to the telomere which can be governed by 
TBPs (discussed further below). 
 
Telomere length homeostasis 
The multiple processes that exist to both positively and negatively regulate telomere 
length result in telomere length homeostasis (Figure 6).  One important way to ensure 
telomeres are maintained within a specific size range is to control the action of 
telomerase activity.  As discussed above, telomerase is in limiting amounts in most 
cells.  Furthermore, telomerase does not extend all telomeres during each cell cycle 
and preferentially acts on the shortest telomeres (60).  It is hypothesized that 
telomerase access is governed by accessibility to telomere chromatin, specifically 
whether the telomere is in a closed or open state.  Shorter telomeres are thought to be 
in a more open conformation (61).  In support of this model, telomerase access is 
regulated in cis by TBPs (reviewed in (56)).  A recent report shows that telomeres below 
wild type length are replicated earlier and these shorter telomeres have less TBPs 
bound (62).  These data suggest that a more open chromatin state promotes telomere 
replication.  
In actively dividing cells, such as those in the germline, the end-replication 
problem is circumvented by the action of telomerase.  As most somatic cells do not 
express telomerase, telomeres progressively shorten reaching a critical length that 
elicits cell senescence (63), a process that prevents cells with dysfunctional telomeres  
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Figure 6.  Strategies to maintain telomere homeostasis. 
(A)  Alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT).  Telomeres are elongated in the absence of telomerase using a form of 
HR where another chromosome end is used as a substrate for recombination.  (B) Telomere rapid deletion (TRD).  
Telomere tracts are cleaved off in one single step. t-loops undergo branch migration (green arrow) toward the 
centromere, the structure is resolved (black arrows), resulting in a shortened telomere and an extra chromosomal 
telomere circle (ECTC).  Adapted from dissertation of James M. Watson. 
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from dividing (see below).  Therefore, cell senescence is though to be in place to limit 
cell division as an anticancer mechanism.  A recent study demonstrated that pre-tumor 
cells that harbor short telomeres induce senescence (64,65).  For this reason telomere 
length is thought to act as a molecular clock for cell division, where each cell is given an 
appropriate number of telomere repeats to last a lifetime.   
In mammalian cells, the amount of telomere shortening observed in telomerase-
deficient cells is greater then predicted from the end-replication problem (reviewed in 
(66)).  This finding suggests that telomeres are subjected to additional activities that 
decrease their length.  It is postulated that mammalian telomeres are routinely 
subjected to nuclease attack (reviewed in (66)).  Another mechanism that shortens 
telomeres is telomere rapid deletion (TRD) (67) (see Figure 6).  TRD is recombination-
based mechanism observed in both budding yeast and plants that shortens elongated 
telomeres by bringing them back to wild type length in a single step (68,69).  TRD is 
thought to result in deletion of t-loop sized telomere tracts, when the t-loop is subjected 
to holliday junction resolvase (see Figure 6). 
Telomerase homeostasis also can be achieved in the absence of telomerase.  
While 95% of cancer cells use telomerase to maintain telomeres, there are examples of 
certain cancers that almost exclusively use ALT.  For example, a majority of 
osteosarcomas employ ALT to maintain telomeres (70).  In mammalian cells, ALT uses 
telomere tracts of a homologous chromosome as a recombination substrate to elongate 
telomeres.    
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Telomeres as nucleoprotein complexes 
A functional telomere is a nucleoprotein complex consisting of telomeric DNA and the 
proteins that specifically bind to double- and-single-strands of telomeric DNA.  Double-
strand telomere binding proteins (TBPs) contact DNA through a conserved myb-like 
DNA binding domain (reviewed in (56).  Single-strand TBPs use an 
oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide (OB) fold to directly bind G-overhangs (reviewed in 
(34)).  Single-strand TBPs can also localize to double-strand telomeric DNA by protein-
protein interactions with double-strand TBPs (71).  In addition to proteins that directly 
bind telomeric DNA, many proteins contact telomeres via protein-protein interactions, 
forming a higher order nucleoprotein structure at the chromosome end.  As discussed 
below, TBPs are critical for telomere length regulation, chromosome end protection and 
other functions ascribed to telomeres. 
 
Double-strand TBPs 
In budding yeast, double-strand telomeric DNA is bound by repressor activator protein 1 
(Rap1).  Rap1 is associated with two additional factors, rap1-interactor factors 1 and 2 
(Rif1 and Rif2) (Figure 4).  This telomere protein complex functions in negative 
regulation of telomere length in cis; an increase in the number of Rap1 proteins results 
in shorter telomeres (72-75).  Thus, Rap1 is thought to function as part of a counting 
mechanism that determines which telomeres require elongation by telomerase (74). 
Human telomeres are bound by a core complex of six proteins known as 
shelterin (76).  Shelterin consists of: telomere repeat binding factor 1 (TRF1), telomere 
repeat binding factor 2 (TRF2), TIN2 (TRF1-interacting nuclear factor 2), Rap1, TPP1 
and protection of telomeres 1 (POT1) (Figure 4) (76).  Only three shelterin components 
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make direct contact with telomeric DNA: TRF1, TRF2 and POT1.  TRF1 and TRF2 form 
homodimers to bind double-strand telomere DNA, while single-stranded telomere DNA 
is bound by POT1.  POT1 also associates with the double-strand region of the 
telomeres via TTP1.  TPP1 is a bridging protein that binds TIN2; TIN2 makes contacts 
with TRF1 and TRF2 (76).     
TRF2 acts as a platform for additional proteins to localize to the telomere, and is 
essential for telomere capping.  TRF2 null mutations are lethal (77), but dominant 
negative mutants of TRF2 can be used to assess the role of TRF2 at telomeres (77).  
TRF2 dominant-negative mutants that displace TRF2 from the telomere harbor 
abundant end-to-end fusions containing large tracts of telomeric DNA (2).  These 
uncapped telomeres are recognized as sites of DNA damage as evidenced by the 
localization of DDR proteins involved in signaling the presence of a DSB.  These 
proteins include γH2AX, 53BP1 and MDC1 (78).  A capping function for TRF2 is further 
supported by studies that show that TRF2 mediates the formation of t-loops (32).  TRF2 
is thought to bind the double/single-strand junction at the base of the t-loop (32,79).   A 
recent study has shown that a mutant form of TRF2 leads to an increase in TRD (33), 
highlighting the importance of TRF2 at the t-loop.  In addition, it has been reported that 
TRF2 rapidly localizes to DSBs (80), however, this finding has recently been disputed 
(81).   
TRF1 is a negative regulator of telomere length (82) and this regulation is 
thought to be achieved through POT1 interaction as the presence of TRF1 increases 
the accumulation of POT1 on double-strand portions of the telomere (83).  POT1 is 
thought to translocate to the G-overhang where it can negatively regulate telomerase 
(84).  This observation suggests that, similar to Rap1 in yeast, TRF1 acts as a counting 
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mechanism for telomere length and this message is relayed to the telomere terminus 
through the localization of POT1 (83). 
Multiple putative double-strand TBPs have been reported in plants suggesting 
functional redundancy (reviewed in (85)).  In Arabidopsis, these proteins fall into two 
families, characterized by whether they possess a myb-like domain and an additional 
myb-extension domain (86).  While TRF1 and TRF2 can only form homodimers 
(reviewed in (76)), the putative Arabidopsis TBP family containing the myb and myb-
extension domains can form both homodimers and heterodimers as well as bind 
double-strand telomeric DNA in vitro (86).  Only two TBPs have been reported to affect 
telomere length in plants in vivo (87,88).  A deficiency of Arabidopsis telomere binding 
protein 1 (TBP1) results in telomere lengthening, indicating that AtTBP1 acts as a 
negative regulator of telomere length (87).  Likewise, in tobacco, the double-strand 
TBP, NgTR1 is a negative regulator of telomere length (88). 
The finding that t-loops are present in pea plants (89) implies that this structure 
will be conserved across all multicellular eukaryotes.  Thus, the identification of specific 
TBPs that function in telomere length regulation and capping in the Arabidopsis model 
will be critical for further developing telomere biology in this system.   
 
Single-strand TBPs 
Cdc13 is the best characterized of the single-strand TBPs.  It binds G-overhangs in 
budding yeast and is involved in multiple aspects of telomere maintenance (reviewed in 
(56)).  Three additional proteins, Stn1, Ten1 and Est1 localize to the G-overhang 
through interactions with Cdc13 (reviewed in (90)).  A dynamic interplay exists between 
these three proteins and is critical for their telomere functions. 
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Cdc13 acts as a both a positive and negative regulator of telomerase (91).  
Positive regulation is achieved through direct recruitment of a telomerase component, 
ever shorter telomeres 1 (Est1) to the telomere (92).  Cdc13 also interacts with Polα to 
coordinate lagging strand synthesis (91).  Negative regulation of telomerase by Cdc13 
is accomplished through binding of Stn1 to the same site of Cdc13 as Est1 (91).  Once 
telomerase (Est1) is recruited to the telomere via Cdc13, the subsequent coordination 
of C-strand synthesis that is accomplished by the binding of Stn1 to Cdc13 results in 
negative regulation of telomerase (91).   
POT1 is the single-strand telomere binding protein in fission yeast and higher 
eukaryotes that is the presumed ortholog of Cdc13 (93).  Like Cdc13, hPOT1 is 
involved in regulation of telomerase access to the telomere (94).  In vitro data indicate 
that POT1 binds the extreme 3’ terminus of the G-overhang, providing both negative 
regulation of telomerase, and protecting the ends from nuclease activities (84,95,96).  In 
vitro and in vivo data also implicate POT1 in positive regulation of telomere length 
(94,96-98).  Another major function of POT1 is in maintenance of the G-overhang and 
inhibiting a DNA damage response from occurring at telomeres (see below). 
Arabidopsis is unusual in that it harbors three POT1 proteins, POT1a, POT1b 
and POT1c, which appear to have distinct functions.  AtPOT1a is a component of the 
telomerase ribonucleoprotein complex (99), similar to the Est1 component of 
telomerase in budding yeast.  POT1a is required for telomerase activity in vivo.  While 
the loss of POT1b does not have an obvious affect on telomeres, pot1b dominant-
negative mutants exhibit shortened telomeres and severe genome instability (100), 
implicating POT1b in chromosome end protection.  Preliminary data suggest that 
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POT1c may promote telomerase activity (Y. Surovtseva et al. unpublished data).  
Altogether, these data suggest that POT1 proteins are rapidly evolving in plants. 
Another putative single-strand TBP has been identified in Arabidopsis is single-
strand telomere binding protein 1 (STEP1).  STEP1 localizes to the nucleus and inhibits 
telomerase activity in vitro (101).  However, its in vivo function has not been described. 
 
Contribution of TBPs to maintenance of G-overhangs  
The importance of G-overhangs is demonstrated by several observations.  First, in 
budding yeast, the single-strand TBP, Cdc13 functions in protection of G-overhangs.  
Deficiency of this protein leads to severe telomere de-regulation where G-overhangs 
are massively elongated leading to cell cycle arrest (102).  Deficiencies in the 
interacting partners of Cdc13 (Ten1 and Stn1) also result in increased G-overhang 
signals (102-104).  Therefore, G-overhang protection is shared by at least three 
proteins in budding yeast.   
Second, G-overhangs are essential for formation of the protective t-loop 
structure in all organisms tested (reviewed in (34)).  Several studies indicate that 
exposure of the G-overhang (i.e. unfolding of the t-loop) may act as a red flag that 
signals telomere dysfunction.  When oligonucleotides corresponding to G-overhangs 
are introduced into cell culture the result is cellular senescence (105).  Two reports from 
the de Lange lab highlight the importance of masking the G-overhang to chromosome 
end-protection and cell proliferation (2,106).  One study showed that exposure of G-
overhangs as a consequence of telomere uncapping leads to G-overhang degradation 
and immediate recruitment of telomeres into an end-joining reaction (2).  The second 
study showed that when the nuclease responsible for removal of G-overhangs cells is 
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deficient and G-overhangs are intact, telomeres are not subjected to fusions (106).  To 
complement these results, another group found that excess human POT1 protected 
against the reduction of G-overhang signal experienced as a result of telomere 
uncapping (107).   
Approaches that can precisely determine the terminal sequences of both strands 
of the telomere tract have demonstrated that telomeres end in a precise sequence 
(23,108,109).  Intriguingly, a study using human cells has shown that this fidelity is lost 
when cells are deficient in hPOT1, suggesting that POT1 directly binds G-overhangs 
and restricts the amount of nuclease digestion at telomeres (110).  Thus, POT1 directly 
acts to protect the G-overhang.  Together, these data indicate exposure of the G-
overhang leads to fusions where removal of the G-overhang is a prerequisite for end-
joining.   
Finally, it should be noted that a role for POT1 proteins in G-overhang 
maintenance is not consistent across evolution.  For example, G-overhang signals are 
increased in response to loss of POT1 in chicken cells, but are reduced in human cells 
(110-112).   In mouse cells POT1 deficiency results in observable changes in the G-
overhang signal intensity, however the role of POT1 in G-overhang maintenance is 
unknown due to two conflicting reports (113,114).   
In addition to single-strand TBPs, there are a few examples where loss of 
double-strand TBPs affects G-overhangs.  Disruption of the double-strand TBP Taz1 in 
S. pombe leads to severely elongated G-overhangs that become entangled and trigger 
end-to-end fusions harboring large telomere tracts (115).  In addition, the loss of KU, 
another protein that localizes to double-strand telomeric DNA, results in elongated G-
overhangs in plants and budding yeast (116,117).  Finally, loss of Rad51, a protein 
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involved in homologous recombination, results in increased G-overhang signals in 
chicken cells (118). 
In summary, the G-overhang is maintained by a multitude of proteins that govern 
various aspects of telomere structure and function.  These functions include physically 
protecting the G-overhang, preventing nuclease degradation of the C-strand and 
coordinating lagging strand synthesis.  It is likely that additional factors that contribute to 
maintenance of the G-overhang will be uncovered in the future.  In Chapter IV, I 
examine the status of the G-overhang in Arabidopsis plants with mutations in different 
telomere-related genes. 
 
The DNA damage response  
In this section, I introduce the fundamental properties of the DNA damage response 
(DDR) and the proteins involved in sensing and repairing DNA damage.  The basic 
roles of DDR proteins will be introduced to illustrate the relationship between these 
proteins and telomeres.   
DNA damage sensing, signaling and repair are achieved via interaction of 
multiple proteins and pathways.  In response to a DSB a cascade of responses occur 
that leads to recruitment of factors that amplify and transduce the DNA damage signal 
in order to repair the break and arrest the cell cycle.   The MRN-X complex is thought to 
be the first protein to bind a DSB.  In this capacity, MRN-X acts as a mediator of the 
DDR, recruiting ATM to the DSB.  ATM or DNA-PKcs can phosphorylate H2AX (γH2AX) 
forming foci that mark the DSB (reviewed in (119).   Accumulation of γH2AX is 
necessary for recruitment and maintenance of mediators of the DDR including 53BP1, 
BRCA1, MDC1 and MRN complex (reviewed in (119)).   
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DDR proteins 
Two of the central regulators of the DDR are ATM and ATR.  ATM and ATR are 
members of the PI3-related protein kinase (PIKK) family that function in DNA damage 
signaling by relaying and amplifying the DDR.  ATM is predominantly involved in 
sensing DSBs, while ATR responds to single-strand breaks (SSBs), mainly from stalled 
replication forks.  Upon encountering a SSB/DSB, ATM/ATR activates, through 
phosphorylation, proteins involved in the DDR including Mre11 and Nbs1 (78,120).   
Mre11 is thought to localize to a DSB prior to ATM, while Nbs1 acts downstream of 
ATM to assist with cell cycle control (121).  Recent studies indicate ATM and Nbs1 relax 
the chromatin structure, leading to recruitment of downstream components of DSB 
repair including XRCC4 (122).  ATR can substitute for ATM in ATM-deficient cells 
indicating overlap between the two pathways (reviewed in (119)).   
DSBs are repaired by HR or NHEJ (reviewed in (119)).  HR is confined to S and 
G2 phases of the cell cycle and relies on long stretches of homology, easily found in a 
homologous chromosome or sister chromatid.  In contrast, NHEJ does not require 
homology and is a more error-prone process.  NHEJ predominates during the G1 phase 
of the cell cycle.  HR is primarily utilized by lower eukaryotes, while NHEJ is preferred in 
higher eukaryotes, and hence will be discussed in more detail below.   
The core proteins of NHEJ are DNA Protein Kinase (DNA-PK) and XRCC4/DNA 
ligase 4 (LIG4).  DNA-PK is comprised of KU (a heterodimer consisting of KU70 and 
KU80), and the catalytic subunit of DNA Protein Kinase, (DNA-PKcs).  Figure 7 outlines  
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Figure 7.  Non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) double-strand break repair. 
(A)  Core components of NHEJ in higher eukaryotes. DSBs are bound by the Ku heterodimer which protects the ends 
and juxtaposes them for repair.  The DSB are covalently joined by the action of DNA Ligase IV, where it is stimulated by 
XRCC4.  (B) NHEJ end-joining in budding yeast.  Budding yeast NHEJ is postulated to involve the MRX complex, which 
appears to aid in processing ends prior to end-joining. Ku is thought to be located closest to the DSB (reviewed in 144). 
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the major steps in NHEJ.  In NHEJ, DSBs are initially bound by the KU heterodimer, 
which protects DSBs from nuclease digestion and facilitates alignment of the DSBs in 
juxtaposition.  Once KU is bound, DNA-PKcs is recruited to the DSB.  The exact 
contribution of DNA-PKcs to NHEJ is unclear, but current data suggest that its 
phosphorylation and scaffolding capabilities are important (123,124).  XRCC4/LIG4 is 
recruited to the DSB and covalently joins the two broken ends through the ligase action 
of LIG4.  The presence of XRRC4 stimulates the activity of LIG4 (125).  
KU was first isolated from a patient with polymyositis scleroderma overlap 
syndrome (126) and has been well characterized with respect to its role in antibody 
diversity via VDJ recombination (127).  In vitro assays show that KU can bind non-
specifically to multiple types of DNA ends including blunt ends containing a 3’ or 5’ 
overhang, and hairpin structures (128,129).  Multiple KU heterodimers can bind a single 
DSB (129).  The KU crystal structure reveals that KU possesses a three domain 
topology (130).  The C-terminal domain of KU is the site of the interaction between 
KU70 and KU80.  This domain cradles the DNA, through non-specific contacts.  The α/β 
barrel domain contributes minimally to heterodimerization and does not bind DNA, but is 
speculated to serve as a platform for binding of other proteins (130).  In addition to its 
role in DNA repair, KU also functions in DNA replication, transcriptional regulation, 
inhibition of apoptosis and cellular adhesion (reviewed in (3)).  These roles will not be 
discussed further here.   
The presence of DNA-PKcs is restricted to vertebrates and likely reflects an 
essential function for DNA-PKcs in VDJ recombination, a vertebrate-specific process 
(124).  Like ATM and ATR, DNA-PKcs is a Ser/Thr kinase and a member of the PIKK 
family.  DNA-PKcs can undergo autophosphorylation and can phosphorylate other 
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proteins of the NHEJ pathway including KU and XRCC4 (124).  Once DNA-PKcs binds 
a DSB, KU translocates inward so that DNA-PKcs protects the broken ends until they 
are ligated (reviewed in (131)).  DNA-PKcs acts as a molecular scaffold facilitating 
recruitment of proteins including LIG4 to the DSB (reviewed in (124)).  
Autophosphorylation of DNA-PKcs leads to a conformational change that frees ends for 
the LIG4 complex to bind the DSB (132).  DSBs can be joined in the absence of DNA-
PKcs, suggesting that other proteins can substitute for DNA-PKcs in DSB repair (133). 
The XRCC4/LIG4 complex is the most downstream component of the NHEJ 
pathway and acts to covalently join the two broken ends.  In addition to stabilizing LIG4, 
XRCC4 acts to stimulate ligase activity (125).  LIG4 is an ATP-dependent DNA ligase 
containing a conserved lysine residue that is absolutely essential for ligation (134).  
LIG4 was previously thought to simultaneously catalyze the covalent joining of both 
DSBs.  However, recent studies have shown that LIG4 ligates each DNA end 
separately (135).  This finding is interesting since recent evidence demonstrates single-
strand DNA ligases can join DSBs in the absence of LIG4 (136-138).  
The canonical NHEJ is not the only mechanism for end-joining.  Backup DSB 
repair pathways have been described.  In humans, the absence of KU and/or LIG4 
reduces the efficiency of end-joining by ~ 10 fold, but does not abolish it (139-143).  
Furthermore, in the absence of KU and LIG4, DSBs can be joined by components of the 
base excision repair (BER) pathway (136-138).  Therefore, alternative proteins capable 
of similar functions can substitute in DSB repair.  Since DNA repair proteins from 
independent pathways can substitute in the absence of the predominant proteins, these 
data strongly underscore the importance of repairing DSBs.    
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One set of proteins that appears to play a key role in NHEJ in lower eukaryotes, 
aside from KU and LIG4, is the Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1-Xrs2 (MRN-X) complex (reviewed in 
(144)).  MRN-X is thought to act as an alignment factor for DSBs.  In budding yeast the 
Nbs1 component is substituted by the Xrs2 protein.  The MRN-X complex can also 
function in the HR pathway and is essential in meiosis (120).  Similar to KU, the MRN-X 
complex binds DSBs, but it employs a different DNA-binding strategy.  A functional unit 
of the MRN-X complex consists of one Nbs1/Xrs2, and two Mre11 and Rad50 
molecules.  Mre11 makes direct contact with the DSB and is flanked by Rad50.  Rad50 
dimerizes forming a hinge-like structure holding together the two DSBs in close 
proximity (145).  In vitro data show that the nuclease activity of Mre11 digests DNA 
ends to expose tracts of microhomology, thereby facilitating alignment and annealing of 
the two broken ends (146).  This microhomology-mediated end-joining (MMEJ) has also 
been observed in vivo in budding yeast deficient for Ku (147).  In Chapter II, I present 
the first in vivo evidence for MMEJ in higher eukaryotes. 
 
A transient DDR is observed at wild type telomeres 
In addition to a role in DSB repair, proteins of the DDR are necessary for the formation 
of the higher order t-loop structure.  However, it is not fully understood why telomeres 
are prevented from recruitment into end-to-end fusions by DDR proteins.  One 
possibility is that TBPs keep DDR proteins at bay.  This could be accomplished by 
blocking an active site in the DDR protein.  In support of this idea, TRF2 specifically 
interacts with ATM in a way that blocks the kinase domain (148).   
Several studies highlight the importance of the localization of DDR components 
to telomeres (30,149-151).  Like KU, the MRN-X complex localizes to telomeric DNA in 
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most organisms (150,152-154).   Studies in yeast show this is a transient, cell-cycle 
regulated localization (150).  Interestingly, in human cells Mre11 and Rad50 are present 
at telomeres throughout the cell cycle, while Nbs1 is recruited only during S phase 
(154).  In human cells MRN-X, like KU (155), contacts telomeric DNA through TRF2 
(154).  These reports show that DDR proteins are localized to telomeres in a cell cycle-
dependent manner. 
In budding yeast, Takata et al. has shown that recruitment of the MRN-X 
complex coincides with telomere replication (150).  These authors also found that MRN-
X localization is necessary for recruitment of TBPs, including Cdc13, a protein that 
subsequently recruits telomerase to the telomere (149,150).  In addition, ATM and ATR 
were found to be reciprocally regulated in a mutually exclusive manner at the telomere 
(149).  Specifically, ATM is localized to telomeres throughout much of the cell cycle but 
is replaced by ATR in S phase, a time when the telomere is undergoing structural 
modifications (i.e. G-overhang formation) (149).   
In human cells, wild type telomeres elicit two transient DDR signals correlating 
with replication through telomeres and formation of a t-loop structure (30,149,151).  Jan 
Karlseder’s lab used ChIP to determine which factors localize to telomeres in a cell 
cycle-dependent manner (30,149,151).  The first DDR factors are recruited in response 
to replication fork stalling (as highly repetitive telomeric tracts are thought to present a 
problem for replication machinery).  These proteins are MRN-X and ATM/ATR.  In the 
second response, Mre11 and ATM are brought to telomeres, and this recruitment 
coincides with a reduction of POT1.  Since the loss of Mre11 or ATM results in end-to-
end fusions, it is proposed that these proteins promote the formation of a higher order 
structure (30,149,151).   Importantly, these studies demonstrate that the DDR is 
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localized to telomeres and is not propagated to the level of cell-cycle checkpoint 
activation (30).  This observation may explain why telomeres are not subjected to end-
to-end fusions.   
Because these experiments were performed in divergent organisms, the 
transient DDR appears to be conserved and thus may be necessary for significant 
architectural transitions at telomeres (30,149-151).  Consistent with this prediction, the 
Karlseder lab demonstrated that telomeric DNA is exposed (i.e. t-loop unfolded) during 
late G2, a time after telomeres are replicated (30).  These observations underscore the 
relationship between telomere structure and function and proteins of the DDR. 
 
The role of DDR proteins in telomere maintenance 
Proteins of the DDR function in various aspects of telomere maintenance.  DDR 
proteins are involved in telomere length regulation and maintenance of the G-overhang.  
In some instances, these proteins make direct contact with telomerase (reviewed in (3)).   
 
ATM/ATR 
The master regulators of the DDR also contribute to telomere biology where ATM and 
ATR localize to the telomere and function in telomere length maintenance.  Mutations in 
ATM in human and yeast cells result in telomere shortening (3,156,157).  ATM may 
function in telomere length maintenance by way of recruitment of telomerase (158).  
Interestingly, in Arabidopsis, recent studies of atm tert mutants indicate that ATM may 
be involved in monitoring telomere length on homologous ends in Arabidopsis (Vespa et 
al. submitted).  ATR also plays a role in telomere maintenance in Arabidopsis as atr tert 
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mutants results in an increased rate of telomere shortening relative to tert mutants 
alone (159). 
 
KU 
One of the major DDR proteins that contribute to telomere length maintenance is KU 
(reviewed in (3)).  KU negatively regulates telomere length in lower eukaryotes, but 
positively regulates telomere length in plants (reviewed in (3)).  Perhaps the most 
thorough characterization of KU has come through the dissection of the gene in budding 
yeast.  In yeast, KU is involved in multiple aspects of telomere biology (160).  A few of 
these contributions include tethering of the telomere to the nuclear periphery and a role 
in the telomere position effect (TPE) (161).  KU functions in TPE through interactions 
with the silent information regulator (SIR) proteins.  SIR proteins mediate a chromatin 
configuration that acts to prevent transcription of proximal genes (162).  This chromatin 
configuration is achieved by KU acting as a lynchpin to bring two Sir proteins, that are 
normally far apart, into close contact so that the telomeric fold-back structure is 
achieved (36). 
KU also physically interacts with telomerase in budding yeast and humans (163-
166).  In budding yeast, KU binds TERC and functions in positive regulation of telomere 
length (165), while in humans KU binds TERT (164,165).  Interestingly, multiple 
functions of KU in telomere biology and the DNA damage response can be attributed to 
specific domains in KU (160,167).  A recent paper from Alison Bertuch’s lab has 
provided some insight as to how KU can be involved in these multiple, apparently 
conflicting, functions (167).  The authors mapped the locations of key residues in KU70 
and KU80 that are specific to telomere versus DNA repair functions.  They present a 
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two-face model in which the residues that face outward toward the chromosome 
terminus are involved in DNA repair, while residues that face inward give rise to specific 
telomere functions (Ribes-Zamora et al. 2007).  Furthermore, although a clear role for 
KU in telomerase regulation has not been determined in human cells, it is likely to be 
reminiscent of that in budding yeast as the key residues are conserved (167). 
Studies in Arabidopsis and yeast show a loss of KU results in increased G-
overhang signals (116,117).  While the status of the G-overhang throughout the cell-
cycle is not known in Arabidopsis, KU deletion in budding yeast leads to an increase in 
G-overhang signals throughout the cell-cycle (116).  This finding is in contrast to 
telomerase-dependent increase in G-overhang signals normally only observed during 
S-phase of wild type yeast cells (26).   Intriguingly, a function for KU in G-overhang 
maintenance has not been observed in vertebrate cells (118,168), suggesting that KU’s 
functions in telomere biology are not universally conserved. 
 
DNA-PKcs 
A role for DNA-PKcs in telomere length regulation in vertebrates is observed in some 
cases.  However, this role differs from that of KU in mouse cells.  While a loss of KU in 
a telomerase deficient mouse background does not lead to an increase in telomere 
shortening, double dna-pkcs/tert mouse cells experience accelerated telomere 
shortening (169).  These results indicate that KU and DNA-PKcs make distinct 
contributions to telomere length maintenance. 
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MRN-X complex 
Like KU, the MRN-X complex contributes to bulk telomere length regulation and G-
overhang maintenance.  Telomere shortening occurs in budding and fission yeast 
deficient for Mre11 or Rad50 (153,170-174).  Similarly, in fission yeast the loss of Nbs1 
leads to a modest decrease in telomere length (175).  
Mre11 has been implicated in the formation of G-overhangs due to its nuclease 
activity.  Although Mre11 possesses 3’ to 5’ exonuclease capabilities (146), in vivo 
evidence indicates that Mre11 resects DSBs in the 5’ to 3’ direction, the opposite 
polarity necessary to process G-overhangs (176,177).  It is possible that Mre11 
modulates the recruitment of additional, unknown nuclease(s) to process the G-
overhang.  Budding yeast cells deficient for Mre11 do not possess the increased G-
overhang signals normally present in S-phase (14), indicating that KU and Mre11 may 
be playing opposing roles in regulating G-overhangs.  A function for Mre11 in G-
overhang maintenance, together with the observation that Mre11 is recruited to 
telomeres in a cell-cycle-dependent manner (150), suggest that Mre11 prepares the G-
overhang for elongation by telomerase and then facilitates proper telomere folding after 
replication is complete.   
 Mre11 is also implicated in G-overhang maintenance in fission yeast (178).  This 
role is revealed in the context of a deficiency of the double-strand TBP protein Taz1.  
Fission yeast mutant for taz1-/- possess grossly elongated G-overhangs (179).  The 
increase in G-overhang signals is thought to be promoted by Mre11 (178).   
The MRN-X complex is also implicated in telomere biology in higher eukaryotes.  
In Arabidopsis, two groups report no change in telomere length in Mre11 mutants 
(180,181), while another found an increase in telomere length (182).  Similar to budding 
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yeast, a deficiency in Nbs1 in human cells results in shortened telomeres (183).  The 
MRN-X complex also appears to function in maintenance of the G-overhang in human 
cells.  In particular, a reduction of Mre11 leads to decreased G-overhang signals, but 
only in the presence of telomerase (28).  This observation supports a role for Mre11 in 
substrate preparation for telomerase binding.   
In conclusion, a deficiency of DDR proteins or TBPs can lead to alterations in 
the status of the G-overhang, arguing that G-overhangs are maintained by the 
concerted action of these two types of proteins.  It is likely that DNA repair proteins 
“prepare” the G-overhang so that the telomere tract is able to assume the proper 
protective conformation.  Thus, the major function of TBPs may be to facilitate this 
conformational change and inhibit telomere end-joining by ensuring a full-blown DDR is 
not elicited. 
 
The role of DNA damage proteins in telomere dysfunction 
Although a primary function of telomeres is to block a DDR, there are three cases 
where the DDR is not held at bay: 1) when telomeres are uncapped; 2) when telomeres 
are critically shortened; and 3) when DDR proteins are removed from telomeres.  In all 
instances, telomeres are recognized as sites of DNA damage as evidenced by the 
localization of γH2AX and 53BP1(1,78).   
Efficient telomere maintenance by telomerase is the first line of defense against 
telomere dysfunction.  In all organisms, the absence of telomerase results in 
progressive telomere shortening with each cell division (reviewed in (184).  Telomeres 
eventually reach a critical length where they are perceived as DSBs and ultimately 
recruited into end-to-end fusions.  Studies in mammalian systems show that the 
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shortest telomeres in a population are most often involved in fusions (185,186).  In 
Arabidopsis, as in mammalian cells, loss of telomerase results in progressive telomere 
shortening accompanied by an increasing incidence of anaphase bridges. Most 
telomerase-deficient plants reach the terminal phenotype (arrested in vegetative growth 
and sterile) by the eighth generation of this mutant.  In this stage up to half of 
anaphases in dividing cells are involved in bridges (187).  In Chapter II, I define the 
shortest functional telomere in late generation tert and tert ku70 mutants and in Chapter 
III I define a transitional telomere length that marks the onset of telomere dysfunction in 
Arabidopsis.  
In contrast to a gradual onset of telomere dysfunction by progressive loss of 
telomeric DNA due to telomerase inactivation, more pronounced chromosome end 
deprotection can be observed in response to deficiency of TBPs (as described above) 
or to loss of function of telomere-bound DDR proteins.   
Several NHEJ proteins are required for chromosome end protection.  ATM and 
ATR function in protection of functional telomeres from fusion (188-191).  The loss of 
ATM in budding yeast results in telomere fusions and a synergistic increase in fusions is 
observed in a telomerase background (188,191).  This finding indicates that ATM 
modulates telomere capping.  In Arabidopsis and mice, a deficiency in ATM in a 
telomerase background leads to an abrupt and early onset of the terminal phenotype 
(159,192), although bulk telomeres do not shorten faster.  However, recent studies in 
Arabidopsis suggest that individual telomere tracts may be subjected to increased TRD 
in atm tert mutants, giving rise to critically shortened telomeres that promote genome 
instability (Vespa et al. submitted).  A loss in ATR alone does lead to end-to-end 
fusions, but double atr and atm mutants exhibit a low level of telomere fusions (159).  
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Moreover, the combined loss of ATR and telomerase results in a greatly accelerated 
rate of telomere shortening (Vespa et al. 2005). 
Mice deficient in KU exhibit telomere end-to-end fusions (193,194).  Although a 
direct role of KU in telomere capping has not been observed in other model systems 
(reviewed in (184), KU is necessary for chromosome end protection in the context of a 
telomerase deficiency in fission yeast and in Arabidopsis (195,196).  In these systems, 
tert ku70 mutants exhibit end-to-end fusions and accelerated telomere shortening, 
indicating that the absence of telomerase and/or shortened telomeres exacerbates the 
ku phenotype.   
Similar to KU, DNA-PKcs is involved in telomere capping in vertebrates; loss of 
DNA-PKcs results in telomere end-to-end fusions (169,197-199).  Curiously, studies in 
mice demonstrate that dna-pkcs tert mutants exhibit accelerated telomere shortening, 
while ku80 tert mutants do not (198).  Therefore, the role for DNA-PKcs in telomere 
biology is distinct from its function in NHEJ.  The kinase activity of DNA-PKcs is 
required for telomere end-to-end fusions (200), but the exact contribution of this 
enzymatic activity is unknown.  Some insight has been reported by Bailey et al. who 
reported that the loss of kinase activity results specifically in chromatid-type of fusions 
(201).  This finding indicates that end-joining events occur after DNA replication.  
Autophosphorylation of DNA-PKcs facilitates the dissociation of DNA-PKcs from DNA 
(132).  Therefore, if autophosphorylation were impaired, DNA-PKcs may become more 
tightly bound to the telomere and impede access of factors necessary to process 
telomeres for proper capping.   
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Mechanisms of joining dysfunctional telomeres  
Since telomeres resemble a DSB, the formation of a higher-order structure at the 
chromosome end acts to hide telomeres from a DDR.  However, when this structure is 
compromised, the result is telomere dysfunction and telomeres are recruited into an 
end-joining reaction.  While some DDR proteins contribute to proper telomere capping 
and telomere length maintenance, they are also instrumental in facilitating end-joining 
reactions involving dysfunctional telomeres.  Interestingly, the requirement for particular 
DDR proteins in telomere end-joining reactions is variable amongst different organisms.  
In addition, telomere end-joining reactions within a particular organism may be 
mediated by different proteins depending on the nature of the dysfunction.  Since 
telomeres are comprised of inverted repeats and homology can not be used, it is 
reasonable to expect that dysfunctional telomeres are joined by the NHEJ pathway.    
  In human cells the fusion of uncapped telomeres that arise as a consequence 
of TRF2 mutation is dependent on LIG4 (2).   In contrast, telomere dysfunction that 
occurs from progressive telomere shortening through a telomerase deficiency results in 
telomere fusions that are LIG4-independent (202).  One explanation for these conflicting 
findings is that the mechanism of DNA repair depends on the mode of telomere 
dysfunction.  Since uncapped telomeres and critically shortened telomeres both elicit a 
DDR (1,2), the choice of mechanism used to join chromosome ends is not due to a 
failure to elicit a DDR.  It has been speculated that uncapped telomeres may result in an 
altered chromatin structure which is recognized by different repair machinery than 
eroded telomeres (202).  Alternatively, uncapped telomeres that are still long may retain 
TBPs that function in inhibiting particular end-joining pathways.    
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Arabidopsis as a model organism 
Arabidopsis thaliana is fast emerging as a desirable model organism to study telomere 
biology (reviewed in (203)).  Its small genome size and readily available mutants make 
it an attractive genetically-tractable organism.  Double and triple mutants can easily be 
generated by simple genetic crosses.  Furthermore, due to the high tolerance of plants 
to genome instability, many mutations in DDR proteins and telomere-related genes that 
are lethal in mammals are viable in Arabidopsis. 
Telomere tracts in Arabidopsis are much shorter than in mammals and range 
from 2- 5 kb in length, making them amenable to standard techniques for monitoring 
telomere dynamics.  In contrast to most other model organisms, Arabidopsis harbors 
unique subtelomeric sequences on a majority (8/10) of chromosomes ends.  This allows 
one to precisely measure the dynamics of a particular telomere tract, including 
monitoring when it is recruited into an end-to-end fusion. 
Many DDR proteins that are present in humans are conserved in Arabidopsis.  
Thus, Arabidopsis has been utilized to study fundamental aspects of DNA repair in 
higher eukaryotes (reviewed in (204).  DSB repair is largely studied using plasmid 
rejoining assays, and the first report of such an assay was in tobacco (205).  Through 
the use of these assays, it was determined that Arabidopsis prefers NHEJ over HR, 
similar to other higher eukaryotes (reviewed in (206)).  Since Arabidopsis is highly 
tolerant to genome instability, this makes it an ideal system to study DSB repair.  This 
advantageous characteristic is illustrated well in late generation tert mutants, as plants 
can survive for up to ten generations in the absence of telomerase, even though up to 
half of their chromosomes are involved in end-to-end fusions (187).   
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Dissertation overview 
In Chapter II, I will discuss how dysfunctional telomeres are recruited into end-to-end 
fusions in Arabidopsis.  I report the isolation and characterization of end-to-end 
chromosome fusion junctions.  I uncovered a hierarchy of three end-joining pathways in 
Arabidopsis: KU-dependent, KU-independent and KU-Mre11-independent.  These data 
provide the first evidence for microhomology-mediated end-joining in a higher 
eukaryote.  Finally, I showed that the shortest functional telomere length in Arabidopsis 
is 300 bp, approximately the size of a yeast telomere.    
In Chapter III, I show that telomere fusions are observed in the absence of KU 
and LIG4.  I demonstrate that end-to-end chromosome fusions occur at a lower 
frequency in the absence of KU and LIG4 and that these fusion events are 
mechanistically distinct form KU-independent NHEJ and canonical NHEJ.  Furthermore, 
I provide evidence of a novel transition point for telomeres.  I found that the onset of 
telomere fusions occurs once a telomere reaches ~ 1 kb.  However, since only a small 
fraction of telomeres engage in end-to-end fusions, 1 kb appears to represent a length 
at which telomeres become transiently uncapped.  Thus, 1 kb and 300 bp represent key 
structural and functional transitions for Arabidopsis telomeres.   
Finally, in Chapter IV, I discuss the development and optimization of assays to 
detect G-overhangs at Arabidopsis telomeres.   I was successful in optimizing the in-gel 
hybridization technique to determine bulk G-overhang signals.  My data indicate that 
Arabidopsis POT proteins play modest, but distinct roles in maintenance of the G-
overhang.   The most profound results were obtained with cit1 mutants where G-
overhang signals that were up to ten-fold higher than wild type.  These data strongly 
implicate cit1 in protection of the C-strand. 
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Altogether my data provide new insight to Arabidopsis telomere structure and 
function and pave the way for further development of this model system. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF TELOMERE FUSIONS IN Arabidopsis 
REVEALS MULTIPLE PATHWAYS FOR CHROMOSOME END-JOINING* 
 
Summary   
End-to-end fusion of critically shortened telomeres in higher eukaryotes is presumed to 
be mediated by non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ).  Here we describe two PCR-
based methods to monitor telomere length and examine the fate of dysfunctional 
telomeres in Arabidopsis lacking the catalytic subunit of telomerase (TERT) and the 
DNA repair proteins KU70 and Mre11.  PETRA (Primer Extension Telomere Repeat 
Amplification) relies on the presence of an intact G-overhang, and thus measures 
functional telomere length.  The minimum functional telomere length detected was 
~300-400bp.  PCR amplification and sequence analysis of chromosome fusion junctions 
revealed exonucleolytic digestion of dysfunctional ends prior to fusion.  In ku70 tert  
______ 
*Reprinted with permission from Heacock, M., Spangler, E., Riha, K., Puizina, J., and 
Shippen, D.E.  2004.  Molecular analysis of telomere fusions in Arabidopsis: multiple 
pathways for chromosome end-joining.  EMBO J 23, 2304-2313.  Copyright 2004 © by 
Nature Publishing Group. 
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mutants, there was a greater incidence of microhomology at the fusion junction than in 
tert mutants.  In triple ku70 tert mre11 mutants chromosome fusions were still detected, 
but microhomology at the junction was no longer favored.  These data indicate that both 
KU70 and Mre11 contribute to fusion of critically shortened telomeres in higher 
eukaryotes.  Furthermore, Arabidopsis processes critically shortened telomeres as 
double-strand breaks, using a variety of end-joining pathways. 
 
Introduction 
It is essential that cells have an effective mechanism to differentiate telomeres from 
DNA double-strand breaks.  Proper telomere maintenance requires the functional 
elements of the telomere itself, as well as recognition by systems that would otherwise 
signal the presence of DNA damage.  Telomeres have a distinctive nucleoprotein 
structure characterized by a G-rich repetitive DNA sequence ending in a 3' single-strand 
overhang, which is thought to assume a complex secondary structure (t-loop) to 
sequester the chromosome terminus in a sheltered position (34).  Specific DNA binding 
proteins recognize and associate with either double-strand or single-strand telomeric 
repeat sequences providing further protection for the terminus. 
One function of the telomere is to prevent end-to-end chromosome fusion.  
Fusions can be induced through perturbation of the telomeric DNA sequence or 
depletion of telomere-associated proteins, such that the structure of the telomere is 
fundamentally altered (184).  Telomerase activity is necessary for telomere 
maintenance.  In addition, the appropriate complement of telomere-associated proteins 
must be present to assure that the telomere assumes a fully capped configuration, and 
is excluded from processing by DNA damage repair systems.  
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End-to-end chromosome fusion is a common outcome in cells with dysfunctional 
telomeres, suggesting that uncapped chromosome ends are often recognized and 
processed as DNA double strand breaks (184).   In both mammals and yeast, fusion of 
chromosomes with critically shortened telomeres requires components of the NHEJ 
pathway.  Moreover, several DNA repair proteins, including KU and the MRX complex 
(Mre11, Rad50 and Xrs2/Nbs1), localize to telomeres in wild type cells, and are 
essential for recognition or maintenance of the telomere (184).  
The precise role of DNA repair proteins at the telomere is unclear, and varies 
between different species.  For example, loss of KU function via disruption of the KU70 
or KU80 genes leads to altered telomere tract extension in Arabidopsis, but 
chromosome fusion is not observed (196,207,208).  In contrast, telomere length is not 
dramatically altered in mammalian cells in the absence of KU, but end-to-end 
chromosome fusions are formed, consistent with uncapping of the telomere (168,197).  
Fusion of critically shortened telomeres proceeds efficiently without KU70 in 
Arabidopsis (117), but requires KU function in mammalian cells (194).  Fusion of 
uncapped telomeres can also occur in the absence of conventional KU-dependent 
NHEJ in yeast (195,209).  Together, these observations imply that dysfunctional 
telomeres can be joined by alternative NHEJ pathways.  Examination of DNA double-
strand break repair in yeast lacking KU demonstrated a distinct pathway of 
microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ) that requires the MRX complex (147).  
Although the biochemical properties of the mammalian Mre11 protein indicate that it has 
the potential to function in NHEJ (146,210), this hypothesis has not been tested in vivo, 
as null mutations involving the MRX complex are lethal (211). 
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Arabidopsis is emerging as an attractive higher eukaryotic model for telomere 
biology because it displays a remarkable tolerance to telomere dysfunction and genome 
instability.  Progressive telomere shortening in telomerase mutants ultimately leads to 
sterility and massive genome instability.  However, terminal generation plants are viable 
despite end-to-end fusion of up to half of the chromosomes (117,187).  Thus, 
Arabidopsis provides a rich source of material to examine the outcome of chromosome 
fusion at the molecular level.  In addition, the DNA sequences immediately adjacent to 
the telomeric repeats in Arabidopsis are not highly repetitive, and regions of unique 
sequence are present near most chromosome ends.  Hence, the Arabidopsis genome 
is well suited to the independent analysis of telomeres from various chromosome arms, 
and offers the potential to examine the fate of individual telomeres in different genetic 
settings.   
Here we report the development of two PCR-based methods that exploit the 
unique subtelomeric DNA sequences at Arabidopsis telomeres to precisely measure the 
length of the telomeric tract of individual chromosomes and to amplify and characterize 
chromosome fusion junctions arising from telomere dysfunction.  We show that the 
minimum functional telomere length in Arabidopsis is 300-400bp.  Sequence analysis 
reveals that when KU is functional chromosome fusion junctions formed between 
critically shortened telomeres display hallmarks of conventional NHEJ with evidence of 
exonucleolytic processing and frequent small insertions (139,212).  However, when 
critically shortened telomeres associate in the absence of KU70 the architecture of the 
fusion joint is altered, and a more homology-driven mechanism mediates fusion.  
Remarkably, fusion of critically shortened telomeres still occurs in triple ku70 tert mre11 
mutants, but the junctions display a significant decrease in microhomology.  These data 
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not only provide in vivo evidence that Mre11 contributes to MMEJ reactions in higher 
eukaryotes, but also illustrate the complexity of NHEJ pathways. 
 
Materials and methods  
Plant growth and DNA preparation  
The generation of A. thaliana tert and ku70 tert lines was described previously 
(117,187).  Plants with a T-DNA insertion in the MRE11 gene were obtained from the 
Salk collection (line 054418) (213).  Triple tert ku70 mre11 lines were created via the 
crossing scheme outlined in the figure on page 69.  A. thaliana plants were grown at 
23°C in an environmental growth chamber with a 16/8 hr light/dark photoperiod.  DNA 
was extracted from whole plants 4-5 weeks after germination as previously described 
(196).  DNA concentration was determined by agarose gel electrophoresis, using 
lambda DNA digested with HindIII as a standard. 
 
Subtelomeric DNA sequences and chromosome-specific PCR primers 
Terminal DNA sequences for seven Arabidopsis chromosome arms were identified in 
GenBank (1R, AC074299; 1L, AC007323 and AC074298; 2R, AC006072; 3L, 
AC067753; 3R, AL732522; 4R, AL035708 and Z12169; 5L, AB033277; 5R, AB033278).  
Unique subtelomeric primers directed 5’ to 3’ toward the telomeric repeat were 
designed for each, as indicated below.  
 
Determination of telomere length 
For PETRA, primer extension was performed using from a primer bound to the 
telomeric G-overhang (PETRA-T 5’-
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CTCTAGACTGTGAGACTTGGACTACCCTAAACCCT-3’), followed by PCR 
amplification using a chromosome-specific subtelomeric primer (1R 5’-
CTATTGCCAGAACCTTGATATTCAT-3’; 1L 5’-AGGACCATCCCATATCATTGAGAGA-
3’; 2R 5’-CAACATGGCCCATTTAAGATTGAACGGG-3’; 3R 5’-
CTGTTCTTGGAGCAAGTGACTGTGA-3’; 3L 5’-
CATAATTCTCACAGCAGCACCGTAGA-3’; 4R 5’-
TGGGTGATTGTCATGCTACATGGTA -3’; 5R 5’-
CAGGACGTGTGAAACAGAAACTACA-3’; 5L 5’-
AGGTAGAGTGAACCTAACACTTGGA-3’) and second primer (PETRA-A 5’-
CTCTAGACTGTGAGACTTGGACTAC-3’) that recognizes sequence complementary to 
the 5’ non-telomeric sequence present on PETRA-T.  Primer extension reactions (50 µl) 
included 1X DNA PolI buffer (Promega), 250 µM dNTPs, 0.2 µM PETRA-T primer, 
500ng genomic DNA and 9 units DNA PolI (Promega).  The reaction was incubated at 
16°C for 1 hr, and then overnight at 25°C.  The next day DNA was recovered by ethanol 
precipitation, and suspended in 20 µl water.  Each chromosome-specific PCR reaction 
(50 µl) included 1X ExTaq buffer (TaKaRa), 200 µM dNTPs, 0.4 µM PETRA-A primer, 
0.4 µM subtelomeric primer, 1/10 of the DNA recovered from the primer extension, and 
2 units ExTaq (TaKaRa).  Samples were incubated at 96°C for 5 min, followed by 20-25 
cycles of: 94°C for 15 sec, 60°C for 30 sec and 72°C for 2 min, with a final incubation at 
72°C for 10 min.  A 15 µl aliquot of the PCR products was separated by electrophoresis 
through a 0.8-1% agarose gel, and transferred to a nylon membrane.  Membranes were 
probed with a 32P end-labeled telomeric oligonucleotide (T3AG3)4.  Hybridization was 
performed at 55°C O/N, in a buffer consisting of 0.25 M sodium phosphate Buffer, pH 
7.5, 7% SDS, and 1 mg/ml BSA.  Filters were washed in 2XSSC/0.1% SDS and 
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0.2XSSC/0.1% SDS, twice each for 10 min at 55°C.  Hybridization signals were 
detected using a STORM PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) and the data were 
analyzed using IMAGEQUANT software (Molecular Dynamics).  Terminal restriction 
fragment (TRF) analysis was performed as described (187).  
 
PCR amplification, cloning and sequence analysis of fusion junctions 
Chromosome fusion junctions were amplified by PCR using subtelomeric primers in 
various pairwise combinations.  Primer sequences were as indicated above, with the 
following exceptions: 1L 5’-ACAAGGATAGAAATAGAGCATCGTC-3’; 3L 5’-
AGACGAGGAGACTAGGAACG-3’; 3R 5’-GTATGGATGCCGGGAAAGTTGCAGACAA-
3’; 5L 5’-CGACAACGAC GACGAATGACAC-3’; 5R 5’-TCGGTTGTCGTCTTCAAG-3’.  
PCR reactions (20 µl) contained 1 x ExTaq reaction buffer (TaKaRa), 125 µM dNTPs, 
0.5 µM each primer, 0.5 units ExTaq (TaKaRa) and 100 ng genomic DNA.  Samples 
were incubated at 96°C for 2 min, followed by 34 cycles of: 96°C for 30 sec, 55°C for 1 
min and 72°C for 1 min, with a final incubation at 72°C for 5 min.  A 10 µl aliquot of the 
PCR products was separated by electrophoresis through a 1% agarose gel, and 
transferred to a nylon membrane.  Membranes were hybridized with a 32P end-labeled 
(T3AG3)4 or a specific subtelomeric oligonucleotide located distal to the primer used for 
PCR (3L 5’-CATAATTCTCACAGCAGCACCGTAGA-3’; 1R 5’-
ACAAACACAGTCAATCCTGC-3’) as probes.  Hybridization and signal detection were 
performed as above. 
 For cloning of PCR products, unincorporated primers were removed using 
QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen).  Products were then ligated into the pDRIVE 
vector (Qiagen) and transformed into SURE® competent cells (Stratagene).  Fusion 
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clones were detected by colony hybridization, using probes as described above.  DNA 
was prepared from clones of interest using a QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen).  DNA 
sequence reactions were performed using the BigDye Reaction Mix (Perkin Elmer-ABI), 
and products were evaluated using an ABI PRISM 377 DNA Sequencer. 
 
Statistical methods 
An unpaired T-test was used to compare telomere lengths between mutant plants at 
different generations of propagation.   Nonparametric data was compared using a 
Wilcoxan rank sum test.  Comparison between categorical variables was completed 
using the chi-square test.  A P value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant.   
 
Results 
Unique subtelomeric sequences in Arabidopsis 
A search of the Arabidopsis genomic sequence database yielded terminal DNA 
sequence information for the eight non-rDNA bearing Arabidopsis chromosome arms 
(214-216).  To confirm the sequence in wild type plant stocks segregated from the tert 
mutant line (ecotype Columbia), subtelomeric sequences from 1R, 1L, 2R, 3L, 3R 4R, 
5L and 5R (where R corresponds to South and L to North; Arabidopsis Genome 
Initiative, 2000) were amplified via PCR using a telomeric repeat primer in combination 
with a chromosome-specific primer.  The PCR products were cloned and sequenced.  
Only minor deviation from the published sequence was noted, specifically involving 
chromosomes 2R and 4R.  Although a subtelomeric primer was designed for 
chromosome 3R, we were unable to isolate the most distal subtelomeric sequence for 
that chromosome.  Pairwise BLAST analysis showed limited regions of homology within 
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the 2kb of subtelomeric DNA immediately proximal to the start of each telomere repeat 
sequence, with the exception of chromosomes 1R and 4R, which share an extensive 
region of homology.  No highly repetitive sequences were identified near the telomeric 
repeats (Figure 8).   
 
A novel PCR method to monitor individual telomere size 
The presence of unique subtelomeric sequences in Arabidopsis allowed us to examine 
telomere length for individual chromosome ends.  We devised a PCR-based technique 
called PETRA that requires the G-overhang, a key structural element necessary for 
telomere function, and can accurately determine telomere length at multiple 
chromosome ends from a single plant.  
 The principle of PETRA is outlined in Figure 9A.  An adaptor primer (PETRA-
T) is hybridized to the 3’ G-rich overhang at the chromosome terminus.  PETRA-T 
consists of 12 nucleotides complementary to the telomeric G-strand at its 3’ end, with a 
5’ end that bears a unique sequence tag.  Once annealed, the PETRA-T primer is 
extended by DNA PolI; the formation of PETRA products is dependent upon the action 
of DNA PolI Figure 9C, and we previously showed that this primer extension reaction 
requires the presence of an intact G-overhang (217).  In the next step of PETRA, 
telomeres of specific chromosome arms are amplified by PCR using a unique 
subtelomeric primer and PETRA-A, a primer whose sequence is identical to the tag on 
the 5’ terminus of PETRA-T.  PCR products are detected by Southern hybridization 
using a telomeric repeat probe.   
 We tested the PETRA assay by evaluating the 2R telomere in a fourth 
generation (G4) tert mutant.  Terminal restriction fragment (TRF) analysis of genomic  
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Figure 8.  Unique subtelomeic regions in Arabidopsis.   
Diagram depicting regions of subtelomere homology for 7/10 Arabidopsis chromosome arms. Arrows, location of primer 
using for PETRA and fusion PCR; rectangles, regions of homology shared between different chromosomes. 
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Figure 9.  Measurement of telomere length by PETRA. 
(A) Diagram of the PETRA method.  (B) Measurement of telomere length by TRF analysis for the right arm of 
chromosome 2 (2R) from a G4 tert mutant.  The probe is an oligomer that recognizes a unique subtelomeric region of 
2R.  The calculated telomere length is ~ 2.2 kb.  (C) PETRA for 2R using the same DNA sample was carried out in the 
presence (+) or absence (-) of DNA PolI.  A doublet of bands is resolved, yielding a calculated telomere length of 2.2 and 
2.4 kb.  (D) PETRA for six different chromosome arms using a wild type DNA template.  A single diffuse band is detected 
for most chromosomes; calculated telomere length ranges from 3030 to 4300 bp.  Open arrowhead, shortest telomere; 
closed arrowhead, longest telomere.  
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DNA digested with HindIII detected a single 4 kb band (Figure 9B).  Since the HindIII 
site is located 1.8 kb proximal to the telomeric repeats, the size of the telomere at 2R in 
this plant is approximately 2.2 kb.  PETRA reactions were performed with the same 
DNA, using a 2R primer that binds 500bp upstream from the telomeric repeats.  A 
doublet of bands (2.7 and 2.9 kb) was resolved (Figure 9C) indicating that the 2R 
telomere in this plant is comprised of two subpopulations of 2.2 and 2.4 kb in length.  
PETRA analysis of telomere length for other individual plants typically revealed only one 
or two bands for each chromosome arm, including 2R.  Sequence analysis confirmed 
that PETRA products represent the predicted subtelomeric and telomeric sequences for 
the targeted chromosome (data not shown).  These findings correlate well with previous 
TRF analysis of tert mutants using subtelomeric probes (187), and demonstrate that 
PETRA provides a sensitive and accurate measure of telomere length on individual 
chromosome arms.  
  
Telomere size in telomerase deficient mutants 
In mammalian cells lacking telomerase the shortest telomere is the one most often 
involved in fusions (185), implying the existence of a minimum functional telomere 
length below which the telomere is uncapped and available to participate in fusion 
events.  To examine the relationship between telomere length, loss of telomere function 
and the formation of chromosome fusions in Arabidopsis, we determined telomere 
length for individual chromosome arms in different generations of tert mutants (Table 1).   
 PETRA detected a single diffuse band for most chromosome ends in wild type 
(Figure 9D) and a much sharper band in telomerase deficient mutants (Figure 10A and 
B).  Telomere length varied considerably between the different chromosome ends and  
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aValues in bold indicate chromosomes for which fusion PCR products were cloned.  Phenotypes (P) for the 
mutants are indicated.  ND=not determined.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.  Summary of PETRA results for tert and ku70 tert mutantsa 
tert P 1L 1R 2R 3L 4R 5L 5R Ave Range
G5, line 
69           
1 WT 1530 1280 1600 2150 1490 1250 1530 1640 880 1480 1270 
2 WT 1470 1260 2200 1420 1250 ND 890 1415 1310 
3 WT 1490 1230 1330 1940 1220 1020 
1600 
1380 580 1310 1360 
4 WT 1460 1180 2280 2090 1840 1520 1190 1770 990 1590 1290 
           
G9, line 
69           
1 II-T 920 ND 410 510 ND 810  580 500 620 510 
2 II-T 600  500 360 300 440 ND 780 540 500 480 
3 II-T 950 ND 520 620 ND 790 890  320 680 630 
4 II-T 890 390 520 730 ND 930 ND 690 540 
5 II-T 660 300 310 440 ND 700 610 500 400 
6 II-T 900 ND 350 460 ND 460 710  550 570 550 
7 II-T 1040 460 1150 750 ND 880 710 830 690 
Pool T 710  530 360 1140 590 ND 880 760  260 650 880 
           
ku70 
tert           
G4, line 
52           
1 I ND 1160  700 ND 910 1600 ND 1100 1090 900 
2 I ND 470 1100 970 1620 ND 630 960 1150 
3 I ND 640 1180 980 800 2670 2290 2020 1460 ND 1010 1450 2030 
4 I ND 1400 2570 1470 2010 1550 3200 ND 
1610 
820 1830 2380 
5 I ND 1310 2210 1410 1660 3070 ND 1390 1840 1760 
6 I ND 960 1100 1340 720 1900 ND 770 1130 1180 
7 I ND 810 840  1150 670 1530 ND 720 950 860 
8 T ND 730 1030 740 2280 2050 ND 1170 1330 1550 
9 T 640  420 360 1040 1390  970 ND ND 440 750 1030 
Pool T ND 740  540  480 1080 
1030  
700 1690 1560 ND 
650  
590 910 1210 
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Figure 10.  Telomere length analysis for tert and ku70 tert mutants. 
Panels (A) and (B) show PETRA results for individual tert plants (line 69) at G5 and G9, respectively.  Chromosome arm 
evaluated is indicated.  Telomere length in G5 ranges from 880 to 2150 bp, while telomere length in G9 ranges from 300 
to 700 bp.  The shortest (open arrowhead) and longest (closed arrowhead) telomeres are indicated.  (C) Bar graph 
illustrates the range of telomere length measured for G9 and G5 tert plants (line 69).  Table I provides a summary of 
telomere length measurements.  (D) PETRA results for a single ku70 tert plant at G4 (line 52).  Telomere length ranges 
from 360 to 1390 bp.  
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no single telomere was consistently found to be the shortest or the longest in different 
generations (Table 1).  As expected, bulk telomere length was significantly reduced in 
G5 tert mutants (Figure 10A) relative to wild type and diminished further by G9 
(P=.0003) (Figure 10B).  However, the size distribution of the telomere tracts (range 
between longest and shortest telomere) in an individual plant was dramatically 
compressed in G9 mutants relative to G5 (Figure 10C).  On average, G5 telomeres 
covered a 1310bp range (n=4), while in G9 telomeres occupied a much narrower 
distribution of 630bp (n=7). 
 In tert plants cytogenetic evidence for chromosome fusion, manifest by the 
presence of anaphase bridges, correlates with the onset of developmental and growth 
defects that are either mild (Type I) or moderate (Type II).  The phenotype worsens in 
successive generations, and by G9 most plants exhibit abundant anaphase bridges with 
severe growth defects and sterility, hence the designation terminal (T) (187).  To 
determine the size of the shortest telomeres in Arabidopsis that still retain a G-
overhang, PETRA analysis was performed for seven individual G9 tert mutants 
displaying either a Type II or T phenotype (Table 1).  The shortest telomeres detected 
were 300-460bp (mean=360bp).  The minimum telomere length found for a pool of 
terminal G9 plants was even shorter at 260bp.   
 Due to an accelerated rate of telomere shortening, anaphase bridges are first 
detected cytogenetically in ku70 tert mutants (line 52) in G2, with many plants reaching 
the terminal phenotype by G4 (218).  To determine the minimal telomere length in this 
setting, we used PETRA to evaluate two G4 ku70 tert mutants that displayed a T 
phenotype (Figure 10D; Table 1).  In these plants, the shortest telomere measured 360 
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and 730bp, respectively.  The minimal telomere measured for a pool of terminal ku70 
tert mutants was 480bp (n=4), a value slightly higher than for tert mutants. 
 
Molecular analysis of chromosome fusion junctions in tert mutants 
To further examine the relationship between telomere length and loss of function, we 
developed a PCR assay to detect chromosome fusions that exploits the existence of 
chromosome-specific PCR primers to amplify fusion junctions between chromosome 
ends (Figure 11A).  The primers used for fusion PCR were positioned approximately 
500bp from the telomere tract and were directed toward the chromosome terminus.  
Various combinations of primers were used to survey all possible combinations of 
chromosome ends for fusion.  PCR products were detected by Southern blot, using 
either a telomeric repeat or a specific subtelomeric probe.  PCR products were 
abundant in reactions carried out with a G9 tert DNA template (Figure 11B), and 
typically displayed a heterogeneous pattern of hybridization, with products of varied size 
that sometimes appeared as a broad smear.  PCR products could be obtained for all 
chromosome arms surveyed, although some specific primer combinations gave 
negative results.  PCR products were occasionally generated in wild type DNA samples 
(Figure 11B), but sequence analysis indicated that these rare products resulted from 
fortuitous amplification of interstitial sequences (data not shown).  
 To test whether the generation of fusion PCR products paralleled the onset of 
cytogenetic defects, DNA was prepared from wild type and successive generations of 
tert mutant plants (line 20; G4-G7), and PCR was performed using primers specific for 
chromosomes 1R and 3L.  PCR products were not obtained in wild type or G4 DNA 
samples (Figure 11C; data not shown).  In G5 faint bands were detected, and in G6 and  
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Figure 11.  PCR amplification of chromosome fusion junctions. 
(A) PCR strategy for amplification of fusion junctions. Arrows denote unique subtelomeric primers directed toward the 
chromosome terminus.  PCR amplification occurs only when two subtelomeric regions are joined end-to-end (oval: 
centromere; wavy line: telomere).  (B-D) Southern blot analysis of fusion PCR products using a telomeric repeat 
sequence probe.  Panel B shows fusion PCR results for different subtelomeric primer combinations, using template DNA 
isolated from a wild type plant and a pool of terminal G9 tert plants.  Chromosome arms analyzed are indicated.  Panels 
C and D show fusion PCR results using the primers for chromosomes 1R and 3L, with template DNA prepared from 
different generations of tert (line 20) and ku70 tert (line 52) mutants.  Results for a single plant are shown in each lane.  
Plant phenotypes are indicated in parentheses. 
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G7 products of greater complexity and abundance were observed (Figure 11C).  A 
similar result was obtained with DNA from ku70 tert mutants (line 52) (Figure 11D).  A 
faint band was detected in G1 plants, products of varied size were evident in G2 (data 
not shown), and abundant products resulting in a broad smear of hybridization were 
obtained using DNA from G3 and G4.  These findings correlate well with the onset of 
cytogenetic abnormalities for both of these lines (187,218) and indicate that our PCR 
approach is a sensitive method for detecting chromosome fusions.  
 To further characterize the structure of the fusion junctions, and to correlate 
these structures with telomere length, we cloned fusion PCR products generated using 
tert and ku70 tert DNA samples that had previously been subjected to PETRA analysis.   
Three different primer combinations (1R-3L, 3R-3L, 2R-3L) were used to amplify 
chromosome fusion junctions.  39 clones from tert mutants (Type II or T phenotype) and 
38 from ku70 tert mutants (Type I or T phenotype) were evaluated.  Southern blot 
analysis showed that the majority of the clones contained telomeric DNA and 
sequences from both chromosome arms, consistent with fusion of heterologous 
chromosomes (data not shown).   
 DNA sequence analysis revealed that 74 of the clones had a structure 
consistent with end-to-end chromosome fusion, with two chromosome arms present in a 
head-to-head orientation (Figure 12).  Three basic configurations were observed: 
telomere-telomere, telomere-subtelomere and subtelomere-subtelomere.  Telomere-
telomere fusions made up only 11% of the clones for tert, but at 43% represented a 
significantly larger proportion for ku70 tert (P=.002).  Similar to what has been described 
for telomere-telomere fusions in yeast (209,219) were unable to sequence completely 
through the fusion junction in these clones.  Telomere-subtelomere fusions were the  
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Figure 12.  Structure of chromosome fusion junctions isolated from tert, ku70 tert and ku70 tert mre11 mutants. 
For simplicity only heterologous chromosome fusion events are depicted.  The extent of sequence deletion varied.  
Occasionally short regions of new sequence were inserted at the fusion junction (Tables 2, 3, and 4).  Dotted lines 
indicate truncation of telomeric and/or subtelomeric DNA.  Inverted triangles denote inserted sequences.  The 
percentage showing a particular fusion structure for each genotype is indicated.  Three examples of complex fusion 
junctions were isolated, but not included in the comparative analysis of fusion junction sequences.  
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most abundant isolates obtained from both tert (78%) and ku70 tert (51%) mutants.  In 
contrast, subtelomere-subtelomere fusions represented only 11% of the total for tert 
and 5% for ku70 tert.  In three additional clones a more complex fusion junction was 
observed.  The example shown in Figure 12 is typical of these isolates.  Two copies of 
1R were fused in a telomere-subtelomere configuration; the copy of 1R with an intact 
terminal sequence was truncated 69bp proximal to the telomere, and the 3L telomere 
was fused at that point.   
 Telomeric DNA captured in the fusion junctions must arise from an uncapped 
telomere.  Since PETRA suggested that the shortest functional telomeres were 
approximately 300-400bp, it was of interest to determine how much telomeric DNA 
remained at the fusion junctions.  The total length of the telomere tract for telomere-
telomere fusions was determined by restriction mapping (Tables 2 and 3), but because 
we could not sequence completely across the fusion junction in these clones, the 
relative contribution of telomeric DNA from each chromosome end is unknown.  
Telomere tracts could be precisely measured in the telomere-subtelomere fusions by 
DNA sequence analysis.  For the clones obtained from G9 tert mutants, telomeric DNA 
ranged from 122-457bp (mean=265bp) (Figure 13A; Table 2).  A similar value was 
obtained for clones derived from G4 ku70 tert mutants, where telomere tracts ranged 
from 52-400bp (mean=241bp; Table 3).  While the lengths of the telomere tracts in the 
fusion junctions roughly correlated with the shortest functional telomeres detected by 
PETRA, it is striking that these domains were often fused directly to subtelomeric DNA.  
Hence, dysfunctional telomeres generated by a telomerase deficiency often appear to 
be substrates for exonuclease attack prior to end-joining.  
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Table 2.  Summary of sequence results for tert fusion PCR clonesa 
Clone number Plant generation Chr. arms 
Source of 
telo repeat 
Length of 
telo repeatb Chr. deleted 
Deletion 
Lengthc Insertion Homology 
Telomere-telomere       
1  G6 1R-3L both 530 N/A 0 ND ND 
2 G6 1R-3L both 570 N/A 0 ND ND 
3 G9 1R-3L both 540 N/A 0 ND ND 
4 G9 3L-3L both 370 N/A 0 ND ND 
         
Telomere-subtelomere       
5 G6 1R-3L 1R 186 3L 349 0 4 
6 G6 1R-3L 1R 122 3L 352 0 0 
7 G6 1R-3L 1R 198 3L 349 0 6 
8 G6 1R-3L 1R 219 3L 348 6 0 
9 G8 1R-3L 1R 180 3L 115 10 0 
10 G8 1R-3L 1R 122 3L 206 0 3 
11 G8 1R-3L 1R 149 3L 346 0 3 
12 G8  1R-3L 3L 498 1R 359 0 4 
13 G9 1R-3L 3L 292 1R 300 0 3 
14 G9 1R-3L 1R 219 3L 64 6 0 
15 G9 1R-3L 1R 197 3L 401 7 0 
16 G9 1R-3L 1R 122 3L 404 1 0 
17 G9 2R-3L 3L 400 2R 0* 25 0 
18 G9 3L-3L 3L 457 3L 143 0 4 
19 G9 3R-3L 3L 271 3R ND ND 0 
20 G9 3R-3L 3L 306 3R ND ND 0 
21 G9 3R-3L 3L 291 3R ND 145 0 
22 G9 3R-3L 3L 334 3R ND ND 4 
23 G9 3R-3L 3L 334 3R ND ND 0 
24 G9 3R-3L 3L 201 3R ND ND 0 
25 G9 3R-3L 3L 283 3R ND 17 0 
26 G9 3R-3L 3L 283 3R ND 1 0 
27 G9 3R-3L 3L 283 3R ND 1 0 
28 G9 3R-3L 3L 251 3R ND 6 0 
29 G9 3R-3L 3L 243 3R ND 24 0 
30 G9 3R-3L 3L 269 3R ND 73 0 
31 G9 3R-3L 3L 198 3R ND 0 1 
32 G9 1R-3R 1R 152 3R ND 17 0 
33 G9 1R-3R 1R 170 3R ND 0 2 
         
Subtelomere-subtelomere       
34 G8 1R-3L N/A 0 1R/3L 80/255 0 3 
35 G8 1R-3L N/A 0 1R/ 3L 459/366 0 2 
36 G8 1R-3L N/A 0 1R/3L 227/293 0 2 
37 G8 1R-3L N/A 0 1R/3L 44/54 9 0 
         
Complex fusion       
38 G6 1R-1R-3L     0 0 
39 G6 1R-1R-3L     0 0 
aValues shown in bold indicate samples where PETRA was also performed.  bTelomere repeat is shown in base pairs. 
cLength of deletion indicates the amount of subtelomeric DNA lost. Asterisk denotes a clone in which the entire 2R telomere 
tract is deleted, but the subtelomeric DNA is intact. ND, not determined; N/A, not applicable 
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Table 3.  Summary of sequence results for ku70 tert fusion clones 
Clone number Plant generation Chr. arms 
Source of 
telo repeat
Length of 
telo repeata Chr. deleted 
Deletion 
lengthb Insertion Homology 
Telomere-telomere       
1 G3 1R-3L both 415 N/A 0 ND ND 
2 G3 1R-3L both 415 N/A 0 ND ND 
3 G4 1R-3L both 365 N/A 0 ND ND 
4 G4 1R-3L both 765 N/A 0 ND ND 
5 G4 1R-3L both 1065 N/A 0 ND ND 
6 G4 1R-3L both 315 N/A 0 ND ND 
7 G3 1R-3L both 990 N/A 0 ND ND 
8 G3 1R-3L both 1200 N/A 0 ND ND 
9 G3 3L-3L both 1190 N/A 0 ND ND 
10 G3 1R-3L both 715 N/A 0 ND ND 
11 G4 1R-3L both 870 N/A 0 ND ND 
12 G4 1R-3L both 400 N/A 0 ND ND 
13 G4 1R-3L both 260 N/A 0 ND ND 
14 G4 1R-3L both 700 N/A 0 ND ND 
15 G3 1R-3L both 715 N/A 0 ND ND 
16 G3 1R-3L both 715 N/A 0 ND ND 
         
Telomere-subtelomere      
17 G3 1R-3L 3L 341 1R 190 0 7 
18 G4 1R-3L 1R 161 3L 91 9 0 
19 G4 1R-3L 1R 222 3L 224 0 3 
20 G4 1R-3L 1R 368 3L 262 0 6 
21 G4 1R-3L 1R 229 3L 224 0 3 
22 G4 1R-3L 1R 394 3L 262 0 6 
23 G4 1R-3L 1R 164 3L 262 0  
24 G4 1R-3L 1R 184 3L 262 0 6 
25 G4 1R-3L 3L 294 1R 309 0 3 
26 G4 1R-3L 3L 286 1R 338 0 4 
27 G4 1R-3L 1R 348 3L 3 0 2 
28 G4 1R-3L 1R 106 3L 224 0 3 
29 G4 1R-3L 1R 400 3L 226 0 3 
30 G4 1R-3L 1R 52 3L 240 0 5 
31 G4 1R-3L 3L >469 1R 103 0 5 
32 G3 1R-3L 3L 444 1R 329 0 12 
33 G3 1R-3L 3L 524 1R 190 6 0 
34 G4 3L-3L 3L >100 3L 180 0 3 
35 G4 3L-3L 3L 160 3L 293 0 0 
         
Subtelomere-subtelomere      
36 G3 3R-3L N/A 0 3L/ 3R 260/>365 0 3 
37 G4 1R-3L N/A 0 1R/3L 142/137 0 1 
         
Complex fusion       
38 G4 1R-1R-3L     0 8 
aTelomere repeat is shown in base pairs. bLength of deletion indicates the amount of subtelomeric DNA lost. Chr., 
Chromsome; ND, not determined; N/A, not applicable 
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Figure 13.  Chromosome fusion junction sequences from tert, ku70 tert and ku70 tert mre11 mutants. 
(A) Histogram showing the amount of telomeric DNA at the fusion junction in subtelomere-telomere clones: tert (gray 
bars), ku70 tert (white bars) and ku70 tert mre11 (black bars).  (B) Histogram showing the size and abundance of DNA 
insertion sequences at the fusion junctions.  (C) Distribution of the point of fusion within the deleted subtelomere for 
telomere-subtelomere fusion events involving 1R and 3L in tert and ku70 tert mutants.  Closed arrowheads, tert fusions; 
open arrowheads, ku70 tert fusions.  A 39bp segment of subtelomeric sequence from 3L is expanded; this sequence was 
a preferred substrate for end-joining in the ku70 tert background. 
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Structural differences at the fusion junctions of tert and ku70 tert mutants 
Sequence analysis revealed intriguing differences at fusion junctions formed in the 
presence or absence of KU.  Fifty-four percent of the tert fusion junctions evaluated 
contained an insertion of a short region (1-145bp) of filler DNA (Figure 13B; Table 2).  In 
previous studies on NHEJ, small insertions arise from both genomic and 
extrachromosomal DNA (Kirik et al., 2000).  The origin of insertion sequences in our 
clones could not be determined.  Significantly fewer of the ku70 tert clones harbored 
insertion sequences (10%; P=.001) and these were much shorter (6-9bp) (Figure 13B; 
Table 3).  Overall, most insertions were less than 20bp, and all of the longer insertions 
were found in the tert fusion junctions. 
 Deletion of sequences at the fusion junction was common for both tert and 
ku70 tert mutants.  For tert clones, the extent of erosion of subtelomeric DNA 
sequences varied substantially, spanning 44-459bp (Table 2).  The fusion points were 
distributed fairly evenly throughout the region of the subtelomeric DNA, although a 6bp 
region of chromosome 3L exhibited a slight preference for the fusion site (Figure 13C).  
Erosion of subtelomeric sequences was also variable in clones derived from ku70 tert 
mutants, extending from 3bp to greater than 365bp (Figure 13C; Table 3).  However, in 
contrast to tert mutants, ku70 tert mutants displayed a stronger bias in the choice of the 
fusion substrate.  For 10 of the 15 fusion junctions involving the subtelomeric region of 
chromosome 3L, joining occurred within a 39bp region located 224-262 nucleotides 
from the beginning of the telomere tract (Figure 13C).  This region has a similar 
sequence and C+A content to that of telomeric DNA, suggesting that in the absence of 
KU, homology between the ends plays a more significant role in the end-joining 
reaction.  In support of this notion, nearly all of the ku70 tert telomere-subtelomere 
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fusions (83%) included a small region of perfect overlapping homology at the fusion 
junction, extending for up to 12bp (Table 3).  In contrast, only 39% of the tert telomere-
subtelomere clones displayed overlapping homology (Table 4), indicating a significant 
increase in microhomology (P=.006).  This analysis confirms that Arabidopsis has the 
capacity to use both KU-dependent and KU-independent mechanisms for fusion of 
critically shortened telomeres.  The data further indicate that the KU-independent 
mechanism has a greater reliance on DNA homology, with a concomitant decrease in 
the frequency of insertions at the fusion junction. 
 
The role of Mre11 in fusion of critically shortened telomeres 
In yeast, microhomology-mediated end-joining (MMEJ) is a KU-independent 
mechanism for repair of DNA double-strand breaks that requires Mre11 (147).  
Therefore, we asked whether Mre11 contributes to KU-independent fusion of critically 
shortened telomeres.  An Mre11 homolog has been characterized in Arabidopsis (182).  
As predicted, mutations in this gene (mre11-1 and mre11-2) result in increased 
sensitivity to DNA damage.  In addition, telomeres were elongated in the mutants 
suggesting that Mre11 contributes to telomere length maintenance.  The mre11-1 allele 
resulted in severe developmental defects and sterility.   
 In this study we specifically focused on the DNA repair function of Mre11 in 
Arabidopsis, using fusion PCR to assess the contribution of Mre11 in joining critically 
shortened telomeres.  For our experiments we used an mre11 allele, mre11-3, which 
harbors a T-DNA insertion within the conserved phosphoesterase domain IV (181).  
mre11-3 mutants showed vegetative growth defects and sterility, consistent with the 
phenotypes described for the mre11-1 mutant (182).  However, in contrast to the  
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Table 4.  Summary of sequence results for ku70 tert mre11 fusion clonesa 
Clone number Chr. arms Source of telo repeat
Length of telo 
repeata 
Chr. deleted Deletion lengthb Insertion Homology
Telomere-telomereb       
1 1R-3L both 410 NA NA ND ND 
2 1R-3L both 491 NA NA ND ND 
3 1R-3L both 906 NA NA ND ND 
4 1R-3L both 978 NA NA ND ND 
5 1R-3L both 806 NA NA ND ND 
6 1R-3L both 533 NA NA ND ND 
7 1R-3L both 573 NA NA ND ND 
8 1R-3L both 734 NA NA ND ND 
9 1R-3L both 642 NA NA ND ND 
10 1R-3L both 851 NA NA ND ND 
11 1R-3L both 522 NA NA ND ND 
        
Telomere-subtelomere       
12 1R-3L 1R 189 3L 328 6 0 
13 1R-3L 3L 316 1R 432 0 3 
14 1R-3L 3L 357 1R 61 0 3 
15 1R-3L 3L 375 1R 495 8 0 
16 1R-3L 3L 267 1R 455 0 4 
17 1R-3L 3L 351 1R 295 0 1 
18 1R-3L 3L 364 1R 330 0 0 
19 1R-3L 3L 355 1R 151 18 0 
20 1R-3L 3L 268 1R 37 11 0 
21 1R-3L 3L 404 1R 153 0 2 
aTelomere repeat is shown in base pairs. bLength of deletion indicates the amount of subtelomeric DNA lost. Chr., 
Chromsome; ND, not determined; N/A, not applicable 
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previous study we did not detect telomere elongation in the mre11-3 mutant (data not 
shown).  A detailed description of the mre11-3 mutant, including an assessment of its 
impact on meiosis and genome stability, will be presented elsewhere (181). 
 To determine whether Mre11 plays a role in MMEJ of critically shortened 
telomeres in ku70 tert mutants, we generated ku70 tert mre11 triple mutants by genetic 
crossing (Figure 14A).  Because disruption of Mre11 results in complete sterility, 
sustained propagation of a triple ku70 tert mre11 mutant was impossible.  However, 
since end-to-end chromosome fusions can be detected as early as G1 of ku70 tert 
double mutants, we reasoned that it would be possible to assess the impact of Mre11 
dysfunction on chromosome fusion within a single generation of plant growth.  Triple 
mutant plants (ku70 tert mre11) and ku70 tert siblings heterozygous for the insertion in 
Mre11 (ku70 tert MRE11+/-) were obtained by self-pollination of KU70+/- TERT +/- 
MRE11+/- plants.  These plants were designated as G1, representing the first generation 
of growth without active telomerase.   Self-pollination of G1 ku70 tert MRE11+/- plants 
yielded G2 triple mutants (ku70 tert mre11), representing two generations of growth 
without active telomerase.  TRF analysis showed that bulk telomere length in ku70 tert 
mre11 G2 plants was comparable to that of sibling plants that retained Mre11 function 
(Figure 14B; and data not shown).  Thus, Mre11 dysfunction does not appear to 
significantly affect telomere length in a ku70 tert background.   
 Fusion PCR was performed using DNA prepared from G1 and G2 ku70 tert 
mre11 plants to investigate the contribution of Mre11 to the fusion of short telomeres.  
As shown in Figure 6C, PCR products consistent with chromosome fusion were 
obtained from DNA samples prepared from G1 plants and were more abundant in G2 
plants.  The increased abundance of PCR products in G2 demonstrates that the  
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Figure 14.  Telomere length and chromosome fusions in ku70 tert mre11 mutants. 
(A) Triple ku70 tert mre11 mutants were obtained by crossing a plant doubly heterozygous for T-DNA insertions in the 
TERT and KU70 genes with a plant heterozygous for a T-DNA insertion in MRE11.  F1 plants heterozygous for all three 
mutations were self-pollinated and F2 plants homozygous for the tert and ku70 mutations, and either heterozygous or 
homozygous for the insertion at MRE11 were identified by PCR.  This population, designated G1, represents the first 
generation of plants without active telomerase.  Second generation (G2) tert ku70 mre11 triple mutants were derived 
from self-pollination of a single G1 tert ku70 MRE11+/- plant.  (B) TRF analysis in G2 tert ku70 mre11 triple mutants was 
performed using a telomere probe to detect all chromosome arms.  No consistent difference in telomere size was 
detected in tert ku70 mre11 triple mutants compared to Mre11 proficient siblings.  (C) Fusion PCR products are present 
in ku70 tert mre11 G1, and are more abundant in G2.  Fusion PCR products were generated using 1R and 3L primers. 
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frequency of chromosome end-to-end fusions correlates with telomere shortening and 
not with Mre11 inactivation.  Sequence analysis of cloned PCR products supports the 
idea that Mre11 contributes to the formation of fusion junctions.  Although the frequency 
of telomere-telomere and telomere-subtelomere fusions was similar in ku70 tert and 
ku70 tert mre11 mutants (Figure12), sequence analysis revealed striking differences in 
the structure of telomere-subtelomere fusion junctions.  Only 50% of the ku70 tert 
mre11 clones displayed short regions of microhomology (1-4bp) compared to 81% in 
ku70 tert mutants (Tables 3 and 4).  Moreover, small insertions were observed in 10% 
of the ku70 tert clones (6-18bp), while 40% of the ku70 tert mre11 clones harbored 
insertions (Tables 3 and 4).  Overall, the fusion junctions obtained from ku70 tert mre11 
mutants closely resembled junctions isolated from tert single mutants.  These findings 
provide strong evidence that Mre11 contributes to the MMEJ reaction at critically 
shortened telomeres.  Moreover, the detection of chromosome end-to-end fusions in 
plants deficient for both KU70 and Mre11 demonstrates that Arabidopsis can process 
dysfunctional telomeres via a variety of distinct NHEJ mechanisms, only a subset of 
which have been previously characterized. 
 
Discussion 
The primary function of the telomere is to define and protect the ends of chromosomes, 
allowing those termini to be distinguished from DNA double-strand breaks.  Loss of 
telomere function may be precipitous as when cells are depleted of telomere binding 
proteins such as Taz1 or TRF2, or gradual as in telomerase-deficient mutants (184).  
However, in both settings formation of end-to-end fusions is a common outcome.  In this 
study we used two different PCR strategies to follow the fate of individual chromosome 
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ends in Arabidopsis mutants experiencing telomere dysfunction through loss of 
telomerase.  Arabidopsis is particularly amenable for such studies since most of its 
chromosome ends contain unique subtelomeric sequences.  By contrast, yeast and 
mammalian telomeres are abutted by complex repetitive elements.  Recently, a method 
comparable to our PETRA approach, termed STELA, was employed to measure 
telomere length on the short arms of the human sex chromosomes (220).  However, 
application of STELA to other telomeres awaits the identification of additional unique 
subtelomeric sequences.  PETRA not only allows us to simultaneously evaluate 
telomere length for multiple chromosome ends, but because it relies on the presence of 
an intact G-overhang, it is designed to detect the shortest functional telomeres in a 
population.  PCR amplification of fusion junctions complements PETRA, since telomere 
fusion is a definitive indicator of loss of function.  
 
Analysis of critically shortened telomeres  
PETRA confirmed that telomere length decreased progressively through successive 
generations of telomerase mutants.  However, we unexpectedly found that the telomere 
length distribution narrows sharply in later generations.  It is conceivable that shorter 
telomeres that have lost their G-overhang exist in the population but are rapidly 
recruited into fusions.  Removal of the G-overhang is necessary for chromosome fusion 
in human cells with dysfunctional TRF2 (106).  Alternatively, there may be selective 
pressure applied to germline cells, such that only progeny harboring telomeres within 
the functional range are produced.  A telomere surveillance mechanism has been 
reported for mice wherein cells bearing dysfunctional telomeres are eliminated from the 
germ cell precursor pool by apoptosis (221).  
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 The shortest telomeres detected by PETRA are found in plants displaying the 
terminal phenotype.  This value is approximately 300 bp in tert mutants, and is slightly 
longer in terminal ku70 tert mutants.  By contrast, the shortest telomeres detected using 
a similar PCR technique in telomerase-deficient yeast were only ~50 bp long (222), six 
times smaller than the shortest telomeres in Arabidopsis.  This difference may reflect 
alternative modes of telomere capping in these species.  Whereas telomere protection 
in yeast is mediated through the binding of Cdc13 protein to the G-overhang (223), 
chromosome termini in plants are apparently sheltered in t-loops (89).  The length of the 
shortest telomeres in Arabidopsis may correspond to the minimal size required for 
efficient t-loop formation in vivo.   
   
Nucleolytic processing of dysfunctional telomeres 
Little is known about the molecular mechanisms that process exposed chromosome 
termini and their role in triggering chromosomal aberrations.  The initial stages of 
double-strand break repair typically involve nucleolytic degradation to create ends 
suitable substrates for downstream reactions (224).  Studies in yeast reveal that 
deprotected telomeres are also subject to exonucleolytic resection (225).  In fission 
yeast, inactivation of the Pot1 telomere protein leads to rapid and extensive loss of 
telomeric DNA followed by chromosome circularization (93).  In KU70 deficient budding 
yeast chromosome ends are subject to degradation via exonuclease 1 (226).  
Furthermore, in telomerase deficient yeast, chromosome fusion is preceded by 
extensive telomere shortening (188,225).  Although relatively little information is 
available concerning the processing of critically shortened telomeres in higher 
eukaryotes, sequence analysis of a small number of chromosome fusion junctions 
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formed in late generation telomerase-deficient mice revealed a complete loss of 
telomeric DNA (185).   
 Our results in Arabidopsis support the notion that exonucleolytic processing of 
critically shortened telomeres occurs prior to fusion.  Among the 98 clones we 
sequenced, the large majority involved telomere-subtelomere fusions.  The extent of 
nucleotide deletion in these junctions is consistent with what occurs prior to repair of 
endonuclease-induced double-strand breaks in plants (212).  We considered the 
possibility that these clones represent secondary fusion events resulting from initial 
telomere-telomere fusion followed by one round of the BFB cycle.  Since our PCR 
primers are targeted to sequences very close to the telomere tract, breakage of the 
dicentric chromosome in the next mitosis would have to have occurred in the immediate 
vicinity of the original fusion point, followed by a second round of fusion with another 
non-functional telomere.  While three of our clones did display a complex structure 
consistent with such a secondary fusion (Figure 12), the vast majority appear to reflect 
a primary fusion event.   
 We suspect that telomere-telomere and sister chromatid fusions are under-
represented in our study due to the inherent difficulty in generating PCR products 
across large palindromic regions.  Indeed, in situ hybridization studies demonstrate that 
fusion of homologous chromosomes occurs frequently in late generation telomerase-
deficient Arabidopsis (227), yet we identified only five examples of such junctions in our 
PCR survey.  Nevertheless, it is striking that the incidence of telomere-telomere fusions 
detected was significantly higher in ku70 tert double mutants than in tert singles.  
Analysis of telomere length by PETRA revealed that the telomeres of chromosomes 1R 
and 3L, which form frequent end-to-end fusions, are slightly longer in terminal ku70 tert 
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plants than in tert single mutants.  These findings, coupled with the observation that 
telomere loss is markedly accelerated in ku70 tert mutants (117), argue that KU70 
contributes to telomere protection in Arabidopsis.  Unlike mammals (168,197), this 
capping function is revealed only in the context of a telomerase deficiency (196).   
 
The role of NHEJ in fusing critically shortened telomeres in Arabidopsis  
Our data strongly support the contention that critically shortened telomeres are 
processed as double-strand breaks and are subject to NHEJ reactions.  Both KU and 
Lig4 have been implicated in the fusion of aberrant telomeres in yeast and mammals 
(2,179,188,194,209).  However, end-to-end chromosome fusions can also occur by 
other pathways, as telomere associations can form in the absence of KU in mammalian 
cells (197), fission yeast (195), and Arabidopsis (218).  We investigated the mechanism 
of chromosome fusion in Arabidopsis by comparing the nucleotide sequences of fusion 
junctions formed in tert and ku70 tert mutants.  In tert mutants, the fusion junctions are 
consistent with conventional KU-dependent NHEJ, harboring small insertions, deletions 
and microhomology.  By contrast, chromosome fusion appears to proceed via a more 
homology-driven process in the absence of KU.  In particular, we noted a marked 
increase in the incidence of overlapping microhomology, with a strong bias for joining of 
canonical telomere tracts to telomere-related sequences in the subtelomeric region.  
This finding supports the view that KU acts in NHEJ as an alignment factor that holds 
DNA ends in apposition to facilitate accurate repair (139).  KU binding has been shown 
to inhibit exonucleolytic attack (178), but in its absence sequence homology between 
the DNA ends plays a more prominent role in proper alignment and efficient synapsis 
(147).  The shift in the structure of the chromosome junctions formed in tert versus ku70 
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tert mutants demonstrates that KU contributes to the fusion of dysfunctional telomeres 
in Arabidopsis.  However, in the absence of KU, an alternative and efficient NHEJ 
pathway operates.   
The outstanding feature of this KU-independent NHEJ pathway is increased 
microhomology at the fusion junction.  Since studies in yeast demonstrated a KU-
independent MMEJ pathway that requires the MRX complex, we asked whether Mre11 
contributes to the fusion of critically shortened telomeres in a higher eukaryote by 
creating a triple mutant deficient in Tert, KU70 and Mre11.  Remarkably, Arabidopsis 
retained the capacity to mediate chromosome fusions in this setting.  Sequence 
analysis of the fusion junctions supports a role for Mre11 in the fusion of critically 
shortened telomeres, as microhomology at the junction was reduced relative to that 
seen in double mutants lacking KU70 and TERT.   
These findings demonstrate an in vivo role for Mre11 in NHEJ in higher 
eukaryotes.  The discovery that inactivation of both KU-dependent NHEJ and Mre11-
dependent MMEJ does not abolish end-to-end chromosome fusions in plants with 
critically shortened telomeres is unexpected, as nearly all end-joining activities in yeast 
are attributed to these two pathways (147).  We conclude that plants possess at least 
three genetically distinct end-joining mechanisms that can efficiently substitute for each 
other and may directly compete in DNA repair.  The robust and redundant nature of 
end-joining pathways is further illustrated by the capacity of Arabidopsis ku70, ku80 and 
lig4 mutants for T-DNA integration (228-230).  Since higher eukaryotes rely primarily on 
NHEJ to repair double strand breaks, redundant end-joining activities may have evolved 
to ensure genome stability. 
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CHAPTER III 
TELOMERE DYNAMICS AND FUSION OF CRITICALLY-SHORTENED 
TELOMERES IN PLANTS LACKING DNA LIGASE IV* 
 
Summary 
In the absence of the telomerase, telomeres undergo progressive shortening and are 
ultimately recruited into end-to-end chromosome fusions via the non-homologous end 
joining (NHEJ) double-strand break repair pathway.  Previously, we showed that fusion 
of critically shortened telomeres in Arabidopsis proceeds with approximately the same 
efficiency in the presence or absence of KU70, a key component of NHEJ.  Here we 
report that DNA ligase IV (LIG4) is also not essential for telomere joining.  We observed 
only a modest decrease (three-fold) in the frequency of chromosome fusions in triple 
tert ku70 lig4 mutants versus tert ku70 or tert.  Sequence analysis revealed that, relative 
to tert ku70, chromosome fusion junctions in tert ku70 lig4 mutants contained less 
______ 
*Reprinted with permission from Heacock, M.L., Idol, R.A., Friesner, J.D., Britt, A.B., 
and Shippen, D.E.  2007. Telomere dynamics and fusion of critically shortened 
telomeres in plants lacking DNA ligase IV.  Nucleic Acids Res.  Copyright © 2007 by 
Oxford University Press. 
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microhomology and less telomeric DNA.  These findings argue that the KU-LIG4 
independent end-joining pathway is less efficient and mechanistically distinct from KU-
independent NHEJ.  Strikingly, in all the genetic backgrounds we tested, chromosome 
fusions are initiated when the shortest telomere in the population reaches ~ 1 kb, 
implying that this size represents a critical threshold that heralds a detrimental structural 
transition.  These data reveal the transitory nature of telomere stability, and the robust 
and flexible nature of DNA repair mechanisms elicited by telomere dysfunction. 
 
Introduction 
A primary function for the telomere is to confer a protective end structure that prevents 
natural chromosome ends from being inappropriately recognized as double-strand 
breaks (DSBs).  This is accomplished by the specialized architecture at the 
chromosome terminus.  In most eukaryotes telomeres are comprised of stretches of 
TG-rich repeated DNA sequences that terminate in a single-strand overhang (G-
overhang), and are bound by double- and single-strand specific telomere proteins (76).  
For added protection, telomeres can assemble into a higher order t-loop configuration 
that apparently unfolds in S phase to allow telomerase access for telomeric DNA 
synthesis.   
Telomere function can be disrupted by prolonged telomerase inactivation or by 
perturbation of telomere binding proteins.  In such settings the telomere triggers a DNA 
damage response and is processed as a DSB (3).  One outcome is the fusion of 
aberrant telomeres end-to-end through the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) repair 
pathway (3).  Telomere fusion leads to the formation of dicentric chromosomes that in 
anaphase form bridges only to be broken when chromosomes are segregated.  The 
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new DSBs induce breakage-fusion-bridge cycles, resulting in chromosome 
rearrangements that severely compromise genome stability.  
The core components of the NHEJ machinery include LIG4/XRCC4 and the 
KU70/80 heterodimer (231).  The KU complex acts to juxtapose two DSBs in alignment, 
while LIG4 and its stabilizing partner, XRCC4, ligate the two ends. In budding and 
fission yeast, the absence of KU and/or LIG4 leads to severe defects in end-joining; a 
10-400 fold decrease in NHEJ has been reported (172,195,232,233).  Likewise, 
mammalian cells deficient in KU and/or LIG4 display up to a 10-fold decrease in NHEJ 
(139-143).   In both yeast and mammals, KU-independent end-joining pathways have 
been described, which rely on microhomology for alignment of the termini.  In yeast, 
microhomology-mediated end-joining (MMEJ) is driven by the MRX complex (147).  In 
vitro studies in human cells also demonstrate that the MRN complex utilizes 
microhomology to mediate end-joining (146), but it is currently unclear whether this 
pathway operates in vivo.  Recent studies also implicate PARP1 and XRCC1/DNA 
ligase 3 (LIG3) in the repair of DSBs in mammalian cells lacking KU and LIG4 (136-
138).   
In addition to its role in DSB repair, KU localizes to telomeres where it functions 
both in telomere length maintenance and chromosome end protection (3).  Notably, the 
loss of KU in vertebrates and fission yeast results in an increased incidence of end-to-
end chromosome fusions (168,193,234-236).  In this respect it is paradoxical that KU, a 
key component of the NHEJ machinery, actively blocks telomere fusion.  How KU can 
provide stability to chromosome ends without engaging NHEJ is unclear, but one 
possibility is that telomere binding proteins occlude active sites on KU essential to DNA 
repair (148).   
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As in DSB repair, fusion of dysfunctional telomeres can be mediated by 
canonical NHEJ as well as alternate end-joining pathways.  In budding yeast, LIG4 is 
required for joining dysfunctional telomeres to internal DSBs (188).  Similarly, studies in 
both fission yeast and mammalian cells indicate that the fusion of dysfunctional 
telomeres is dependent on LIG4 (2,179,237).  Notably, in the latter study where 
telomere de-protection was induced by the loss of an essential telomere binding protein, 
telomeres remained in an open, stabile configuration with intact G-overhangs, even 
though the ends were recognized as DNA damage (237).  In contrast, dysfunctional 
telomeres that arise in fission yeast and mammalian cells as a consequence of a long-
term telomerase deficiency fuse efficiently in the absence of LIG4 (195,202).  Hence, 
the context in which the telomere is de-protected may influence its processing by DNA 
repair machinery.   
 Due to its genetic tractability and high tolerance for genome instability, 
Arabidopsis is a useful model for studying the consequences of telomere dysfunction.  
Wild type Arabidopsis telomeres range in size from 2-5 kb (238), but in mutants lacking 
the telomerase catalytic subunit, TERT, telomeres shorten by approximately 200-500 bp 
per generation, ultimately triggering the formation of abundant end-to-end chromosome 
fusions (53,187).  In the terminal generation of the mutants, where plants were sterile 
and unable to propagate to the next generation, the shortest functional telomere bearing 
an intact G-overhang is only ~300 bp (180).   
We previously showed that critically shortened telomeres fuse with 
approximately the same efficiency in the presence or absence of KU (117), arguing that 
plants employ highly flexible pathways for NHEJ.  Since Arabidopsis telomeres are 
abutted by unique subtelomeric sequences on most chromosome arms, it is feasible to 
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investigate mechanisms of chromosome end-joining at the molecular level using PCR.  
Chromosome fusion junctions arising in tert mutants display canonical NHEJ 
signatures, including the insertion of filler DNA, microhomology and nucleotide deletions 
(180).  The average amount of telomere DNA captured in chromosome fusion junctions 
is 270 bp, consistent with the length of the shortest functional telomere.  While the 
overall architecture of fusion junctions is similar in tert ku70 mutants, insertion of filler 
DNA is reduced and the majority of fusions possess microhomology, suggesting a 
microhomology-dependent back-up pathway.  Consistent with this prediction, 
chromosome fusions that arise in triple tert ku70 mre11 mutants display decreased 
microhomology and increased insertions (180), strongly implicating the MRX/N complex 
in a backup pathway for chromosome end-joining.   
Here we examine the role of LIG4 in telomere fusion.  We find that critically 
shortened telomeres can still fuse in plants lacking LIG4 and KU, with only a modest 
decrease in frequency.  However, the chromosome fusion junctions display different 
sequence signatures than in tert ku70 mutants, and the termini exhibit evidence for 
increased nucleolytic processing prior to fusion, arguing that the KU-LIG4 independent 
repair pathway is both mechanistically distinct, and less efficient than KU-independent 
NHEJ.  Finally, we report a novel and critical size threshold for Arabidopsis telomeres 
that heralds the onset of chromosome end de-protection.  
 
Material and methods 
Plant growth and MMS treatment 
Arabidopsis thaliana were grown and DNA was extracted as described (196) with an 
exception noted below.  For methyl methanesulfonate sensitivity (MMS), seeds of wild-
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type, ku70 and lig4-4 were sterilized in 50% bleach and plated on solid 0.5 BM media 
(239).  Four-day-old seedlings were transferred to separate wells of a 24-well plate 
containing liquid 0.5 BM medium containing 0%, 0.006%, 0.008% or 0.01% MMS 
(Aldrich) and incubated in a shaker with constant light.  Seedlings were scored after 
three weeks. 
 
Generation of lig4 mutants and complementation of MMS sensitivity in lig4-4 
Arabidopsis thaliana plants with a T-DNA insertion in AtLIG4 were obtained from the 
Salk collection (line 04427) (213).  Heterozygous plants were identified using PCR with 
primers Lig4-8 (5’ GTGATTTGAAACTAGTCTGTG 3’), Lig4-9 (5’ 
CAGCAAACCGATTCAGAGATG 3’) and LbA-1 (5’ TGGTTCACGTAGTGGGCCATCG 
3’).  Plants heterozygous for T-DNA insertion in KU70 and TERT (53,196)  were 
crossed to heterozygous lig4-4.  PCR was used to identify a triple heterozygous plant in 
F1, and this plant was self-pollinated to produce a segregating F2 population (Figure 
15A).  All single, double, and triple mutants along with wild type plants were identified 
by PCR from this population.  The genomic LIG4 coding sequence (Genbank 
Accession:  AB023042) was PCR-amplified using DNA from wild-type Arabidopsis 
plants and placed under direction of the cauliflower mosaic virus promoter and the 
octopine synthase transcriptional terminator and cloned into a vector (240) for use in 
agrobacterium-mediated plant transformation (228).  The MMS sensitivity of the lig4-4 
mutation was complemented with this genomic construct (data not shown).  The 
experiment shown in the last panel of Figure 15C was performed with DNA from plants 
derived from a cross between tert and lig4-1 mutants (228).  The lig4-1 allele produces 
a LIG4 transcript, 3’ of the T-DNA insertion site presumably from a cryptic promoter  
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Figure 15.  Characterization of telomere length in tert ku70 lig4  mutants.  
(A)  Schematic representation of genetic crosses showing the segregation of various lig4 mutants resulting from self-
pollination of a triple heterozygous TERT+/- KU70+/- LIG4+/- parent.  (B-D) TRF analysis of generation 1 (G1) (B), G2 
(C), and G3 (D) mutant combinations arising from segregation of the triple heterozygote shown in (A).  The right panel in 
Figure 16C shows TRF data for tert mutants carrying the lig4-1 allele.  (E)  TRF analysis of G3 tert ku70 and tert ku70 
lig4 mutants that have reached the terminal phenotype.  Genotype abbreviations are as follows: wild type (WT), lig4 (ll), 
ku70 (kk), tert (tt), ku70 lig4 (kkll), tert lig4 (ttll) and tert ku70 lig4 (ttkkll). The differences in hybridization signals reflect 
slight variations in the amount of DNA loaded in each lane.  
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within the T-DNA.  However, due to the presence of stop codons within the inserted T-
DNA construct, this allele likely produces a non-functional protein.  In support, lig4-1 
mutants exhibit sensitivity to DNA damage, expected from the loss of a DNA repair 
protein.   
 
Nucleic acid extraction, RT-PCR and telomere fusion PCR 
DNA was extracted using the CTAB method (69).  For RT-PCR, total RNA was 
extracted from flowers using the TriReagent solution (Sigma, St. Louis, MO).  Reverse 
transcription was performed using 1μg of total RNA with SuperScript III (Invitrogen) and 
oligo dT at 55°C.   The following primer pairs were used:  Lig4-1 (5’ 
ATGACGGAGGAGATCAAATTCAGCG 3’) with Lig4-2 (5’ 
TGACCCACTTCATCTCCTGAGC 3’), Lig4-8 with Lig4-9 (both sequences described 
above), and Lig4-5 (5’ GGGAACCTGGAGATCGTAGTGG 3’) with Lig4-6 (5’ TGC 
CCTTGATATCCGATACATCAG 3’).  Telomere fusion PCR was performed as 
previously described (180).  
 
TRF, subtelomere analysis and PETRA  
For TRFs and subtelomere analysis, approximately ~ 1µg of DNA was digested with 30 
U of the restriction endonuclease TruII overnight at 65°C.  DNA was recovered by 
ethanol precipitation, suspended in water and loaded into a 0.8% agarose gel run at 
50V for ~ 16 hours.  The gel was transferred onto a nylon membrane (Hybond), 
hybridized with a [γ32P]ATP end-labeled (T3AG3)4 oligonucleotide in a buffer containing 
0.25 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5), 7% SDS and 1 mg/mL BSA.  Hybridization 
signals were detected using a STORM PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) and the 
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data were analyzed using IMAGEQUANT software (Molecular Dynamics).  Specific 
subtelomeres were assessed in the same manner except that the DNA was digested 
overnight at 37°C with 30 U of PveII and SpeI in order to release intact subtelomeres 
(and their respective telomeres) from the bulk of genomic DNA.  The probes used in the 
detection of the subtelomeres 1L, 2R, and 5L are described previously (238).  The 
length of specific telomere tracts was also determined using PETRA as described 
previously (69) except that in most cases whole plant tissue was used. 
 
In-gel hybridization  
In-gel hybridization was performed essentially as described (111) with some 
modifications.  Approximately 300mg of plant tissue was extracted using a GE DNA 
extraction kit (product code 27-5237-01) as per the manufacturer’s instructions, except 
that the tissue was incubated at 37°C.  Extracted DNA was incubated with SSB protein 
(Promega) to a final concentration of 2µg/mL, to protect the single-stranded G-overhang 
from degradation.  The DNA was then subjected to digestion using 30 U of each of the 
restriction endonucleases, HaeIII and HinfI overnight at 37°C.   The gel was hybridized 
with a [γ32P]ATP end-labeled (TA3C3)3 oligonucleotide.   To ensure the signal obtained 
was from a single-stranded 3’ G-overhang, DNA was either mock or treated with T4 
DNA polymerase (utilizing its 5’ to 3’ exonuclease activity).  As expected, a loss of 
signal was observed in the samples treated with 24 U of T4 DNA polymerase (see 
Figure 16B).  Agarose gels were denatured and re-hybridized using the same probe.  
The single-strand G-overhang signals were obtained by calculating the volume of the 
signal in each lane and then normalizing the signal using the hybridization signal  
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Figure 16.  Subtelomere and G-overhang analysis in tert ku70 lig4 mutants.   
(A) Subtelomere TRF analysis using probes specific for 1L (left blot), 2R (middle blot) and 5L (right blot).  DNA was 
analyzed from tert, line 12 (lanes 1-3), tert ku70, line 12 (lanes 4-7) and tert ku70 lig4, line 9 (lanes 8-10).  (B) In-gel 
hybridization of DNA isolated from wild type plants under native (left panel) and denaturing conditions (right panel).  Lane 
2 from each gel shows DNA subjected to T4 DNA polymerase (Exo) treatment, demonstrating the signal is dependent on 
the G-overhang.  (C) In-gel hybridization of DNA isolated from wild type and mutant plants.  The wild type control is 
shown in lane 1.  Duplicate DNA obtained from line 3 for tert ku70 are shown in lanes 2-5 and from two separate pools 
from three separate plants from line1 for tert ku70 lig4 are shown in lanes 6-9.  The hybridization signal for each lane 
was normalized to the wild type sample and average fold increase over the wild type signal is reported.  The denatured 
gel showing bulk telomeres is shown on the right.   All gels were hybridized with a [γ32P] ATP radiolabeled (TA3C3)3 
telomere repeat probe.  Genotype abbreviations used are as stated in Figure 15. 
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obtained from the denatured gel. The single-strand G-overhang signal obtained from 
wild type was set to one and each sample was normalized to this value.  
 
Cytogenetic analysis 
Mitotic anaphases were obtained from pistils of unopened floral buds as described in 
(187) but 8-hydroxyquinoline was omitted.  Squashes were analyzed with a Zeiss 
epifluorescence microscope.  The anaphase bridges were scored as a percentage of 
total anaphases (Table 5).  
 
Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using a student’s t-test and a P-value less than 0.05 
was considered significant. 
 
Results 
LIG4 is not required for telomere length homeostasis in Arabidopsis 
We characterized a SALK T-DNA insertion line for LIG4, which we term lig4-4, where 
the insertion lies in the 6th exon (Figure 17A).  To determine whether the LIG4 gene was 
still functional, RT-PCR was conducted to monitor the level of LIG4 mRNA (Figure 17B).  
Although we detected evidence for transcripts both upstream and downstream of the T-
DNA insertion, no RT-PCR products were observed with primers flanking the T-DNA 
junction (Figure 17B).  Since this region includes the conserved active site lysine 
required for catalytic activity, the data argue that LIG4 is inactive. Consistent with this 
conclusion, treatment of lig4-4 mutants with 0.01% of the DSB-inducing agent MMS led 
to growth arrest, while wild type plants thrived under the same conditions (data not  
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Table 5.  Summary of cytogenetic analysis
Genotype Anaphase 
bridges 
Total 
anaphases 
Percent 
bridgesa 
Generation 3    
tert ku70 (line 3) 108 1641 6.6 
tert ku70 (line 12)b 237 1060 22.3 
tert ku70 lig4 (line1) 5 1714 0.3 
tert ku70 lig4 (line 9)b 46 762 6 
Generation 4    
tert ku70 (line 3) 340 1195 28.4 
tert ku70 lig4 (line1) 139 1354 10.3 
aFor each generation, genoptype and line, the total number of  anaphase bridges  
 was divided by the total anaphases observed.   bIndicates the generation and line 
 where the plants were terminal. 
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Figure 17.  Characterization of the lig4-4 mutant. 
A)  Schematic representation of the Arabidopsis LIG4 gene showing positions of 25 exons (rectangles); the T-DNA is 
inserted in the 6th exon (triangle).  The active site lysine is indicated by an asterisk.  Primer positions are denoted by 
arrows.  (B)  RT-PCR analysis using primer combinations shown in (A).  There is no transcript detected with primers that 
flank the T-DNA junction using primers 8 and 9.  Products downstream of the T-DNA insertion likely are derived from a 
cryptic promoter in the T-DNA construct.  (C)  Terminal Restriction Fragment (TRF) analysis of lig4-4 mutants and wild 
type plants segregated from LIG4-4+/- plants.  Although telomeres in lig4-4 mutants (lanes 4-6) appear more variable in 
length than in wild type (lanes 1-3), they fall within wild type range.   
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shown).  We verified that the DNA repair defect was linked to the LIG4 gene by 
transforming a wild type genomic copy of LIG4 into lig4-4.  MMS hypersensitivity of the 
transformants was abolished (data not shown).  We conclude that the lig4-4 is a null 
allele of LIG4. 
As expected from previous analysis of other lig4 Arabidopsis lines (228,230), 
lig4-4 mutants were viable and showed no developmental defects under normal growth 
conditions (data not shown).  To determine if LIG4 contributes to telomere maintenance 
in Arabidopsis, terminal restriction fragment (TRF) analysis was performed on DNA 
isolated from lig4-4.  Although individual telomere lengths varied slightly, there was no 
significant difference in the telomere tracts of mutants versus their wild type siblings.  All 
telomeres migrated in the 2-5 kb range (Figure 17C), compare lanes 1-3 to lanes 4-6).  
In agreement with previous studies in yeast and mammals (193,195,230,233) 
(193,195,233), and a previous report for Arabidopsis (230), we conclude that LIG4 is 
not required for telomere length homeostasis.  Furthermore, consistent with their wild 
type phenotype, lig4-4 mutants do not display evidence for genome instability (see 
below).  
 
Disruption of LIG4 does not accelerate the onset of the terminal phenotype in plants 
with critically shortened telomeres 
To investigate the role of LIG4 in promoting telomere fusions, the lig4-4 allele was 
crossed into a genetic background where telomeres are rapidly shortening.  Telomeric 
DNA is lost two to three-fold faster in plants null for both TERT and KU70, and mutants 
reach the terminal phenotype as early as the third generation (G3) of the mutant (117).  
In contrast, tert mutants typically survive until at least G8 (187).  To accelerate our 
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analysis of LIG4, we generated a plant heterozygous for TERT, KU70 and LIG4 and 
allowed it to self-pollinate to create a triple tert ku70 lig4 mutant (Figure 15A).  From this 
cross we isolated all combinations of single, double and triple mutants and evaluated 
bulk telomere length from each genotype combination by TRF.  Figure 15 shows the 
results of this analysis for successive generations of mutant lines arising from the triple 
heterozygote.  As expected, telomere shortening was observed in all the plants lacking 
a functional TERT gene (Figure 15B, lanes 7-10, 13-16), and was accelerated in double 
tert ku70 mutants (Figure 15B, lanes 9 and 10).  Furthermore, as expected, ku70 
mutants displayed greatly extended telomeres (Figure 15B, lane 6), consistent with our 
previous observation that KU70 acts as a negative regulator for telomere length (196).  
Although there were some variations in telomere length among sibling plants, 
inactivation of LIG4 in combination with a KU70 or TERT deficiency gave rise to 
telomere phenotypes that were similar to those associated with single mutants in G1 
(Figure15B).  As expected, LIG4 deficiency did not abolish telomere extension in ku70 
mutants, nor did telomere length vary significantly in tert lig4 versus tert or in tert ku70 
versus tert ku70 lig4.  However, in G2 and G3, the rate of telomere shortening appeared 
to be slightly faster in several tert lig4 mutants relative to tert (Figure 15C, left panel, 
compare lanes 1-3 with 7 and 8; middle panel, compare lanes 1-4 with 5, 6 and 8; 
Figure 15D compare lanes 1-4 with 13-15).   Furthermore, PETRA analysis of individual 
telomeres in later generation tert lig4 mutants showed telomeres that were somewhat 
shorter than in tert (data not shown).  Confounding these results, however, was a three-
generational analysis of tert lig4 mutants (G1-G3) derived from a second LIG4 mutant 
allele (lig4-1; (228)).  Similar to lig4-4, lig4-1 appears to be a null allele displaying the 
sensitivity to DNA damage (228).  These double mutants did not reveal evidence for  
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accelerated telomere shortening relative to their tert counterparts (Figure 15C, right 
panel; data not shown).  Therefore, our genetic analysis indicates that LIG4 may make 
a modest contribution to telomere length regulation in the context of a telomerase 
deficiency, but further studies are needed to address this possibility. 
Notably, a generational analysis failed to reveal differences in the rate of 
telomere shortening in triple tert ku70 lig4 mutants versus tert ku70 (Figure 15E).   
Consistent with similar rates of telomere attrition, both tert ku70 and tert ku70 lig4 
reached the terminal phenotype as early as G3 or G4.  To correlate this phenotype with 
telomere length, we sought to determine the minimal functional telomere length in the 
most severely affected, developmentally-arrested plants using Primer Extension 
Telomere Repeat Amplification (PETRA) (180).  PETRA is a sensitive, PCR-based 
technique that targets specific telomere arms using a primer directed at a unique 
subtelomeric sequence and a primer that anneals to the 3’ G-overhang.  This approach 
allows us to accurately measure telomere length on 7/10 chromosome ends (180).  We 
define a functional telomere as harboring an intact G-overhang, and hence the minimal 
functional length corresponds to the shortest PETRA products generated.  The shortest 
telomeres that we could detect in a pool of terminal tert ku70 mutants was 360 bp (180) 
and in the two fourth generation tert ku70 lig4 mutants were 320 and 450 bp (Figure 
18A and Table 6).  These data support our conclusion that 300 bp represents the 
minimal functional length for Arabidopsis telomeres, below which the telomere is unable 
to maintain a G-overhang and block end-to-end fusion.  Thus, the failure of tert ku70  
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Figure 18.  Analysis of telomeres in tert ku70 lig4 mutants. 
(A) Representative PETRA data for G3 tert ku70 and tert ku70 lig4 mutants.  Closed arrows indicate the two shortest 
telomere tracts, determined by subtracting the length determined by PETRA from the relative position of the 
chromosome-specific primer on the subtelomere DNA target.  (B) Summary of PETRA results for individual plants from 
tert ku70 and tert ku70 lig4 lines.  Vertical lines represent that range of telomere lengths (shortest to longest) detected in 
each plant. Blue and green lines represent tert ku70 line 3 and line 12; purple and red lines denote tert ku70 lig4 lines 1 
and 9.  The generation for each line is denoted above each group of vertical lines. 
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aTelomere lengths are indicated in base pairs.  Values in bold denote the shortest telomere in the population.  ND, not 
determined; NA, not applicable; X, no signal detected; +, fusion PCR product detected; -, no fusion PCR product 
detected. 
 
Table 6.  Summary of PETRA and fusion analysis for tert ku70 lig4a
 Chromosome Arm TF/PCR Bridges 
Plant 1L 1R 2R 3L 4R 5L 5R Range 1R+3L 5L+5R (%) 
G2, 
line 
1 
           
1 X X 2800  2240 1960  1560 
3020 
2510 3120 2740 
2700  
2070 1560 - - 0 
2 X X 2740  2090 
2200  1780 
1690 
3080 
2590 
3400 2740 
2070 
2810  
2260 
1450 
1950 - - 0 
 
G2, 
line 
9 
           
3 X X 2420  1920 
2750 2380 
1610 2820 2270  1980 
2130  
1650 1140 - - 0 
 
G3, 
line1 
           
4 X X 1780 1500 950 1700 X 1740 830 + - 1.6 
5 X X 1290 1030 2080 1750 1260 820 1110 1260 ND ND ND 
6 X 1450 1450 1240 910 1060 1230 970 630 820 - - 0.59 
7 1010 1430 1660 1180 2060 1420 1080 1050 - + 0.26 
8 X X 1690 1590 880 1650 1720 1780 1500 900 - ND 0 
9 X X 2720 1460 2230 1490 1640 1260 - - 0 
10 X X 1780 1530 1680 1370 X 1740 1200 1560 580 - - 0 
 
G3, 
line9 
           
11 X X 1670 1430 1670 890 450 890 1240 1420 - - 10.42 
12 X 750 1060 1170 740 1100 690 630 540 - + 4.44 
13 X 990 1330 1420 1380 1410 1270 1090 430 - ND 9.33 
14 X 850 1360 1140 830 X 730 1000 870 630 + + 3.4 
15 X 730 890 1350 X 1120 1170 620 + ND ND 
16 X 560 890 1140 X 1030 650 580 - - ND 
 
G4, 
line 
1 
           
17 X X 1180 910 1260 1130 990 1180 840 420 - + ND 
18 X X 1420 1210 1680 1210 860 840 840 - - ND 
19 X X 880 670 1020 670 540 320 700 - - 15.1 
20 X X 1350 640 1120 670 560 790 - + 13.3 
21 X X 1430 980 940 800 1060 700 730 ND ND 6.9 
22 800 X 1240 1420 1160 720 
450 
1170 1040 800 
1070 
710 470 970 - + 13 
23 1040 820 1360 1100 1380 860 580 
1430 
940 540 890 - + 18 
24 X X 1490 1020 1080 1160 1390 1660 640 - + 5 
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lig4 to proliferate beyond G3 or G4 is likely due to the accumulation of non-functional 
telomere caps. 
 
LIG4 is not essential for the fusion of critically shortened telomeres 
We asked whether LIG4 is necessary to fuse critically shortened telomeres by 
comparing the efficiency of chromosome end-joining events in tert ku70 versus tert 
ku70 lig4 plants.  Telomere fusion was evaluated initially using conventional 
cytogenetics to detect bridged chromosomes in anaphase.  Two independent lines from 
tert, tert ku70, tert lig4 and tert ku70 lig4 mutants were analyzed for three consecutive 
generations (Table 5).  As expected, no anaphase bridges were observed in G1 or G2 
of any of the mutants (data not shown).  However, beginning in G3 anaphase bridges 
were observed in both lines of tert ku70 and tert ku70 lig4 mutants.  Thus, LIG4 is not 
required for chromosome fusions in cells with critically shortened telomeres. 
For plants that had not reached the terminal phenotype, and which had 
comparable telomere lengths, the percentage of anaphase bridges was not statistically 
different.  For example, the percentage of anaphase bridges in G3 tert ku70 line 3 was 
6.6 % and in G4 tert ku70 lig4 line 1 was 10.3% (Table 5).  However, comparison of 
chromosome fusion rates in terminal generation mutants revealed that the efficiency of 
end-joining was modestly reduced in the absence of LIG4 (Table 5).  In G3 tert ku70 
lig4 (line 9) 6% of the anaphase showed bridges, while in G3 tert ku70 (line 12) 22.3% 
of the anaphases harbored bridges.  This difference is statistically significant (P=0.04).  
A similar trend was observed with two other lines in G4; the number of anaphase 
bridges in tert ku70 lig4 line 3 was reduced relative to tert ku70 line 1 mutants (10.3% 
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versus 28.4%; P=0.002).   Thus, the frequency of chromosome end-joining events 
appears to be decreased in the absence of LIG4 by a factor of ~ 3-fold.  
To verify that the anaphase bridges we observed reflect telomere fusions, we 
analyzed these same samples using telomere fusion PCR with primers directed 
outward from the right arm of chromosome 1 (1R) and the left arm of chromosome 3 
(3L) (180).  Southern blot analysis of the PCR products using a telomeric DNA probe 
gave a signal for tert ku70 lig4 reactions, although it was reduced compared with tert 
ku70 (Figure 19A).  Notably, results from telomere fusion PCR correlated well with the 
reduced frequency of anaphase bridges for the majority (75%) of tert ku70 lig4 samples 
tested (Tables 5 and 6). 
One explanation for the decreased amount of telomere fusion PCR products is 
that chromosome ends in the triple mutants were subjected to extensive nucleolytic 
degradation into the subtelomeric region prior to fusion, which could eliminate primer 
binding sites.  However, when PCR was performed with primers directed at slightly 
more internal sites on the chromosome, product abundance was not increased.  An 
alternative possibility is that the telomere arms we targeted were not critically 
shortened, and hence would not be recruited into fusions.  To address this issue, we 
determined the length of individual telomere tracts using PETRA.  PETRA showed that 
the 5L and 5R telomeres were the very shortest in tert ku70 lig4 mutants (Figure 18A 
and Table 6).  When telomere fusion PCR was repeated using 5L and 5R primers, 
additional weak products were evident from several triple mutants after hybridization 
with a telomere repeat probe (Figure 19A).  Hybridization of the blots with a probe 
directed to the 5L or 5R subtelomere also yielded only a faint signal (data not shown).  
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Figure 19.  Telomere length and the onset of end-to-end fusions in lig4 mutants. 
(A)  Results are shown from telomere fusion PCR performed on individual wild type and G3 and G4 tert ku70 and tert 
ku70 lig4 mutants.  The primers used for PCR are indicated on the left.  Blots were hybridized with a radiolabeled 
telomere repeat probe.  Non-specific bands are occasionally observed (*) in this assay, but can be discerned by 
sequencing the cloned product.  (B)  Graph illustrating the amount of telomeric DNA in fusion junctions arising from tert 
ku70 lig4 (pink bars) and tert ku70 mutants (blue bars).  Data were obtained from sequence analysis of telomere fusion 
PCR products derived from tert ku70 lig4 mutants (this study) and from tert ku70 mutants (180).  (C) Graph illustrating 
the relationship between shortest telomere and the frequency of anaphase bridges in G1-G4 of tert ku70 and tert ku70 
lig4. 
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These data support the conclusion that the frequency of chromosome end-joining 
reactions is reduced in the absence of LIG4. 
 
Chromosome fusion junctions formed in the absence of KU70 and LIG4 display unique 
sequence signatures 
In accordance with their reduced abundance, telomere fusion PCR products from triple 
mutants were difficult to clone.  Nevertheless, sequence analysis was performed on 11 
independent clones.  We noted several interesting distinctions in the structure of fusion 
junctions formed in the presence and absence of LIG4.  First, although the use of 
microhomology (defined by at least one nucleotide overlap) was prevalent in tert ku70 
lig4 mutants, the amount of base pair overlap captured in the junctions was reduced in 
these mutants relative to tert ku70 (avg=2 versus ave=4.6 perfect nucleotide overlap, 
respectively; P=0.02).  Although the number of clones analyzed is small, these data 
suggest that end-joining reactions in the absence of both KU and LIG4 are 
mechanistically distinct from the KU-independent pathway.  Second, critically shortened 
telomeres were more prone to nuclease attack in tert ku70 lig4 than in tert ku70.  We 
observed a substantial decrease in the number of chromosome fusions that involved 
the direct joining of two telomere tracts.  In tert ku70 mutants, 43% of the junctions 
reflected telomere-telomere joining, while this was true for only 18% of junctions 
analyzed from tert ku70 lig4 mutants (Table 7; (180)).  In this regard, the chromosome 
fusion events in the triple mutant more closely resembled tert mutants, where only 11% 
of the junctions analyzed involved direct telomere-telomere joining (180).  In both tert 
and tert ku70 lig4 mutants, the large majority of fusions (78% and 73%, respectively)  
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Table 7.  Characterization of chromosome fusion junctions in tert ku70 lig4  mutants 
tert ku70  tert ku70 lig4  Type of fusiona 
N=31b N=11 
Telomere-telomere 43% 18% 
Telomere-subtelomere 51% 73% 
Subtelomere-subtelomere 5% 9% 
Complex 1% 0% 
Features of fusion junctions 
  
Deletion of subtelomere sequence 220 bp 220 bp 
Telomeric repeat retained at fusion site 270 bp 50 bp 
Microhomology at fusion junctionc  81% 66% 
Insertion of filler DNA at fusion junction 10% 0% 
aTelomere fusion PCR products were cloned and sequenced as previously described (180).  Percentages indicate 
the relative fraction of a particular type of fusion.  bPrevious data obtained from (180).  cPercentage of clones 
possessing microhomology, (perfect base pair overlap) at the fusion junction. 
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corresponded to telomere-subtelomere joining events, in which one chromosome end 
had lost all of its telomeric DNA prior to fusion.   
Additional evidence that critically shortened telomeres are more susceptible to 
nuclease attack in lig4 mutants was revealed when the amount of telomeric DNA 
captured in the fusion junctions was considered.  Five-fold less telomeric DNA was 
associated with fusions cloned from tert ku70 lig4 than from ku70 tert (average of 50 bp 
of telomeric DNA versus 270 bp, P=0.01) (Figure 19B and Table7).   
Two additional assays were performed to investigate the extent to which 
chromosome ends in tert ku70 lig4 are subjected to nucleolytic attack (Figure 16).  First, 
subtelomeric TRF analysis was employed.  While the profile of bulk telomeres in 
terminal generation plants detected by standard TRF blots is indistinguishable in tert 
ku70 and tert ku70 lig4 mutants, a subset of chromosome ends could have suffered 
extensive nuclease attack.  Although we did not have sufficient genomic DNA from 
terminal generation mutants to evaluate all the chromosome arms, analysis of the 1L, 
2R and 5L telomeres indicated that at least these three termini have not been 
extensively degraded (Figure 16A).  Second, we performed in-gel hybridization to 
monitor the status of the G-overhang in terminal generation tert ku70 lig4 mutants.  
Telomere uncapping in LIG4-deficient mammalian cells does not result in any loss of G-
overhangs (237).  In contrast, in two separate experiments, we observed only a two to 
three-fold decrease in the G-overhang signal for tert ku70 lig4 mutants relative to tert 
ku70 (Figure 16C; data not shown).  This finding is not unexpected, as PETRA, which 
relies on the presence of an intact G-overhang, consistently yielded products in terminal 
tert ku70 lig4 mutants. 
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From these experiments we conclude that critically shortened telomeres in 
Arabidopsis tert ku70 lig4 mutants are subjected to increased, but not catastrophic 
nuclease attack, which likely reflects the decreased efficiency of end-joining catalyzed 
by a KU-LIG4 independent repair pathway. 
 
Identification of a novel, critical size threshold for Arabidopsis telomeres  
To gain a deeper understanding of the molecular trigger for telomere dysfunction and 
chromosome fusion in plants undergoing progressive telomere erosion, we monitored 
the dynamics of individual telomere tracts through consecutive generations of tert ku70 
and tert ku70 lig4 mutants.  PETRA analysis revealed that the absence of LIG4 did not 
affect the stochastic nature of which telomere is the shortest.  For example, in one G4 
tert ku70 lig4 mutant the shortest telomere was 5R (320 bp), while in another plant it 
was 4R (450 bp) (Table 6).  Similarly, the range of telomere lengths (i.e. the difference 
between the shortest and longest telomere in a given plant) was approximately the 
same in tert ku70 and tert ku70 lig4 mutants.  The average range of telomere lengths 
for the two G3 tert ku70 lines was 990 bp and 930 bp in G4 (Figure 18B and Table 8).  
For tert ku70 lig4 the range was 820 bp and 750 bp, respectively (Figure 18B and Table 
6).   
Despite the stochastic nature of telomere dynamics in all the genetic 
backgrounds we examined (tert, tert ku70, tert ku70 lig4), the onset of telomere fusions 
strongly correlated with the presence of at least one telomere in the population that was 
1 kb or below in length (Figure 19C and Tables 6 and 8).  In tert ku70 mutants 94% of 
the plants (15/16) shown to contain telomere fusions by our PCR assay harbored a  
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aTelomere lengths are indicated in base pairs.  Values in bold denote the shortest telomere in the population.  ND, not 
determined; NA, not applicable; X, no signal detected; +, fusion PCR product detected; -, no fusion PCR product 
detected. 
 
Table 8.  Summary of PETRA and fusion analysis for tert ku70 a 
 Chromosome Arm  TF/PCR  Bridges 
Plant 1L 1R 2R 3L 4R 5L 5R Range 1R+3L 5L+5R % 
G1, 
line 
12 
           
1 3190 2900 4500 2850 2910 2850 2350 2150 ND ND ND 
            
G2, 
line 
3 
           
2 X X 2310 2030  1190 X 2840 
2050 
1590 1650 - - 0 
3 X X 2730 X 2400 2650 2030 700 - - 0 
            
G3, 
line 
3 
           
4 X 1200 1450 
1600 
1950 
1120 
1570 
1390 
1260 
500 
2200 
1200 
1840 
870  
1370 1330 + - 14.1 
5 X 1830 1340 1930 
1060 
750 950 
890 
1340 
480 
590 1450 + ND 3.74 
6 X 680 1540 1740 
1370 
680 
1180 
1670 
1410 
770 1650 1060 + + 0 
7 X X X 640 1430 1460 1140 820 + + 9.6 
8 X 
1650 
1210 
970 
1900 1360 1980 1500 1150 1060 1010 + ND 3.2 
9 X 690 1860 2040 2260 1850 
2010 
1520 
1920 
1230 1570 + ND ND 
10 X X 1560 X 1550 760 1010 800 ND ND ND 
11 X 760 1560 1220 X 1560 750 1010 810 + ND ND 
12 X X 1600 1600 1640 2110 
1480 
1660 
1850 
1480 630 + ND ND 
            
G3, 
line 
12 
           
13 X 780 1570 710 1530 750 950 860 + ND 20.5 
14 X 670 1120 1450 830 1840 760 870 1170 + ND 27.4 
15 X 1080 X 1130 X 1230 1650 570 - - 4.3 
16 X 980 1780 1100 1560 1140 980 800 + - ND 
            
G4, 
line 
3 
           
17 X 970 960 360 960 860 
1160 
300 
1340 
1080 1250 1040 + + 11.9 
18 X 1050 1280 
1080 
1330 
830 
1000 
1420 
990 
600 
1040 
730 
1370 
910 
1400 820 + + 51.6 
19 X 550 1440 1110 850 
1740 
1380 970 970 840 + + ND 
20 X 480 770 900 1520 1290 
1430 
810 
880 690 
440 1080 + ND ND 
21 X 600 1480 940 1320 1080 740 880 + + 36.3 
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telomere of less than or equal to 1 kb (Table 8).  For tert ku70 lig4 mutants this value 
was 90% (9/10) (Table 6).  Similarly, when samples showing cytogenetic evidence for 
chromosome fusions from tert ku70 lig4 mutants are included with samples showing 
positive telomere fusion PCR data, 87% of the plants contain at least one telomere that 
is less than or equal to ~ 1kb in length (Table 6).  This correlation was also evident 
when data from both tert ku70 and tert ku70 lig4 are combined (Figure 19C).  Thus, 
although bulk telomeres continue to shorten until they reach the minimal functional size 
of ~300 bp, our data indicate 1kb represents a critical length threshold.  Telomeres that 
drop below this length have lost the ability to efficiently cap the chromosome terminus 
and begin to participate in end-joining reactions.   
 
Discussion 
Here we exploit the genetic tractability of Arabidopsis to examine DNA repair pathways 
that are elicited in mutants experiencing progressive telomere erosion.  Specifically, we 
evaluated the role of LIG4 in promoting the formation of end-to-end chromosome 
fusions.  By employing plants that were doubly deficient in TERT and KU70, our 
analysis was expedited as telomeres shortened two to three times faster in this 
background than in single tert mutants (218).  Furthermore, by inactivating both KU and 
LIG4, we severely crippled the conventional NHEJ machinery, allowing us to investigate 
potential backup mechanisms for DSB repair.   As with yeast and mammals, we found 
that LIG4 does not make a significant contribution to telomere length maintenance in 
Arabidopsis (193,195,230,233).  Interestingly, we observed a slight increase in the rate 
of telomere shortening in tert mutants carrying the lig4-4 allele, but not the lig4-1.  
However, since tert lig4-4 mutants are viable through at least G6 as are their tert 
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siblings (M. Heacock and D. Shippen, unpublished data), LIG4 appears to play only a 
minor role in telomere length maintenance when telomerase is inactivated.  Consistent 
with this conclusion, we found that bulk telomeres shorten at the same rate in tert ku70 
lig4 mutants as in tert ku70 mutants.  In both settings plants typically reach the terminal 
phenotype in G3 or G4.   
To evaluate the role of LIG4 in joining dysfunctional telomeres, we monitored 
genome integrity in plants with shortening telomeres using a combination of cytogenetic 
analysis and telomere fusion PCR.  As with ku mutants (117), we found that 
chromosome fusions can be readily detected in plants lacking both LIG4 and KU.  Since 
NHEJ is favored in higher eukaryotes by 1000-fold over homologous recombination 
(241), the other well-characterized DSB repair pathway, our findings reveal a second 
backup mechanism for DSB repair that does not involve canonical NHEJ.  Studies in 
yeast and mammals support this conclusion.  LIG4-independent fusion of critically 
shortened telomeres has been reported in fission yeast (195), and very recently in 
mammalian cells (202).  Intriguingly, evidence for a backup pathway of DNA ligation in 
Arabidopsis has also been described in lig4 mutants during T-DNA integration, a 
process thought to be mediated by NHEJ (228,230).   As in the current study, Friesner 
and Britt (228) report that T-DNA integration is reduced by three-fold in the absence of 
LIG4.   
Although little is known about this alternative mechanism for NHEJ, our data 
provide some insight into how it may engage dysfunctional telomeres.  Several lines of 
evidence indicate that the backup pathway is less robust than KU-independent NHEJ.  
In addition to the three-fold reduction in anaphase bridges, we found that telomere 
fusion PCR products were less abundant in tert ku70 lig4 relative to tert ku70, even 
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when primers were used that specifically targeted the very shortest telomeres in the 
population.  Furthermore, critically shortened telomeres in plants lacking both KU and 
LIG4 appear more vulnerable to nuclease attack than in plants deficient only in KU.  Not 
only is the incidence of telomere-telomere fusions decreased, but also reduced is the 
length of the telomeric DNA tract captured in fusion junctions in tert ku70 lig4 mutants 
compared to all of the other genetic backgrounds we have examined, including tert, tert 
ku70, tert lig4 and tert ku70 mre11 (Figure 18B and Table 7) (180).   
We hypothesize that the increased nucleolytic digestion of dysfunctional 
telomeres in tert ku70 lig4 mutants is a reflection of reduced efficiency of repair.  We 
found no evidence for extensive degradation of individual chromosome ends.  
Preliminary data from four independent telomere fusion clones from G5 tert lig4 mutants 
revealed an average of 125 bp of telomeric DNA in the junctions (M. Heacock and D. 
Shippen, unpublished data), more than twice the amount of telomeric DNA recovered 
from fusions in triple tert ku70 lig4 mutants.  Thus, the presence of KU in tert lig4 
mutants may limit nucleolytic digestion of dysfunctional telomeres (178). It is noteworthy 
that G-overhang signals in terminal tert ku70 lig4 mutants are reduced relative to tert 
ku70 double mutants.  Hence, although critically shortened telomeres lose their ability to 
effectively block NHEJ, they largely retain their capacity to protect the chromosome 
terminus. 
What is the mechanism for chromosome end-joining in the absence of KU and 
LIG4?  Our sequence analysis reveals that chromosome fusion junctions in tert ku70 
lig4 mutants utilize shorter tracts of microhomology; tert ku70 mutants employ twice the 
amount of perfect nucleotide overlap (180).  Thus, end-joining by the LIG4-KU 
independent pathway appears to be mechanistically distinct from the KU-independent 
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pathway.  The MRN complex, which has been implicated in KU-independent fusion of 
critically shortened telomeres in Arabidopsis (180), is known to mediate end-joining 
primarily through the use of microhomology (146,147)  in an alternative pathway only 
partially dependent on LIG4 (147).  As we see only a small difference in the level of 
microhomology at fusion junctions, we can not rule out the possibility that MRN joins 
dysfunctional telomeres in KU-LIG4 mutants.  Alternatively, end-joining could be 
mediated through a PARP1/LIG3-dependent pathway akin to what has been described 
in mammals (136-138).  Although there is a clear PARP1 ortholog in the Arabidopsis 
genome, LIG3 is absent.  LIG1 could act in combination with PARP1 to join DNA ends, 
as in vitro studies indicate that the mammalian LIG1 can join double-strand DNA breaks 
(242).  It is also possible that LIG6, a DNA ligase unique to Arabidopsis whose function 
is unknown, substitutes for LIG4 (243).  
Whatever the mechanism of end-joining dysfunctional telomeres, the molecular 
triggers for this reaction appear to be remarkably consistent in the presence or absence 
of key components of the NHEJ machinery.  Our data indicate that Arabidopsis 
telomeres undergo at least two distinct structural changes en route to complete 
dysfunction.  By measuring individual telomere tracts in plants undergoing progressive 
telomere shortening, we discovered that chromosome fusions are first initiated when the 
shortest telomere in the population reaches a size of ~ 1 kb.  One caveat of our 
experiments is that the PETRA technique can currently measure telomere lengths on 
only 7/10 Arabidopsis chromosome ends.  Thus, it is formally possible that telomeres 
shorter than 1kb are required to trigger chromosome fusions.   Nevertheless, our data 
argue strongly that telomeres breach a length threshold at or near 1kb.  At this point, 
telomere tracts may be unable to assume a stable t-loop configuration, perhaps due to 
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the reduced occupancy of some essential telomere binding proteins.  An alternative, but 
not mutually exclusive model is that the reduced occupancy of telomere proteins on the 
shortened telomere releases the constraints on the telomere-associated DNA damage 
proteins, allowing them to instigate a DNA damage response that activates repair.  
Since plants survive for multiple generations after the initial onset of telomere 
dysfunction and their telomeres continue to shorten, this length threshold does not 
automatically incite significant genome instability.  We speculate that shortened, “meta-
stable” telomeres can assume an alternative structure that affords the terminus 
protection from a full-blown DNA damage response.  Such a structure could be a simple 
fold-back conformation proposed for yeast telomeres (36,244,245).  As telomere 
erosion continues, the incidence of chromosome fusions increases until the telomere 
tract reaches the minimal length of residual function (~300 bp) (180).  Below this second 
size threshold, all of the features that distinguish the telomere from a DSB are lost.    
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CHAPTER IV 
G-OVERHANGS  
 
Summary 
The G-rich strand of telomeric DNA terminates in a 3’ single-strand extension known as 
the G-overhang.  G-overhangs are an essential feature of the telomere and are required 
for formation of the protective structure known as the t-loop.  To study factors that 
contribute to the maintenance of G-overhangs in Arabidopsis, we sought to develop an 
assay that can precisely measure the length of G-overhangs.  We describe several 
strategies towards obtaining a higher resolution assay.  We also discuss modifications 
to the current in-gel hybridization protocol, which is widely used to detect bulk G-
overhangs in other systems, to make this assay more reliable and sensitive for studying 
Arabidopsis telomeres. Using in-gel hybridization, we uncovered proteins that make 
contributions to G-overhang maintenance.  We demonstrate that the putative G-
overhang binding proteins POT1a, POT1b, and POT1c make modest, but unique, 
contributions to the G-overhang.  The most striking result was obtained for cit1 mutants.  
CIT1 is thought to contribute to telomere capping in Arabidopsis (Y. Surovetseva et al. 
unpublished data).  In-gel hybridization performed on cit1 mutants revealed a grossly 
increased hybridization signal (up to 10-fold higher than wild type).  This result strongly 
indicates that CIT1 plays a crucial role in telomere architecture. 
 
Introduction 
Telomeric DNA is comprised of discrete, tandem arrays of TG rich sequences 
consisting of a double-strand and single-strand component.  Both telomeric tracts 
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terminate in a precise sequence indicative of tight regulation, possibly through the 
action of nucleases (23,108,109). The TG-rich telomere strand runs 5’ to 3’ toward the 
end of the chromosome and terminates in a single-strand extension referred to as the 
G-overhang.  The G-overhang invades the duplex telomeric DNA to form a higher order 
structure known as the t-loop (31) (Figure 20).  G-overhangs are essential for t-loop 
formation (31).  As discussed earlier, the transient DDR that is elicited at the telomere 
might help facilitate the dynamics of folding and unfolding of the G-overhang. 
Although mammals, plants and protozoa utilize a t-loop strategy to hide the 
natural ends of chromosomes, analogous capping architectures have been discovered 
in other organisms (34).  For example, in budding yeast the telomere is thought to 
assume a simple fold-back structure.  The major advantage of such architectures is that 
they effectively mask telomere ends, preventing them from being inappropriately 
recognized as a double-strand break.  This chapter will focus on the G-overhang, how it 
is formed, the factors that contribute to its maintenance and methods we employed to 
study its status. 
  
G-overhang generation 
Removal of the most distal RNA primer after replication by lagging strand synthesis 
provides a natural G-overhang which is a substrate for telomerase (Figure 21).  In 
contrast, DNA synthesized by leading strand replication produces blunt ends.  G-
overhangs have been detected on both ends of a chromosome (22,24,28,108,246-248) 
(249), indicating that an additional mechanism must be in place to generate G-
overhangs on blunt ends.   
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T-loop unfolding during DNA replication and telomerase 
action
telomerase
G-strand
C-strand
3’
5’
3’5’
 
Figure 20.  Proposed structure for telomeres. 
The 3’ G-rich telomere overhang invades and displaces double strand telomeric DNA forming a t-loop.  During DNA 
replication and telomerase action the t-loop is presumed to unfold (bottom). Telomeric DNA in blue, telomerase, purple 
oval, RNA subunit, swiggly line, non-telomeric DNA is black. 
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Figure 21.  Strategies for G-overhang generation. 
(A)  The G-rich strand is generated by leading strand synthesis and the C-strand by lagging strand synthesis.  Newly-
replicated stands are denoted in red and black.  Removal of the last RNA primer (shown in purple) results in a G-
overhang on the 3’ end resulting from lagging strand synthesis.  (B)  G-overhang on the 3’end resulting from leading 
strand synthesis would be observed if the DNA underwent breathing to create single-strand DNA that could used by 
telomerase (telomere addition shown in green).  (C)  A 5’ to 3’ nuclease digestion of the C-strand creates a 3’ overhang 
on the G-strand. 
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Two possibilities for creation of G-overhang include telomerase and nuclease 
digestion (Figure 21).  While blunt ends can not be extended in vitro by telomerase 
(250), a minimum of 4-6 nt are required (250).  However, the situation in vivo may 
involve transient breathing of blunt ends providing access for telomerase to extend 
(Figure 21B).  Since telomerase only extends single-strand G-rich DNA, blunt ends 
would not be a substrate for telomerase (Figure 21B).  Importantly, telomerase can not 
be the sole mechanism of G-overhang generation as G-overhangs are detected in the 
absence of telomerase (22,117,251).  While telomerase plays a role in G-overhang 
formation, another mechanism for G-overhang formation is nuclease digestion of the C-
strand (Figure 21C).  One nuclease that has been implicated in generation of G-
overhangs on telomeres in wild type cells is the DNA repair protein Mre11.  In vitro data 
show that Mre11 possesses 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity, but this is the opposite polarity 
to generate G-overhangs (146).  However, in vivo studies demonstrate that Mre11 
promotes generation of 3’ overhangs at DSBs (reviewed in (210,252)).  In yeast and 
human cells, the absence of Mre11 leads to only a partial decrease in G-overhang 
signals (28,29).  One possibility is that Mre11 prepares the chromosome terminus for 
subsequent recruitment of additional nucleases to the G-overhang.  In support of this 
hypothesis, Mre11 is recruited to telomeres in a cell cycle-dependent manner (30,150) 
and a deficiency in Mre11 leads to telomere dysfunction in human cells (30,151).  
Interestingly, studies in budding yeast have shown that the nuclease activity of Mre11 is 
not required for telomere length maintenance, but is required for de novo telomere 
addition (253,254).   
Although the identity of additional nucleases necessary for generation of G-
overhangs is currently unknown at wild type telomeres, nucleases that process 
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dysfunctional telomeres have been characterized and will be discussed further below.  
In summary, the G-overhang appears to be created and maintained by a combination of 
telomerase action to extend pre-existing 3’ overhangs and carefully controlled nuclease 
activity on the C-strand to create this substrate for telomerase.   
 
G-overhang binding proteins 
Both double-stranded and single-stranded portions of telomeric DNA are bound by 
sequence-specific proteins that function in telomere capping and length maintenance 
(reviewed in (34,76)).  G-overhang binding proteins have been implicated in telomerase 
recruitment, protection of G-overhangs and the entire chromosome ends (reviewed in 
(255) (Table 9).   
The G-overhang binding protein in fission yeast and higher eukaryotes is 
protection of telomeres (POT1).  POT1 encodes two oligosaccharide/oligonucleotide 
(OB) folds that are required for sequence-specific recognition of single-strand G-rich 
telomeric DNA (34).  In mammals, reduction of POT1 elicits a ten-fold increase in G-
overhang signals in one study (114), while another study reported no change (113).  
These conflicting results may be due to differing amounts of residual POT1 after 
knockdown.  Interestingly, in human cells, POT1 deficiency results in loss of the 
stringent manner in which the C-strand telomere strands terminate (110).  This finding 
suggests that hPOT1 participates in the precise regulation of terminal nucleotides at 
telomeres.  For example, hPOT1 binding may govern the amount of nuclease digestion 
at G-overhangs.   
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Table 9.  Proteins that contribute to G-overhang maintenance 
Organism Gene Mutation G-overhang signal Ref. 
Single-celled organisms 
Tetrahymena POT1a CA NC Jacob et al. 2007 
Tetrahymena POT1b CA NC Jacob et al. 2007 
S. cerevisiae CDC13 ts significant increase is signal Garvin et al. 1995, Zubko et al. 2004 
 STN1 ts increase in signal Grandin et al. 2001 
 TEN1 ts increase in signal Grandin et al. 1997 
 KU70 KO increased signal throughout cell cycle 
Gravel et al. 1999, Bertuch and 
Lundblad 2004 
 MRE11 KO reduction in signal Larrivee et al. 2004 
S. pombe POT1 KO ND Baumann and Cech 2000 
K. lactis KU80 KO ND Carter et al. 2007 
Plants 
A. thaliana POT1a KO 1.5 fold increase  this study 
 POT1b KO 0.5 fold decrease  this study 
 POT1c OE 
4 fold decrease in signal in 
telomere length both variants 
relative to WT 
this study 
 KU70 KO 3 fold increase Riha et al. 2002; this study 
 CIT1 PM 6 fold increase in signal this study 
Vertebrates 
H. sapiens POT1  shRNA 2 fold decrease Hockemeyer et al. 2005, Xin et al. 2007, Yang et al. 2005 
     
M. musculus POT1a Genetrap NC Hockemeyer et al. 2006 
  CA 2 fold increase  Wu et al. 2006 
 POT1b Genetrap 10 fold increase  Hockemeyer et al. 2006 
  aa change 2 fold decrease He et al. 2006 
DT40 (G. gallus) POT1 CA 2-3 fold increase  Churikov et al. 2006 
 RAD51 KO 1.5 fold increase Wei et al. 2002 
CA, conditional allele;  NC, no change;  ND, not determined; ts, temperature sensitive; KO, knockout; OE, 
overexpression; PM, point mutation; aa, amino acid change.  
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Arabidopsis is unusual in that it contains three POT1-like proteins: POT1a, POT1b, and 
POT1c (99,100).  The contribution of the Arabidopsis POT proteins in G-overhang 
maintenance has not been assessed until this study.   
In budding yeast, the G-overhang is bound by Cdc13 (reviewed in (56)).  Bound 
to Cdc13 are Ten1 and Stn1 proteins that are also involved in maintenance of G-
overhangs.  A deficiency in Ten1 and Stn1 results in elongated G-overhangs, but not to 
the extent observed in Cdc13 mutants (102-104,256). 
G-overhangs can also be perturbed in response to loss of proteins that protect 
the C-strand from degradation.  Table 9 presents an overview of the proteins that 
contribute to G-overhang maintenance in various organisms.   
Intriguingly, although KU functions in telomere length maintenance in most 
organisms studied (reviewed in (3)) its role in C-strand protection is limited to budding 
yeast and plants (116,117,163).  The elongated G-overhangs observed in budding 
yeast lacking KU80 are dependent on Exo1, a 3’ to 5’ nuclease (257) that has been 
implicated in processing dysfunctional telomeres (226,256).   
In contrast to a KU deficiency, the grossly extended G-overhangs in Cdc13 
mutants are only partially generated by Exo 1 (226).  In this instance, another, 
unidentified, nuclease was found to contribute to the extended G-overhangs (256).  The 
nuclease(s) whose action results in increased G-overhang signals in Arabidopsis ku70 
mutants has not been uncovered.  Thus, nucleases that promote C-strand resection at 
dysfunctional telomeres are likely to be distinct from those that process normal 
telomeres.  
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The role of the G-overhang in genome integrity 
The importance of protecting G-overhangs is reinforced by sequestration of these 
structures into t-loops (31).  When proteins essential for telomere capping are perturbed 
and the G-overhang becomes accessible, end-to-end chromosome fusions arise in the 
cell (reviewed in (3)).  A prerequisite for telomere-to-telomere fusions is removal of G-
overhangs, implying that accessibility of G-overhangs can trigger an end-joining 
reaction (106).  Deliberate G-overhang exposure has been implicated in senescence in 
human cells (105).  One group showed that the G-overhang signal decreases as a 
consequence of continuous cell division (258), but another group showed that 
senescent cells do not exhibit any change in G-overhang signal relative to wild-type 
(259).  Thus, the precise role of the G-overhang in maintaining genome stability and cell 
proliferation is unknown.  However, these data indicate that the G-overhang is critical 
for proper telomere function.   
 
Methods for monitoring G-overhang status 
Several assays have been employed to monitor G-overhang status.  One method used 
to estimate the fraction of telomeres that contain a G-overhang is primer extension nick 
translation (PENT) (217,246).  PENT relies on extension of a primer that hybridizes to 
the G-overhang.  Primer extension is performed under non-denaturing conditions using 
DNA PolI and dGTP is not provided so that extension will stop once non-telomeric 
sequence is reached, producing a nick.  This allows the newly-synthesized telomere 
strands that contain G-overhangs to be separated from interstitial and telomere tracts 
without G-overhangs (that have not been primer-extended) by alkaline gel 
electrophoresis.  DNA products are visualized by hybridizing with a G-strand telomeric 
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probe.  This technique has been used to show that telomeres on both ends of the 
chromosome contain G-overhangs in human cells (246).  In Arabidopsis, PENT analysis 
shows that only half of the telomeres contain a G-overhang that is more than 30 
nucleotides long (217).  This difference could suggest that half of Arabidopsis telomeres 
contain blunt ends, but this assay could not detect G-overhangs less than 30 
nucleotides long.  Thus, a more likely explanation is asymmetry between leading versus 
lagging strand G-overhangs as observed in other systems (24,260).   
One of the most widely-utilized methods to assay for G-overhangs is in-gel 
hybridization (25,26).  In-gel hybridization has been successfully employed as a 
standard approach to determine bulk G-overhang signals in most organisms (reviewed 
in (14)).  In in-gel hybridization, G-overhangs are detected using a radiolabeled 
telomere oligonucleotide that will anneal to the single-strand G-rich telomeric DNA 
portion of bulk genomic DNA.   
The most desirable methods for analyzing G-overhangs should provide precise 
measurement of G-overhang length.  Higher resolution has been attained through 
ligation and/or primer extension of an oligonucleotide designed to bind the G-overhang.  
Three methods of this nature were used in this study.  They are telomere 
oligonucleotide primer extension (TOPE), telomere oligonucleotide ligation assay (T-
OLA) (261) and ligation-mediated primer extension (LMPE) (24).   TOPE involves 
primer extension of a radiolabeled oligonucleotide that is designed to anneal G-rich 
telomeric DNA (Figure 22).  The products of primer extension are separated from bulk 
genomic DNA and their size reflects that length of the G-overhang.   
In T-OLA, radiolabeled oligonucleotides directed to the G-overhang are 
annealed along single-stranded DNA (Figure 23).  Any oligonucleotides that have  
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Figure 22.  Detection of G-overhangs by Telomere Oligonucleotide Primer Extension (TOPE). 
(A)  Overview of TOPE.  A radiolabeled oligonucleotide (asterisk) is pre-annealed to genomic DNA and primer extended 
in the presence of DNA PolI or T4 DNA polymerase.  Alternate binding of the oligonucleotide is indicated.  Incorporation 
of nucleotides is shown in red.  As a control, G-overhangs are removed with Exo1 (right).  (B) Results from TOPE. TOPE 
was performed on DNA isolated from G4 tert (lanes 1-7, 14,15) or ku70 mutants (lanes 8-13, 16,17), followed by primer 
extension in the presence of DNA PolI (DP) (lanes 1, 2, 8, 14-17) or T4 DNA Pol (T4) (lanes 3-6, 10-13).  DNA was mock 
treated (-) or treated with Exo1(+) to remove G-overhangs (lanes 14-17). Lane 7 is a control containing loading dye. Two 
DNA concentrations were utilized for reactions shown in lanes 1-6 (A=0.5ug and B=1.5 ug); C=control (no DNA); 
O=labeled oligonucleotide marker. 
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Figure 23.  Overview and controls for T-OLA. 
(A)  Schematic of T-OLA.  A 7-mer oligonucleotide containing C-strand, monomer (M), in red, or G-strand, antimonomer 
(A) telomere repeats is radiolabeled and annealed to genomic DNA.  Annealed oligos are ligated using T4 DNA ligase 
and denatured products are separated in an acrylamide gel (adapted from Barbara Zellinger).  (B)  T-OLA products have 
a ladder appearance indicative of differing lengths of ligation products. Results shown are from a denatured plasmid DNA 
containing 31 (lanes 1,2) or 57 (lanes 3,4) telomere repeats.  Number of telomere repeats is indicated on the left. 
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annealed are ligated and these products produce a ladder-like banding pattern where 
the higher molecular weight bands correspond to the length of the longest G-overhangs 
(262). 
LMPE differs from T-OLA as primer extension occurs from oligonucleotides that 
have been ligated onto the end of the G-overhang.  Specifically, one of the 
oligonucleotides contains a protrusion of additional G-telomeric repeats used to help 
guide the duplex to the G-overhang.  This oligonucleotide is used as a site for primer 
extension.  The size of the G-overhang corresponds to the length of these products 
(24).  
 
Arabidopsis G-overhangs  
A combination of in-gel hybridization and PENT has been previously employed to 
estimate that G-overhangs in Arabidopsis are ~ 30 nucleotides long (217).  In-gel 
hybridization has shown that ku70 mutants exhibit increased G-overhang signals 
compared to wild type (117).  This increase in signal is attributed to a role for KU70 in 
C-strand protection and not G-overhang elongation as tert ku70 mutants also show 
increased G-overhang signals (117).  However, the in-gel hybridization protocol used in 
these studies was not completely reliable and was insufficient to detect a signal in wild 
type plants (117).  As discussed above, PENT showed that ~ half of the telomeres in 
Arabidopsis contain G-overhang signals more than 30 nucleotides long (217).  Thus, G-
overhangs may be very short on some Arabidopsis telomeres, making in-gel 
hybridization unreliable. 
In this study we employed ligation-based strategies to measure G-overhangs.   
We discuss our efforts to develop a higher resolution assay to detect G-overhangs with 
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the goal of understanding telomere structure/function as it relates to G-overhangs in 
Arabidopsis to further develop Arabidopsis.   
Several strategies were employed.  The methods we used include TOPE, T-
OLA, and LMPE.  In addition, I sought to further optimize the in-gel hybridization 
method.  Below I outline our rationale and the results from these approaches.  I also 
discuss data obtained using our modified in-gel hybridization protocol.  I also study the 
effect of different mutations in G-overhangs in Arabidopsis. 
 
Materials and methods 
Plant growth and DNA preparation 
Plants were grown as previously described (180).  Genomic DNA was either isolated as 
previously described (180), or using a GE genomic DNA extraction kit (Heacock et al. 
submitted).  
 
Telomere oligonucleotide primer extension (TOPE) 
1 pmol of radiolabeled PETRA-T oligonucleotide (5’ 
CTCTAGACTGTGAGACTTGGACTACCCTAAACCCT 3’) was annealed to either 500ng 
or 1.5 µg genomic DNA at 25°C for 10 min in a tube containing 240 µM dNTPs, 1 X 
DNA PolI buffer or T4 DNA Pol buffer.  Reactions were primer extended by adding 10 U 
of DNA PolI (Promega) or 10 U of T4 DNA polymerase (Promega) for 1 h at 16°C 
(Figure 21 top).  G-overhangs were removed prior to primer extension using 20 U of 
Exol (USB) at 37°C for 16 h.  Primer extension products were separated from genomic 
DNA by boiling in SDS and separated by electrophoresis in a 10% acrylamide gel.    
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Ligation-mediated primer extension (LMPE) 
LMPE was performed as previously described with some modifications (Wei et al. 
2001).  In one experiment, guide oligonucleotides were separately annealed to the 
unique oligonucleotide and ligated onto genomic DNA (Figure 24).  20 pmol of LMPE 1 
(unique) oligonucleotide (5’ CTCTAGACTGTGAGACTTGGACTA 3’) was radiolabeled 
with 0.1mCi of γ32P-[ATP] using 10 U T4 polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas) and1 X T4 
PNK buffer in a 30 µL reaction.  The reaction products were purified using a Qiagen 
column and eluted in 60 µL.  Radiolabeled unique oligonucleotides were annealed 
separately to guide oligonucleotides.  Seven different annealing reactions consisted of 7 
µL of radiolabeled unique oligonucleotides added to 1.5 pmol of one of seven following 
guide oligonucleotides: TG1 5’ TAGTCCAAGTCTCACAGTCTAGAGCCCTA 3’, TG2 5’ 
TAGTCCAAGTCTCACAGTCTAGAGCCTAA 3’, TG3 5’ 
TAGTCCAAGTCTCACAGTCTAGAGCCTAAA 3’, TG4 5’ 
TAGTCCAAGTCTCACAGTCTAGAGTAAAC 3’, TG5 5’ 
TAGTCCAAGTCTCACAGTCTAGAGAAACC 3’, TG6 5’ 
TAGTCCAAGTCTCACAGTCTAGAGAACCC 3’ or TG7 5’ 
TAGTCCAAGTCTCACAGTCTAGAGTCCCA 3’.  Annealing was performed by boiling 
unique/guide oligonucleotide combinations for 5 min and allowing the reaction to cool to 
room temperature.  7 µg genomic DNA (previously digested to release the terminal 
restriction fragment (180), 160 U DNA ligase (NEB), and 1mM ATP were added to 
annealing reactions and ligated overnight at room temperature.  Reactions were either 
ethanol precipitated or purified using Qiagen columns, resuspended or eluted, 
respectively, in 30 µL of H2O and separated by electrophoresis in a 0.9% agarose gel.  
For another experiment, a mix of guide oligonucleotides were annealed to the unique  
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Figure 24.  Overview of control ligation to test applicability of LMPE in Arabidopsis. 
(A)  Genomic DNA is digested to release telomeric fragments. Radiolabeled unique oligos are separately annealed to 
each of the seven guide oligonucleotides (shown in Figure G7; TG1-7).  The annealed unique/guide combinations are 
ligated to genomic DNA, separated by electrophoresis, Southern blotted. Triangle represents the site of ligation.  (B)  
Results of control ligation reactions performed on digested DNA from G4 tert mutants (lanes 1-7) and G7 ku70 mutants 
(lanes 8-14). DNA was separated in a 0.9% agarose gel. Guide oligonucleotides used are indicated on the top of the gel.  
Molecular weight markers are shown in kilobase pairs on the left 
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oligonucleotide and primer extended using genomic DNA extracted using a kit (GE 
genomic DNA isolation kit) (Figure 25).  In this experiment, 2.5 pmol of each of the 
seven guide oligonucleotides (sequence above) were mixed and radiolabeled as 
described above and the reaction was eluted in 40 µL of buffer EB (Qiagen).  3.5 µL of 
radiolabeled guide oligonucleotide mix was annealed to 1.7 pmol of unique 
oligonucleotide in 10 X ligation buffer using the same conditions as described above.  
Ligation reactions consisted of ~ 500 ng of genomic DNA, 1 X ligation buffer, 1 mM 
ATP, and 20 U DNA ligase (Fermentas) in a 50 µL total volume.  Ligation reactions 
were performed overnight at room temperature.  Reactions were purified the next day.  
Proteins were extracted using one-third volume of protein precipitation buffer from the 
GE DNA extraction kit.  Precipitated DNA was resuspended in 40 µL H2O to be utilized 
in primer extension reactions.  Primer extension was performed in a 50 µL volume, 
consisting of 250 µM dNTPs, 1 X Klenow buffer and 5 U Klenow minus Exo 
(Fermentas).  Primer extension reactions were purified as described in ligation reactions 
and resuspended in 20 µL H2O.  Ligation products were separated from genomic DNA 
by boiling in SDS and separated in a 12 % acrylamide gel.  Control reactions included 
omitting DNA ligase (Figure 25, lane 1) and removing G-overhangs prior to ligation 
(Figure 25, lanes 3 and 5). 
 
Telomere Oligonucleotide Ligation Assay (T-OLA) 
Genomic DNA was extracted as previously described (Heacock et al. submitted).  This 
protocol was provided by the Riha lab as adapted from (258). 10 pmol of the monomer 
(5’ CCCTAAA 3’) or anti-monomer (5’ GGGATTT 3’) was radiolabeled for 15 min at 
37°C using 0.06 miC γ32P-[ATP] in a 20 µL reaction containing 10 U T4 polynucleotide  
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Figure 25.  Application of LMPE on Arabidiopsis genomic DNA. 
LMPE performed on DNA isolated from wild type (lanes 2 and 3) and G7 ku70 (lanes 4 and 5) plants. A control reaction 
in the absence of ligase is shown in lane 1.  Samples were treated with (+) or without (–) T4 DNA Pol to remove the G-
overhang. Molecular weight in base pairs is indicated on the left and the migration position of the guide oligonucleotide is 
indicated with an arrow on the right. 
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kinase (Fermentas) and 10 X T4 PNK buffer.  Unincorporated γ32P-[ATP] could not be 
removed as the oligonucleotides are below the size limit and pass through a Qiagen 
column.  ~1 pmol of radiolabeled monomers or anti-monomers were annealed to ~ 500 
ng non-denatured genomic DNA at room temperature in a 19 µL reaction containing 1 X 
T4 DNA ligase buffer.  Annealing reactions were ligated for 2 h at 25°C by the addition 
of 10 U T4 DNA ligase.  DNA was extracted from ligation reactions by ethanol 
precipitation and resuspended in 10 µL of H2O.  10 µL of formamide loading dye (80 % 
formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mg/mL xylene cyanol, 1 mg/mL bromophenol blue and 
40% sucrose) was added to each sample and ligation reactions are separated from 
genomic DNA by boiling for 5 min prior to loading into a denaturing 10% polyacrylamide 
gel.  Products were visualized using a STORM phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics).  
The highest molecular weight band should reflect the longest G-overhang in the 
sample.  G-overhangs were removed in a 100 µL volume using 20 U Mung bean 
exonuclease in 1 X Mung bean exonuclease buffer.  Digestions were performed 
overnight at 30°C and DNA was purified by ethanol precipitation.  Removal of G-
overhangs was verified by the failure to produce products in an independent reaction 
(PETRA) that requires an intact G-overhang. 
 
In-gel hybridization 
In-gel hybridization was performed described (refer to Chapters III and IV).   
 
Results 
Telomere oligonucleotide primer extension (TOPE) 
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Detection of G-overhangs using telomere oligonucleotide primer extension (TOPE) 
involves primer extension of an oligonucleotide that is bound to the G-overhang.  This 
oligonucleotide is radiolabeled with 32P-ATP and annealed to non-denatured genomic 
DNA (Figure 22A).  The annealed, radiolabeled oligonucleotide is then extended using 
an enzyme that lacks 5’ to 3’ exonuclease and strand displacement activities, thereby 
limiting the substrate to single-stranded G-overhangs.  Primer extension products are 
denatured and separated by electrophoresis in an acrylamide gel.  The product size 
reflects the length of the G-overhang.  Since the primer can bind anywhere along the G-
overhang, multiple bands are expected where the band with the highest molecular 
weight reflects the longest G-overhang in the population (Figure 22A).   
T4 DNA Pol and DNA PolI were used to primer extend Arabidopsis DNA in 
TOPE.  Since DNA PolI possesses 5’ to 3’ exonuclease activity and therefore can 
extend into the C-strand, telomere tract products with higher molecular weight should 
be observed when DNA PolI was employed.  As a negative control, G-overhangs were 
removed with Exo1, a 3’ to 5’ exonuclease, prior to the annealing reaction.   TOPE was 
performed on DNA obtained from G4 tert and G7 ku70 mutants.  As expected, products 
were observed in primer extension reactions using DNA PolI.  However, signals 
observed in ku70 mutants were are only slightly stronger compared to tert mutants 
(Figure 22B, compare lanes 1-7 and 8-13) and we did not observe expected size 
differences in molecular weight, where ku70 mutants should have an elongated G-
overhang (117).  In addition, a second problem with TOPE was that no primer extension 
products resulted when T4 DNA polymerase was used for primer extension (Figure 
22B, lanes 3-6, 10-13).  This could indicate the presence of very short G-overhangs (i.e. 
very little substrate available to extend the primer).  However, subsequent data obtained 
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with the T-OLA and in-gel methods (see below) indicate that a more likely explanation is 
that the 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity of T4 DNA Pol removed G-overhangs.  Although 
the TOPE method lacked the necessary specificity to provide useful information about 
Arabidopsis G-overhangs we were able to employ the 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity of T4 
DNA Pol to remove G-overhangs in the in-gel hybridization protocol (see below).   
 
Telomere Oligonucleotide Ligation Assay (T-OLA) 
The Telomere Oligonucleotide Ligation Assay (T-OLA) is another technique that has 
been used to measure the length of G-overhangs in human cells (258,261).  T-OLA 
involves hybridization of radiolabeled oligonucleotides consisting of two or three 
telomere repeats, designed to anneal to single-strand G-overhang of non-denatured 
genomic DNA (261) (Figure 23).  Oligonucleotides that perfectly anneal to single-strand 
G-rich DNA are ligated together.  The specificity of this technique is achieved by 
performing annealing and ligation steps under stringent temperatures (261).   
We were provided with a protocol for a modified version of T-OLA by the Riha 
lab.  To test the applicability of this technique in Arabidopsis, we performed T-OLA with 
oligonucleotides that contained either two or three C-rich telomere repeats, a length 
used in the human cell studies.  Unfortunately, we failed to observe ligation products  
Since Arabidopsis G-overhangs are predicted to be only 30 nucleotides long (217), 
shorter oligonucleotides were used that harbored only one telomere repeat directed to 
G-strand telomere repeats, dubbed monomer (5’ CCCTAAA 3’).  As a negative control, 
an oligonucleotide that was directed at any C-rich overhangs, anti-monomer (5’ 
GGGTAAA 3’), was employed (Figure 23A).  Because the G-overhang is G-rich 
products should only be observed with the monomer.  To permit binding of these 
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smaller oligonucleotides, reactions had to be conducted under less stringent conditions.  
Figure 23 is a control demonstrating that both monomers and anti-monomers are 
efficiently ligated to denatured plasmids that contain either 31 or 57 telomere repeats 
(Figure 23B, lanes 1, 2 and 3, 4 respectively).   
T-OLA was performed on Arabidopsis genomic DNA isolated from wild type and 
various mutants.  Surprisingly, several independent T-OLA reactions utilizing genomic 
DNA obtained from wild type and ku70 mutants, generated products using anti-
monomer oligonucleotides (Figure 26A, lanes 4 and 6) indicating that Arabidopsis 
contained single-strand C-rich telomeric DNA.  Curiously, anti-monomer products were 
even stronger than those obtained using the monomer (Figure 26A, compare lanes 4, 6 
to 3, 5).  These data suggest that both telomere strands must contain single-strand 
DNA available for binding by monomers and anti-monomers.   
As an additional control, T-OLA was performed using single-strand G-rich or C-
rich oligonucleotides containing 4 to 8 telomeric repeats.  Figure 26B shows that 
monomers bind when the substrate is a single-strand G-rich telomere repeat (lanes 1, 4 
and 5) and, conversely, only anti-monomers bind a single-strand C-rich telomere repeat 
(Figure 26B, lanes 2 and 3).  Thus, monomers and anti-monomers bind the correct 
telomere substrates.  Importantly, we found that products were also observed using 
monomers and anti-monomers when DNA was digested with a nuclease to remove any 
overhangs (data not shown).  Therefore, ligation of both oligonucleotides is not 
dependent on the presence of single-strand DNA (see Figure 27 for alternative binding 
scenarios).  The lack of specificity indicates that T-OLA is not a suitable method to 
study the status of G-overhangs in Arabidopsis. 
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Figure 26.  T-OLA performed on Arabidopsis DNA. 
(A)  Shown are results with a control plasmid containing 57 telomere repeats (lanes 1, 2), wild type genomic DNA (lanes 
3, 4), G7 ku70 DNA (lanes 5, 6).  Monomer (M) or anti-monomer (A) reactions are indicated.  (B) Control reacions to 
determine specificity of monomer and antimonomer oligonucleotides. T-OLA performed using the oligomer, (T3AG3)8 
(lane 1), (C3TA3)4 (lanes 2, 3) or (T3AG3)4 (lanes 4, 5).  The oligomer was hybridized with either the monomer (M) or anti-
monomer (A) indicated on the top of the gel.  Molecular weight markers are shown on the left in base pairs. 
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Figure 27.  Possible explanations for the observed binding of the anti-monomer to telomeric genomic DNA. 
(A) G-overhang may form a G-quartet opening duplex DNA where monomer (5’ AAATCCC 3’) and anti-monomer (5’ 
GGGTTTA 3’) can gain access to double-strand telomeric DNA.  (B)  5’ C-strand overhangs. 
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Ligation-mediated primer extension (LMPE) 
Ligation-mediated primer extension is another high resolution method to measure G-
overhang length.  Here, an anchor oligonucleotide is ligated onto the end of the G-
overhang and is used as a site for primer extension (24).  The principles of this assay 
are outlined in Figure 28.  Briefly, a unique oligonucleotide is pre-annealed to a 
radiolabeled guide oligonucleotide.  The guide oligonucleotide is complementary to the 
unique oligonucleotide in the 5’ end, permitting annealing between the two 
oligonucleotides.  The guide oligonucleotide also contains 5 nucleotides of C-strand 
telomere repeat in the 3’ region, facilitating ligation by providing alignment to G-
overhangs.  Since G-overhangs are reported to terminate in a specific sequence, 
(24,109) several guide oligonucleotides are utilized to accommodate each permutation 
of the telomere repeat (Figure 28B).  After ligation, guide oligonucleotides are primer 
extended from genomic DNA, denatured and separated in an acrylamide gel.  Primer 
extension products are observed as a ladder corresponding to varying distances of 
primer extension, where the highest molecular weight band is the longest G-overhang.  
The advantage of this technique is that it can precisely measures the length of G-
overhangs.   
Since LMPE is dependent on several sequential steps, we tested its applicability 
by first determining if annealed anchor/guide oligonucleotide combinations can be 
efficiently ligated to G-overhangs in Arabidopsis.  Radiolabeled unique oligonucleotides 
were separately annealed to each of the seven guide oligonucleotides (each 
representing a different permutation of the T3AG3 Arabidopsis telomere repeat) (Figure 
28B).  These oligonucleotides reactions were ligated to genomic DNA that had been 
previously digested to release intact telomere fragments.  To test for specificity, we  
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Figure 28.  Overview of ligation-mediated primer extension (LMPE). 
(A)  Schematic of LMPE.  A mixture of seven different guide oligonucleotides are radiolabeled and annealed to the guide 
oligonucleotide.  Annealed unique/guide oligonucleotides are ligated to genomic DNA.  Guide oligonucleotides are 
subjected to primer extension in the presence of Klenow fragment that lacks exonuclease activity. Primer extension 
products are denatured by boiling in SDS and products are separated in an acrylamide gel. Primer extension products 
are indicated in red.  (B)  The guide oligonucleotides harboring the seven different permutations of telomeric repeat. 
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used digested DNA obtained from G7 ku70 mutants (telomeres above 10 kb in length) 
and G4 tert mutants (telomeres below 4 kb in length), where an obvious size difference 
should be observed.  Figure 24B shows results of seven different ligation reactions for 
each a telomere permutation and for each genotype.  Although hybridization signals 
were observed in all lanes, they are non-specific as no apparent size difference 
between tert and ku70 samples was detected (Figure 24B, lanes 1-7 and 8-14 
respectively).  A similar result was obtained when undigested genomic DNA was 
employed (data not shown). 
To ensure the method of DNA extraction was not the reason for the failure of 
this assay, we repeated this assay including the primer extension step, using highly-
purified DNA (extracted with a GE genomic DNA extraction kit that allowed us to 
successfully reproduce detection of G-overhangs using in-gel hybridization (see below).  
The result of one of these experiments is shown in Figure 25.  One major concern is 
that products were detected in reactions where DNA ligase was omitted (Figure 25, lane 
1).  Bands were also observed in samples where G-overhangs were removed (Figure 
25, lanes 3 and 5).  In addition, in contrast to previous data (117), the length of the G-
overhang in ku70 mutants was no different than wild type.  It is noteworthy that the 
same DNA used in this assay was successfully used in an in-gel hybridization assay, 
where all controls worked.  Thus, the LMPE method also fails to demonstrate specificity 
for G-overhangs in Arabidopsis.    
 
In-gel hybridization 
In-gel hybridization is similar to telomere restriction fragment (TRF) analysis which is 
used to determine bulk telomere lengths.  In TRF analysis, genomic DNA is digested to 
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release intact telomere tracts and is separated in an agarose gel, denatured and 
transferred onto a membrane by Southern blotting.  Telomere length is determined after 
hybridization with a radiolabeled oligonucleotide probe complementary to the telomere 
repeat.  In-gel hybridization differs from TRF analysis in that DNA is not denatured or 
transferred to a membrane.  Therefore, hybridization is performed “in-gel” and single-
stranded DNA, in this case G-overhangs, should be the only accessible substrate for 
the C-strand telomere repeat oligonucleotide probe (Figure 29A).  A limitation of this 
technique is it detects bulk single strand telomeres and can not precisely measure G-
overhang lengths.  As a consequence, subtle changes in length can not be observed. 
Several modifications to the in-gel hybridization method enabled us to obtain 
consistent results from this technique.  One major adjustment was to employ a new 
DNA extraction method.  We used a commercially-available DNA extraction kit (GE 
genomic DNA extraction kit), recommended by the Price lab (111).  In addition, to 
ensure DNA integrity, in-gel analysis was performed using restriction endonucleases 
that do not promote single-strand nicks and are active at 37°C (T. Cesare, personal 
communication).  Lastly, we included single-strand binding protein during digestion 
reactions to protect single-strand G-overhangs from degradation (89).   
When we performed the modified version of in-gel hybridization, the result was 
in agreement with previous data obtained in our lab (117).  In particular, we were able to 
detect appropriate molecular weight differences and hybridization signals in G-
overhangs between DNA from ku70 and tert ku70 mutants (117) (Figure 29B, compare 
lanes 2 and 4).  As expected ku70 and tert ku70 mutants exhibited at least a five-fold 
increase in hybridization signal relative to wild type (Riha and Shippen 2003) (Figure 
29B and Table 10).  We found that the signal obtained from G-overhangs in tert mutants  
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Figure 29.  Overview of in-gel hybridization. 
(A)  Schematic of in-gel hybridization.  Single-strand binding protein (blue circles) is added or omitted to genomic DNA.  
As a control, DNA is treated or untreated with the 3’ – 5’ exonuclease activity of T4 DNA Pol to remove 3’ G-overhangs.  
DNA is digested with HaeIII and HinfI to release terminal fragments.  Proteins are removed and DNA is isolated and 
separated on a native agarose gel.  The agarose gel is dried and an oligonucleotide containing three G-rich telomere 
repeats is hybridized to single-strand genomic DNA.  (B) Results of in-gel analysis for Arabidopsis G-overhangs.  In-gel 
analysis performed on genomic DNA isolated from wild type (lane 1), tert ku 70 (lanes 2 and 3) and ku 70 mutants (lane 
4).  DNA treated with the 3’ – 5’ exonuclease activity of T4 DNA Pol exonuclease is indicated by a plus sign (+) at the top 
of each lane.  Digested DNA is separated on a 0.9% agarose gel and G-overhangs are detected using a radiolabeled 
oligonucleotide, (TA3C3)3.  Ethidium stained gel is shown on left. 
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aValues are expressed as a ratio of hybridization signal intensity relative to wild type, where wild type is set 
to one.  SD, standard deviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 10.  Summary of in-gel analysisa 
ter
t 
ku7
0 tert ku70 pot 1a pot1a tert pot 1b pot 1a/b 
POT 1c 
OE cit1  
1.9 4.2 0.9 3.3 1.8 0.8 0.8 0.3 3.2  
0.8 2.7 2.8 1.5 1.3 0.5 1.9 0.2 6.8  
0.5  8.0 2.0 0.9  2.0 0.2 3.3  
0.8  8.1 1.3   2.6 0.2 10.3  
0.9  4.8 0.9     4.7  
0.6  4.6 1.0     7.4  
0.5  3.2      5.8  
0.4  3.7        
  9.4        
  8.4        
  1.3        
  1.0        
0.8 3.4 4.7 1.7 1.4 0.7 1.8 0.2 5.9 AVG 
0.5 1.1 3.1 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.1 2.5 SD 
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was only slightly reduced (0.8 fold +/- 0.5) compared to their wild type counterparts 
(Table 10).  Most importantly, for the first time, we were able to consistently obtain a 
hybridization signal for G-overhangs including wild type plants.  These controls provided 
the confidence to extend analysis of G-overhangs in different genetic backgrounds, and 
to investigate which telomere-related proteins make major contributions to the status of 
G-overhangs in Arabidopsis. 
 
Loss of ATR does not alter G-overhang status in Arabidopsis 
Several proteins in the DNA damage pathway are involved in telomere maintenance in 
Arabidopsis.  These include KU70, ATM and ATR (117,159,196).  ATR, a protein kinase 
that responds to single-strand DNA, is considered to be one of the master regulators of 
the DNA damage response (reviewed in (119)).  ATR localizes to telomeres in yeast 
and mammals, and is implicated in telomere length regulation (30,149-151). While a 
single atr mutant does not exhibit a telomere phenotype in Arabidopsis, atr tert mutants 
demonstrate accelerated telomere shortening and end-to-end fusions involving 
telomere tracts (159).  This accelerated telomere shortening phenotype is similar to that 
observed in Arabidopsis tert ku70 mutants (117), suggesting ATR, like KU70, may be 
involved in protection of the C-strand telomere tract.  To investigate this possibility, we 
performed in-gel analysis on DNA extracted from atr plants.  Preliminary results shown 
in Figure 30 suggest the absence of ATR in plants does not significantly alter the status 
of G-overhangs: signal intensity is not changed relative to wild type (Figure 30A, lanes 1 
and 5).  Therefore, it appears that ATR does not act in the same manner as KU to 
protect the telomeric C-strand.   
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Figure 30.  In-gel hybridization of Arabidopsis mutants. 
Samples were treated (+) or mock-treated (-) with the 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity of T4 DNA polymerase as indicated. 
(A) In-gel hybridization results for different Arabidopsis mutants.  (B)  In-gel hybridization with cit1 mutants under native 
(left) and denaturing (right) conditions.  (C)  Native gel that is quantitated showing that cit1 and ku70 mutants have an 
increased G-overhang signal.  Ethidium-stained gels are shown on the left. 
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POT proteins make distinct contributions to the G-overhang status 
In-gel hybridization was also used to determine if Arabidopsis POT1 proteins function in 
maintenance of G-overhangs as observed in other organisms (see Table 9).  We found 
that pot1a mutants possess slightly elongated G-overhangs, exhibiting a 1.7 fold (+/- 
0.9) increase in overall size of G-overhangs relative to wild type (Table 10).  This finding 
suggests that POT1a makes a small contribution to maintenance of G-overhangs.  
Interestingly, in-gel analysis of pot1b mutants indicates a modest decrease in length of 
G-overhangs, average of 0.7 fold (+/- 0.2) relative to wild-type.  These observations 
indicate that POT1a and POT1b may play opposing roles in G-overhang maintenance 
where POT1a promotes degradation of the G-overhang and/or inhibits resection of the 
C-strand.  However, in pot1a pot1b mutants G-overhang signals are increased over wild 
type ~ 1.8 fold (+/- 0.8), similar to that observed in single pot1a mutants, suggesting that 
POT1a plays a more dominant role in G-overhang maintenance than POT1b. 
We also performed in-gel analysis on DNA obtained from plants containing a 
POT1c over-expression construct.  Relative to wild type, plants harboring this construct 
exhibit a decreased G-overhang signal, 0.2 fold (+/- 0.1) less than wild-type (Table 10), 
implicating POT1c in the status of the G-overhang.  This observation suggests that 
POT1c promotes G-overhang digestion and/or inhibits resection of the C-strand.    
 
The cit1 mutation results in dramatically increased G-overhang signals 
G-overhangs were also analyzed from DNA obtained from cit1 mutants (critical for the 
integrity of telomeres 1 (CIT1) (Y. Surovesteva and D.Shippen, unpublished data).  cit1 
mutants exhibit severe telomere length deregulation and abundant end-to-end fusions, 
indicating that the gene is essential to multiple facets of telomere biology.  In-gel 
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hybridization performed on DNA extracted from cit1 plants showed dramatically 
increased G-overhang signals relative to wild type and tert mutants (Figure 30C, 
compare lane 3 with lanes 1 and 2; Table 10).  Figure 30B shows controls for in-gel 
analysis performed on cit1 mutants.  Hybridization was increased up to 10 fold (avg. ~ 6 
fold +/- 2.5) relative to wild-type plants (see Table 10).  These data strongly indicate that 
CIT1 is essential for G-overhang regulation.   
 
Discussion 
Here we discuss the development of reliable and sensitive methods to detect the status 
of G-overhangs in Arabidopsis.  We were successful in modifying the current in-gel 
protocol to make it a useful tool for studying G-overhangs.  The main adjustment was 
utilization of a commercially-available DNA kit. This extraction protocol differs from the 
commonly used CTAB method in that phenol/chloroform extraction is not employed and 
all incubations are performed at 37°C instead of 65°C.  We speculate that the use of 
lower temperatures may prevent DNA degradation and breathing of DNA, which could 
have lowered specificity by allowing telomere oligonucleotides to inappropriately bind 
melted segments of double-strand telomere DNA.   We also postulate that lack of 
specificity and reliability of the original in-gel protocol may be due to degradation of G-
overhangs.  To solve this problem, we included single-strand binding protein to protect 
G-overhangs and we used restriction enzymes that do not nick single-strand DNA ((89) 
and T. Cesare, personal communication).  It is unclear which modification(s) led to 
success of this technique.  Nevertheless, these changes resulted in a more reliable and 
sensitive method to detect bulk G-overhang signals. 
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Other ligation-based techniques were employed to evaluate G-overhangs with 
higher resolution with the goal of determining the length of the G-strand extension.  
However, these strategies failed to demonstrate any specificity when applied to 
Arabidopsis DNA.  Our data indicate products from ligation-based primer extension 
protocols are non-specific.  Non-specific ligation onto DNA ends, as a result of DNA 
shearing during DNA manipulation can not be ruled out.  One essential difference 
between these protocols and that of in-gel hybridization is that the DNA is 
electrophoresed prior to hybridization in the later approach.  It is tempting to speculate 
that the process of electrophoresis during in-gel hybridization may actually make G-
overhangs more accessible to oligonucleotide hybridization, perhaps by disrupting 
secondary structures.  The fact that the expected size differences in molecular weight 
were not observed for tert and ku70 mutants indicates that oligonucleotides were not 
annealed and/or ligated onto telomeres.  Therefore, if G-overhangs are inaccessible 
until DNA is electrophoresed, non-specific products would be favored. 
Using the T-OLA method, we unexpectedly found binding of antimonomer 
oligonucleotides containing G-strand telomere repeats.  This could be attributed to less 
stringent conditions under which hybridization and ligation steps were performed.  
Alternatively, Arabidopsis may actually harbor C-overhangs, as has been reported 
recently (262,263).  C-overhangs reported in Cimino-Reale et al. were observed using 
T-OLA and were dependent on the presence of 3’ single stranded G-rich telomeric 
DNA.  However, the products we observed in the presence of anti-monomers were not 
sensitive to an exonuclease that removes single-stranded DNA suggesting our products 
did not reflect binding to a C-strand overhang.  Nonetheless, an exploration of potential 
C-overhangs in Arabidopsis is warranted. 
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Although we were unable to precisely measure the length of individual G-
overhangs, the in-gel hybridization method provided some new insight into the role of 
known telomere proteins in G-overhang maintenance.  We speculated ATR could affect 
the status of G-overhangs as atr tert mutants exhibit accelerated telomere shortening 
similar to tert ku70 mutants (117,159). However, in-gel hybridization did not result in an 
increased signal for atr mutants, demonstrating that an atr deficiency, unlike a ku70 
deficiency, does not grossly affect G-overhang signals. Since it is likely that KU protects 
the C-strand of the telomere, these data suggest that ATR does not play a similar role.  
However, it will be important to monitor the status of G-overhangs in atr tert mutants to 
determine whether the accelerated rate of telomere shortening in atr tert mutants 
reflects a combined role for ATR and TERT in protection of the chromosome terminus 
(159). 
Our data suggest that Arabidopsis POT1a and POT1b may be involved in 
different aspects of G-overhang maintenance.  G-strand hybridization signals are 
modestly increased in pot1a mutants, but are slightly decreased in pot1b mutants.  
These data suggest that POT1a either functions to promote G-overhang degradation 
and/or to inhibit of C-strand degradation, while POT1b appears to play an opposite role.  
Nevertheless, because the effect of POT1a and POT1b deficiency on G-overhangs is 
quite modest, further studies are necessary to explicitly implicate POT1a and POT1b in 
G-overhang maintenance.  In contrast, overexpression studies suggest that POT1c may 
have a more significant role in regulating processing of C-strands.  We find a five-fold 
decrease in G-overhang signals in these mutants.   
It is important to note that these preliminary data suggest POT1a, POT1b and 
POT1c are not exclusive factors contributing to maintenance of G-overhangs as 
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complete deregulation is not observed in any of these mutants.   A more precise 
method to detect G-overhangs is necessary to confirm these data and to carefully 
dissect the contribution of each protein to G-overhang status. 
The most striking result we obtained with in-gel hybridization was with cit1 
mutants.  These mutants harbor vastly increased G-overhang signals, greater even 
than tert ku70 mutants (Figure 30; Table 10).  Since cit1 mutants have not been 
evaluated in a tert background, we can not rule out the possibility that depletion of Cit1 
protein promotes G-overhang extension by telomerase.  A more likely scenario is that 
CIT1 protects the C-strand.  Loss of coordination of C-strand and G-strand synthesis as 
seen in Cdc13-deficient budding yeast (264), may also contribute to increased G-
overhang signals in these mutants.   
Our studies have provided the tools necessary to begin to define proteins that 
make major contributions to the status of the G-overhang in Arabidopsis, and have laid 
the groundwork to study fundamental aspects of the maintenance of the G-overhang in 
Arabidopsis.  Further studies are necessary to understand the details of G-overhang 
dynamics in Arabidopsis. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
Telomeres act to protect chromosome ends from being inappropriately recognized as a 
DSB.  When the protective telomere structure is perturbed either through loss of 
essential TBPs or telomere attrition, telomeres are revealed to DDR proteins.  They are 
then recognized as a DSB (1,78) and are recruited into fusions, most often mediated by 
DDR proteins of the NHEJ pathway (reviewed in (3)).   The genome instability that 
follows can lead to cellular senescence or full genetic rearrangements that result in 
tumorigenesis.  Further studies of the molecular signatures that distinguish functional 
and dysfunctional telomeres are necessary to understand how telomeres provide 
genome stability.   
Arabidopsis is a desirable model organism to study telomere dysfunction for 
several important reasons.  One critical feature that distinguishes the Arabidopsis 
genome from other model systems is the presence of unique subtelomeric DNA 
sequences on a majority of chromosome ends.  As discussed in this dissertation, I have 
employed novel PCR approaches that exploit these unique subtelomere sequences to 
precisely measure and assay for the participation of specific telomeres in end-to-end 
fusions.  The detailed analysis of individual telomere dynamics gave us new insight into 
the relationship between telomere length and telomere function. 
Arabidopsis is also highly tolerant to genome instability.  Plants lacking 
telomerase can survive even though up to half of their chromosomes are engaged in 
anaphase bridges (187).  This resiliency provides an abundance of material to study 
telomere dysfunction in the form of end-to-end fusions.  Finally, knockouts in telomere-
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related genes that are lethal in mammals are often viable in Arabidopsis, giving us the 
ability to uncover roles for these proteins in higher eukaryotes.  Together, these 
features make Arabidopsis amenable to study fundamental aspects of telomere biology 
in a way that is not possible in other model systems.   
 
Identification of two critical telomere lengths that mark distinct transitions to 
dysfunction 
Cells possessing critically shortened telomeres elicit a DDR (1).  Recognition of 
shortened telomeres occurs through accumulation of DDR proteins at chromosome 
ends, which subsequently leads to the formation of end-to-end fusions.  Reports in 
mammalian systems indicate that the shortest telomeres are most often involved in 
fusions (185,186).  However, these reports are limited in scope because relatively few 
telomere fusion junctions have been studied and in those that have, it was not possible 
to precisely determine the telomere length that triggers the fusion.  Thus, little was 
known about how much telomeric DNA is needed for end protection before our studies.  
Through exploitation of unique subtelomere regions present in Arabidopsis, we 
were able to develop two novel PCR-based techniques, PETRA and fusion PCR, to 
study telomere dysfunction in Arabidopsis.  My analysis uncovered two discrete 
telomere lengths that appear to represent structural transitions a telomere undergoes as 
it reaches complete dysfunction (Chapter II and Figure 31).    
The sequenced Arabidopsis genome indicated that sequences adjacent to 
telomere sequences were unique on 8/10 chromosome arms (13,214).  Further  
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Figure 31.  Summary of telomere dynamics in Arabidopsis. 
Telomeres undergo two critical functional/structural transitions en-route to dysfunction.  Telomeres that are between 2 - 5 
kb in length are fully capped and refractory to eliciting a DDR, nuclease attack and end-joining.  In the absence of 
telomerase, telomeres progressively shorten, reaching a transient uncapping length at 1 kb, where the onset of end-to-
end chromosome fusions is observed.  As telomeres continue to shorten, the incidence of fusions increases.  Once 
telomeres reach a length of ~ 300 bp, they are rapidly recruited into fusions.  Telomeres are joined by a hierarchy of end-
joining mechanisms.  KU is the predominant protein that joins dysfunctional telomeres.  In the absence of KU, Mre11 is 
involved in end-joining and relies on microhomology.  The robustness of end-joining is revealed by the fact that in the 
absence of KU and Mre11, telomeres continue to be end-joined.  Thus, plants possess multiple pathways for end-joining. 
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sequencing of Arabidopsis subtelomeric regions allowed us to design primers that 
specifically target particular chromosome arms.  By monitoring telomere length on many 
chromosome arms and simultaneously assessing the presence of fusions I was able to 
uncover a distinct telomere length at which telomeres begin to fuse.  This first transition 
was observed when telomeres reached a length of ~ 1 kb.   This length is likely to 
represent a structural transition as this same length was observed in a variety of 
mutants showing telomere fusions including: tert, tert ku70, tert ku70 mre11, tert lig4 
and tert ku70 lig4.  In addition, even in mutants that exhibit a decrease in the frequency 
in end-joining (tert ku70 lig4), or those that result in accelerated telomere shortening 
(tert ku70), this same transition point was observed.   
 What is the significance of this length?  We propose that at ~1 kb, Arabidopsis 
telomeres can no longer assume a proper capping structure, i.e. a t-loop.  Instead an 
alternative structure is formed, that is not as secure, leading to transient uncapping.  We 
conclude that telomeres are not completely unprotected because not all telomeres fuse 
when they reach this length.  The alternative capping structure may not be conducive to 
full occupancy of TBPs.  In line with this idea, studies in human cells show that TRF2 
prefers to bind to ds/ss DNA junctions present in the t-loop structure (32,79).  Since 
TBPs have been shown to block active sites of DDR proteins, this suggests that if TBPs 
are unable to bind the telomere, DDR proteins are unconstrained and are able to 
execute their activities on telomeres.   
A study in the de Lange lab revealed that overexpression of TRF2 allowed cells 
to continue to divide even though telomeres were at a length that normally induced 
senescence (265).  This study indicates that TRF2 is limiting at shortened telomeres.  
The authors speculate that the shortened telomeres may be forming an alternative 
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structure that TRF2 is unable to bind, requiring excess TRF2 to protect telomeres (265).  
When applied to Arabidopsis, this model would predict that at 1 kb, insufficient TBPs 
are able to bind the telomere, activating DDR proteins and, in turn, converting the 
telomere into a substrate for end-joining.  Thus, although TBPs protect telomeres from 
end-joining reactions, their efficient localization is dependent on the telomere structure.  
We propose that telomeres at 1 kb assume an alternative telomere cap that is 
metastable (i.e. fluctuating between fully capped and uncapped) due to the inability of 
TBPs to efficiently associate with this structure. 
I identified a second telomere length threshold that marks the onset of complete 
telomere dysfunction.  A functional telomere must have an intact G-overhang.  PETRA, 
an assay requiring the presence of a G-overhang, was used to measure and identify the 
shortest telomere in plants experiencing the terminal phenotype.   Plants that exhibit the 
terminal phenotype harbor abundant anaphase bridges (up to half of anaphases contain 
bridges), are developmentally arrested in vegetative growth, and fail to produce seeds 
(are sterile) (187).  Terminal plants from several different genotypes (tert, tert ku70, tert 
ku70 mre11, and tert ku70 lig4) were assessed for the shortest functional telomere.  I 
found that the shortest functional telomere in Arabidopsis was consistently ~ 300 bp.  
We posit that at this length the telomere has completely lost the features that distinguish 
it from a DSB and it is rapidly recruited into an end-joining reaction.  In accordance with 
this model, analysis of chromosome fusion junctions revealed the average length of the 
telomere tract retained in the fusion junction was 270 bp.  Thus, once telomeres reach ~ 
300 bp they are immediately processed by NHEJ machineries. 
 The fact that the shortest functional telomere in Arabidopsis is 300 bp is 
interesting when one considers that single-celled yeast telomeres are 300 bp.  Yeast 
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telomeres are postulated to form a fold-back structure to cap their ends in lieu of a t-
loop (36).  Therefore, 300 bp may represent the minimum length necessary to form any 
type of protective structure.  Once telomeres fall below this size they are recognized as 
a DSB (Figure 31).   
   
Future directions 
The localization of DDR proteins to telomeres appears to be a conserved feature of the 
telomere binding complex (reviewed in (3)).  One specific DDR protein likely to reside at 
Arabidopsis is KU.  This is based on its role in telomere length regulation (196), G-
overhang maintenance (117) and protection against end-joining pathways.   A capping 
role for KU70 in the context of shortened telomeres was revealed when it was 
discovered that tert ku70 mutants exhibited ~ 4 fold increase in telomere-to-telomere 
fusions relative to ku70 or tert mutants (Chapter II).  These results agree with previous 
observations implicating KU70 in telomere biology (117,196,218).  Telomere fusions are 
not present in ku70 mutants which harbor elongated telomeres, suggesting the 
elongated telomeres suffice to keep chromosome ends protected.  A role for KU in 
telomere capping is also observed in mice, where KU deficiency leads to telomere 
fusions (168,193).   
Establishing which DDR proteins localize to Arabidopsis telomeres will help us 
understand the role that such factors play in telomere biology.  ChIP and 
immunolocalization can help to identify which DDR proteins localize to telomeres and 
under what conditions.  It is known that DDR proteins reside at wild type telomeres in 
other systems (reviewed in (3)), and activated DDR proteins (phosphorylated forms of 
ATM, Mre11 and Nbs1) only transiently localize to telomeres (30,149-151).  However, 
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some proteins involved in signaling the presence of DSBs (e.g. γH2AX and 53BP1) only 
localize to telomeres in cases of telomere dysfunction (1,78).  Therefore, understanding 
the context in which DDR proteins bind at telomeres may help us determine their 
functions at chromosome ends. 
We would like to know if telomeres that reach the 1 kb threshold activate a DDR.  
Our model predicts that DDR pathways would not be activated at wild type telomeres, 
but would initiate at 1 kb telomeres and DDR activation would steadily increase as 
telomeres become shorter.  This hypothesis could be tested through ChIP and 
immunolocalization using antibodies to the DDR signaling proteins that specifically 
localize to dysfunctional telomeres (e.g. γH2AX and 53BP1).   
We would expect an even stronger association of activated and signaling DDR 
proteins at Arabidopsis telomeres that have reached 300 bp.  It will be important to 
determine whether a prolonged association, as observed in uncapped and critically-
shortened telomeres in other systems, is occurring as opposed to the transient 
association of DDR proteins at wild type telomeres seen in yeast and mammals 
(30,149-151).   A correlation between the appearance of activated and signaling DDR 
proteins and telomere length could be attained by examining Arabidopsis telomere 
maintenance mutants through the use of PETRA.   I predict that the concentration of 
TBPs would be reduced as telomeres decreased in length (i.e. forming an alternative 
structure) and that the reduction in TBPs would correlate with an increase in the 
concentration of activated and signaling DDR proteins at telomeres.    
What is the mechanism that prevents DDR proteins from acting on wild type 
Arabidopsis telomeres?  In all organisms studied at least one major TBP is responsible 
for bringing other factors, including DDR proteins, to the telomere and its absence can 
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result in telomere uncapping (reviewed in Riha et al. 2006).   However, bona-fide TBPs 
remain to be discovered in Arabidopsis, although efforts are currently underway to find 
these proteins in the Shippen lab and elsewhere.  When these proteins are identified it 
will be interesting to know whether they function in a similar manner to other TBPs such 
as TRF2, which plays dual roles at the telomere by acting in a capping capacity and by 
safeguarding telomeres against the action of telomere-localized DNA damage proteins 
(148).  In addition, we would like to know whether overexpression of these TBPs would 
decrease the transient uncapping length, as been observed in human cells (265).  If so, 
this would suggest that the primary cause of telomere dysfunction in Arabidopsis is a 
failure of TBPs to bind to alternative capping structure rather than the presence of very 
short telomere tracts.  
Another outstanding question pertains to the mechanism that leads to an 
activated DDR at Arabidopsis telomeres.  Cytological studies in mammalian systems 
have shown that the shortest telomeres are more apt to be involved in fusions 
(185,186).  A study in Arabidopsis used fluorescently-labeled probes targeted to specific 
subtelomeres to detect which telomeres are involved in anaphase bridges (266).  
Therefore it may be possible to correlate the results of this type of cytological study with 
fusion PCR and PETRA to determine if the shortest telomeres are most often involved 
in fusions.  A related question would be: does the presence of the shorter telomeres 
incite longer, “capped” telomeres into fusions?  In other words, would fusions involving 
telomeres longer than 1 kb only be observed when a telomere less than 1 kb is 
present?  Alternatively, are only those telomeres that have fallen below 1 kb involved in 
end-to-end fusions?   Finally, are the only telomeres in the cell that show DDR 
localization the ones that are below 1 kb or does the presence of a critically shortened 
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telomere result in a genome-wide activated DDR?  The relationship between these 
structural/functional transition points and DDR can now be addressed with the tools 
available in the Shippen lab.  
 
Hierarchy of end-joining pathways used to join dysfunctional telomeres 
Although terminal Arabidopsis tert mutants (G8 and G9) harbor abundant anaphase 
bridges (187), there was no direct evidence that these fusions involved telomere tracts.  
Moreover, there was no information on the mechanistic details for how dysfunctional 
telomere fuse.  My work with fusion PCR revealed that prior to end-joining, telomeres 
are subjected to degradation.  Interestingly, analysis of subtelomeric regions indicated 
that the degradation was constrained; we did not observe extensive degradation into 
the subtelomere tracts.  In addition, I uncovered a hierarchy of end-joining pathways for 
dysfunctional telomeres in which KU predominates.  In its absence, Mre11 mediates 
telomere fusions by a MMEJ mechanism (Chapter II, Figure 31).  What is particularly 
striking about these observations is that they were the first to implicate Mre11 in NHEJ 
in higher eukaryotes, because Mre11 mutations are lethal in mammals (211).   
Sequence analysis of the fusion junctions revealed while microhomology is 
present in all junctions, the average amount microhomology is highest in tert ku70 
mutants (avg. 4.6 bp) versus tert (avg. 3.6 bp) and tert ku70 mre11 mutants (avg. 3.6 
bp) (Chapters II and III).  Strikingly, plasmid re-joining assays in yeast show that one 
feature of Mre11-dependent MMEJ is an average use of 5 bp perfect overlap is 
observed at fusion junctions (267).  Thus, my data strongly implicate Mre11 in end-
joining in the absence of KU70.   While a role for Mre11 in end-joining reactions in lig4 
mutants has not been tested, the observation that an average of 2 bp microhomology is 
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present in fusion junctions of tert ku70 lig4 mutants (Chapter III) suggests in the 
absence of LIG4, Mre11 does not mediate telomere end-joining.  Together these data 
indicate that KU70, Mre11 and LIG4 may operate in a novel pathway distinct from KU-
LIG4 independent end-joining. 
 We find that LIG4 is the predominant enzyme that covalently joins dysfunctional 
telomeres in Arabidopsis.  This conclusion is based on decreased fusions, decreased 
G-overhang signals and a reduction in the amount of telomere repeat in fusions 
junctions when LIG4 is inactivated (Chapter III, Figure 32).  Nonetheless, a back-up 
pathway for end-joining in the absence of LIG4 exists.  DSB repair studies in human 
cells have shown that components of the base excision repair pathway, specifically 
PARP1 and LIG3, mediate end-joining in the absence of KU and LIG4 (136-138).  While 
the Arabidopsis genome possesses PARP1, no clear homologue for LIG3 exists.  
However, it is possible that LIG1, an enzyme that joins single-strand breaks, can repair 
DSBs as LIG4 was found to be able to join one strand at a time (135,242).  It remains to 
be determined which proteins are responsible for end-joining in KU/LIG4 deficient 
Arabidopsis plants.   
Curiously, in mammalian cells, uncapped telomeres do not fuse in the absence 
of LIG4 (2,237).  However, critically shortened telomeres are recruited into fusions with 
the same efficiency as when LIG4 is present (202).   Thus, the cell must treat uncapped 
telomeres differently than telomeres that are critically shortened.  One distinguishing 
feature may be the time during the cell cycle that telomeres become uncapped.  
Critically-shortened telomeres may experience additional shortening when the  
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Figure 32.  DNA ligase IV (LIG4) plays a key role in end-joining dysfunctional telomeres. 
(A) Uncapped telomeres elicit a DNA damage response.  LIG4 is recruited to dysfunctional telomeres which protects the 
ends from excessive degradation prior to fusion.  (B) In the absence of LIG4, end-joining of dysfunctional telomeres is 
less efficient (indicated by narrower arrow), resulting in more degradation of the telomere prior to fusion.  Because 
telomeres fuse even in the absence of LIG4, there must be a LIG4-independent pathway for end-joining, but the 
components of this pathway are unknown.  Red and yellow rectangles denote subtelomeres; blue wavy lines, telomeres. 
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chromosome terminus is replicated. Thus, the time when a telomere reaches a critical 
length and loses the ability to form a protective structure is likely to occur at the end of S 
phase.  In contrast, the failure to form a protective cap due to loss of essential TBPs 
may occur at any stage of the cell cycle.  Therefore, it is possible that the choice of DNA 
repair used to join dysfunctional telomeres differs during the cell cycle.  Support for this 
comes from yeast where the choice of joining DSBs by HR versus NHEJ is cell-cycle 
dependent (268).  An alternative, but not mutually exclusive explanation involves the 
presence of TBPs.  TRF1 remains bound to uncapped telomeres (77).  Therefore, the 
presence of residual TBPs at longer telomere tracts may hinder LIG4-independent end-
joining while shorter telomere tracts harbor less TBPs and this may not be as refractory 
to end-joining. 
Finally, Yulia Surovtseva in the Shippen lab has shown that Arabidopsis cit1 
mutants experience rapid onset of telomere dysfunction, suggesting a role for this gene 
product in telomere capping (Y. Surovtseva et al. unpublished data).  Strikingly, cit1 
mutants harbor increased G-overhangs signals (Chapter IV) even though abundant 
fusions are detected in these mutants (Y. Surovtseva et al. unpublished data).  This 
finding contrasts with results in human cells, where the absence of G-overhangs is 
associated with telomere uncapping and subsequent telomere fusions (2).  Thus, there 
may be a difference in treatment of uncapped telomeres in human cells versus 
Arabidopsis.   
     
Future directions 
One of the steps of DSB repair involves nucleolytic degradation to prepare ends for 
end-joining (reviewed in (131,206).  Similarly, one fate of dysfunctional telomeres is that 
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they become more prone to nucleolytic attack (185,188).  Analysis of subtelomere tracts 
in plants experiencing telomere dysfunction did not reveal extensive degradation into 
the subtelomere, even in cases where the frequency of end-joining is reduced (i.e. tert 
ku70 lig4 mutants) (Chapter III).  This finding is in contrast to what is observed in mice 
and yeasts where telomeric and subtelomeric tracts are lost prior to fusion 
(185,188,225).  Thus, Arabidopsis subtelomeres are somehow protected from extensive 
nuclease digestion prior to fusion.  How this occurs is unclear and may be due to a 
fundamental difference in the composition of TBPs at Arabidopsis telomeres.   
 To determine if uncapped telomeres and critically-shortened telomeres are 
differentially treated by the end-joining machinery, a comparison between the two types 
of telomere dysfunction is required.  While a definitive telomere capping protein has not 
yet been described in plants, one promising candidate is CIT1.  A comparison of the 
telomere fusion frequency of cit1 versus cit1 lig4 mutants might reveal if the 
dependency on LIG4 for telomere end-joining is restricted to uncapped telomeres.  If 
LIG4 is required to join uncapped telomeres, what is the status of G-overhangs?  Data 
from tert ku70 lig4 mutants, where end-joining is less robust, show that G-overhangs 
are subjected to modest degradation (Chapter III).  If LIG4 is absolutely required to join 
uncapped telomeres, would a complete loss of G-overhang signal be observed due to 
exonuclease digestion?    
    
Development of a reliable G-overhang assay for Arabidopsis  
G-overhangs are an essential feature of the telomere that is required for formation of 
the protective structure, the t-loop (31).  The importance of sequestering the G-
overhang is emphasized by the observation that exposure of G-overhangs leads to 
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telomere end-joining and senescence (2,105,106).  G-overhangs have been reported to 
be asymmetric on different ends of the chromosome, suggesting telomeres replicated 
by leading versus lagging strand mechanisms are differentially regulated 
(24,246,248,249,260).  Therefore, analysis of the status of the G-overhang is essential 
to more fully understand how telomeres provide genome stability and promote 
continued cell proliferation.   
I employed several techniques to precisely measure G-overhangs in 
Arabidopsis, including telomere oligonucleotide primer extension (TOPE), telomere 
oligonucleotide ligation assay (T-OLA), and ligation-mediated primer extension (LMPE) 
(Chapter III).  In all cases, these approaches resulted in non-specific products.  One 
difference in these techniques relative to in-gel hybridization is that G-overhangs are 
assessed prior to electrophoresis.  Perhaps the process of electrophoresis releases 
some secondary structure constraint, permitting greater access of the probe to the G-
overhang.   
Although I was unable to develop a strategy to precisely measure Arabidopsis 
G-overhangs, I did develop a sensitive and reliable assay to monitor bulk G-overhangs 
(Chapter IV).  This addition to our toolkit will enable us to further dissect the roles of 
proteins that are known to contribute to telomere biology.   
Using in-gel hybridization, I showed that Arabidopsis POT proteins make distinct 
contributions to G-overhang maintenance.  Subtle changes in G-overhang signals for 
pot1a and pot1b mutants suggest that these two proteins play opposing roles at 
Arabidopsis G-overhangs.  The increased G-strand signal in pot1a mutants suggests 
that POT1a promotes degradation of G-overhangs or inhibits resection of the C-strand.  
Since POT1a was recently found to promote telomerase activity in Arabidopsis (99), it 
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may assist in G-overhang preparation to allow binding of telomerase to the G-overhang.  
Conversely, analysis of pot1b mutants led to a decreased G-overhang signal.  Although 
this result is subtle, so far this is the only phenotype observed in response to loss of the 
POT1b gene.  Finally, overexpression of POT1c resulted in decreased G-overhangs, 
suggesting that POT1c promotes G-overhang digestion and/or inhibits C-strand 
resection.  This finding suggests that POT1c may function in a similar capacity at G-
overhangs as POT1a.  Alternatively, because POT1a and POT1c share significant 
sequence similarity, overexpression of POT1c may simply titrate off POT1a from 
telomerase leading to a similar G-overhang phenotype.  This possibility should be 
investigated further. 
One of the most profound results obtained from G-overhang analysis was in 
studying cit1 mutants.  In-gel analysis performed on cit1 mutants revealed a grossly 
increase in the G-overhang signal, up to 10 times that of wild type.  Since telomeres are 
not elongated in these mutants, CIT1 may protect the C-strand from degradation, a role 
ascribed to Cdc13 in budding yeast (reviewed in (56)).  Interestingly, in addition to an 
increased G-overhang signal, cit1 mutants harbor abundant end-to-end fusions, 
implicating CIT1 in telomere capping (Y. Surovtseva et al. unpublished data).  Currently, 
we can not rule out the possibility that the increased G-overhang signal in cit1 mutants 
is dependent on telomerase.  Examination of status of cit1 tert G-overhangs will be an 
important experiment to dissect the role of CIT1. 
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Future directions 
In contrast to yeast and mammals, the factors that contribute to the G-overhang in 
Arabidopsis are largely unknown (reviewed in (255)).  It is intriguing that G-overhangs 
are detected on only half of the Arabidopsis telomeres using a primer extension 
method, PENT (an assay that compares hybridization signals between telomeres 
containing G-overhangs versus those that do not) (217).  What structure is present on 
remaining telomere ends?  Since the limit of detection for PENT is 30 nucleotides (217), 
it is possible that the remaining ends contain overhangs less than 30 nucleotides.  In 
support of this model, several studies report G-overhang length differences between 
lagging and leading strand telomeres (24,28,246,248,249).  To address this issue in 
Arabidopsis, a higher resolution G-overhang assay is needed to determine exact 
telomere lengths.  One major obstacle to overcome is the lack of specificity when higher 
resolution assays are employed in Arabidopsis.  Therefore, further optimization is 
needed to apply these techniques to plant telomeres. 
The exonucleases that contribute to G-overhang generation in Arabidopsis are 
unknown.  For instance, which exonuclease degrades the C-strand in ku70 mutants?  Is 
it the same one responsible for increased G-overhang signals observed in cit1 mutants?  
Mre11 and Exo1 are known to be involved in G-overhang maintenance (reviewed in 
(255)).  However, the status of G-overhangs remains to be tested in exo1 and mre11 
mutants in Arabidopsis.  It is also unclear what factor(s) protect G-overhangs.  
Preliminary studies in Chapter IV indicate that POT1b makes a small contribution 
towards G-overhang protection, but additional exonucleases are clearly at play.    
Experiments in yeast demonstrate that the length of G-overhangs increases in 
S-phase (26).  Would this same trend be observed in higher eukaryotes?  Here, our 
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synchronized Arabidopsis cell culture could be used to assay the status of G-overhangs 
during different stages of the cell cycle.  Finally, do Arabidopsis telomeres terminate in a 
specific sequence as observed in Tetrahymena and human cells (24,109)?  If so, do 
any of the Arabidopsis POT1 proteins contribute to this maintenance?  Although much 
remains to be discovered regarding maintenance of G-overhangs in Arabidopsis, the 
optimization of the in-gel hybridization technique described in this dissertation has 
provided a great starting point. 
 
Conclusions 
Using a combination of genetic and molecular biology tools that exploit the unusual 
properties of Arabidopsis telomeres, I have participated in the development of novel 
techniques to examine the dynamics of telomeres and their involvement telomere 
fusions. These studies have provided new insights into the fate of dysfunctional 
telomeres and have laid the groundwork for understanding fundamental mechanisms of 
telomere maintenance and chromosome end protection.  
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APPENDIX A 
THE ROLE OF THE NON-HOMOLOGOUS END-JOINING DNA DOUBLE-
STRAND BREAK REPAIR PATHWAY IN TELOMERE BIOLOGY* 
 
Summary 
Double-strand breaks are a cataclysmic threat to genome integrity.  In higher 
eukaryotes the predominant recourse is the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) 
double-strand break repair pathway.  NHEJ is a versatile mechanism employing the Ku 
heterodimer, Ligase IV/XRCC4 and a host of other proteins that juxtapositions two free 
DNA ends for ligation. A critical function of telomeres is their ability to distinguish the 
ends of linear chromosomes from double-strand breaks, and avoid NHEJ.  Telomeres 
accomplish feat this by forming a unique higher order nucleoprotein structure.  
Paradoxically, key components of NHEJ associate with normal telomeres and are 
required for proper length regulation and end protection.  Here we review the 
biochemical mechanism of NHEJ in double-strand break repair, and in the response to 
dysfunctional telomeres.  We discuss the ways in which NHEJ proteins contribute to  
______ 
*Reprinted, with permission, from the Annual Review of Genetics, Volume 
40 © 2006 by Annual Reviews.  
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telomere biology, and highlight how the NHEJ machinery and the telomere complex are 
evolving to maintain genome stability  
 
Introduction 
Environmental factors and genotoxic products of endogenous metabolic processes 
pose a constant threat to genome integrity by generating hundreds of thousands DNA 
modifications in each cell everyday (269,270).  Among these, DSBs are the most 
deleterious; a single lesion of this type leads to cell cycle arrest (271).  DSBs are 
repaired by homologous recombination (HR) or by NHEJ. HR is the predominant DSB 
repair mechanism in prokaryotes and in eukaryotes it plays a principal role during the S 
and G2 phases of the cell cycle.  By contrast, NHEJ is highly preferred over HR in G1, 
especially in multicellular organisms with complex genomes, where ectopic 
recombination can lead to chromosomal rearrangements (272).    
The linear genomes of eukaryotes present an interesting conundrum to the DNA 
repair machinery, as chromosome ends must be excluded from DSB repair (Figure 33).  
Telomeres are distinguished from DSBs by their specialized architecture consisting of 
tandem arrays of simple repeats bound by sequence-specific telomeric DNA binding 
proteins.  These core components assemble with a plethora of additional proteins into a 
higher order non-nucleosomal structure that is refractory to NHEJ.   If this protective cap 
is perturbed by deletion of essential telomere proteins, or by inactivation of the 
telomerase reverse transcriptase, which maintains telomeric DNA repeats, telomeres 
become susceptible to NHEJ.  Remarkably, recent studies reveal that NHEJ 
components not only associate with the chromosome terminus in wild type cells, but  
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Figure 33.  A functional telomere is distinguished from a double-strand break. 
Although telomeres resemble a DSB, their specialized architecture prevents them from being detected as DNA damage 
and subjected to NHEJ (see text for details). Blue wavy lines indicate telomeres; black lines indicate non-telomeric 
sequence; small dashes radiating outward denote signaling to the DSB repair pathway. 
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also play crucial roles in telomere biology.  Here we consider chromosome termini in the 
context of intact telomeres and as double-strand breaks, examining the molecular 
features of the NHEJ machinery and its response to DNA ends presented in these two 
settings. 
 
Telomere structure and maintenance 
In most eukaryotes telomeric DNA consists of extended tracts of simple G-rich repeat 
arrays.  The G-rich strand forms a short 3’ single-strand protrusion called the G-
overhang.  Recent data in ciliates and mammals indicate that the final nucleotide on the 
C-rich and G-rich strands of the telomere is precisely defined (24) (23) (109), allowing 
the physical end of the chromosome to be specifically recognized by proteins that form 
a protective cap.  The G-overhang mediates the formation of a complex secondary 
structure called a t-loop (Figure 34), which sequesters the chromosome terminus in a 
sheltered position (31) (273) (89). During S phase, the t-loop is thought to unfold, 
allowing telomerase access to the G-overhang for telomere length maintenance (14).   
The length of the duplex telomeric DNA tract varies widely, but in all cases a 
species-specific set point is attained.  For example, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 
telomeres range in size from approximately 200-300 bp, and in Arabidopsis thaliana 
from 2-5 kb in length (13).  Mouse telomeres are considerably longer, ranging from 25 
to 40 (274).  Telomere length homeostasis is achieved by a balance of forces that 
expand and contract the telomeric DNA tract.  The inability of the conventional DNA 
polymerase machinery to fully duplicate the extreme 3’ end of the chromosome by  
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Figure 34.  A model for telomere architecture in budding yeast and humans. 
Top. Budding yeast telomeric DNA is proposed to fold back onto the subtelomere region.  This fold is mediated by 
association of the dsTBP Rap1p with Sir2p, Sir3p, and Sir4p or Rif1p, and Rif2p.  Cdc13p binds the single-strand G-
overhang.  Both the Ku heterodimer and the Mre11 complex localize to telomeres, although their precise mode of 
interaction is unclear.  Here we show Ku positioned within the fold via interaction with Sir4p.  Bottom. Human telomeres 
are proposed to assume a t-loop conformation in which the 3’ G-overhang folds back to invade the telomeric duplex 
region.  The dsTBPs, TRF1 and TRF2 directly contact telomeric DNA and together with four additional subunits, 
including the ssTBP POT1, comprise the shelterin complex.  Interaction partners for TRF1 include TIN2, TPP1 and 
POT1, and for TRF2, Rap1.  The MRE11 complex associates with telomeres via TRF2, whereas Ku can bind both TRF1 
and TRF2.  Although a many other proteins associate with human telomeres, only the components of shelterin and 
relevant NHEJ proteins are shown for simplicity. 
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lagging strand replication results in telomere shortening.  Mammalian telomeres are 
likely to be subject to further nuclease processing (275), accelerating the rate of 
shortening in telomerase-deficient cells.  In some circumstances, telomeres can 
undergo telomere rapid telomere deletion (TRD), a homologous recombination 
mechanism that truncates the telomeric DNA tract (276).  To balance the loss of DNA, 
telomerase replenishes telomere tracts by adding G-rich telomere repeats through de 
novo synthesis.   
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase that uses a sequence 
embedded within its internal RNA subunit (Tlc1 in yeast, TER in mammals) as a 
template for the reverse transcriptase subunit, TERT (telomerase reverse transcriptase)  
(37) (277).  While TERT and the telomerase RNA are sufficient to reconstitute enzyme 
activity in vitro (278,279) (280), a host of other proteins associate with the core RNP in 
vivo.  Among these in budding yeast is Est1p, a non-catalytic protein involved in the 
recruitment and/or activation of the telomerase RNP at telomeres in vivo (281).  The 
mammalian telomerase complex includes molecular chaperones (282) and the snoRNA 
binding protein dyskerin (283), both of which appear to facilitate proper RNP assembly.  
The action of telomerase can be regulated by modulating enzyme activity levels (38) or 
by controlling its access to the chromosome terminus in cis by telomere binding proteins 
(see below).   
Although telomerase is by far the most prevalent mechanism for telomere 
maintenance, alternative means to circumvent the end replication problem include 
recombination-based mechanisms such as alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) 
and retrotransposition (284).  While most telomerase-deficient yeast cells die, survivors 
can be obtained that maintain chromosome end integrity through amplification of 
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subtelomeric or telomeric DNA repeats (21).  In mammals, ALT is utilized by the 10-
15% of human cancers that fail to reactivate telomerase (285). Drosophila 
melanogaster provides a more extreme example of telomerase-independent telomere 
maintenance.  Fly telomeres lack canonical G-rich telomeric repeats, and instead are 
composed of tandem arrays of two retroelements called HetA and TART (286).  The 
end replication problem is solved by intermittent retrotransposition events at the 
chromosome terminus.  Drosophila telomeres are bound by two major double-strand 
DNA binding proteins, HP1 and HAOP (HP1 ORC2 associated protein).  Disruption of 
either of these genes leads to massive end-to-end chromosome fusion (287). 
A constellation of non-nucleosomal proteins associate with telomeric DNA to 
control telomerase access, and to prevent inappropriate nucleolytic or recombinogenic 
processing of the terminus (Figure 34).  A core of single-strand and double-strand 
telomere DNA proteins (ssTBP and dsTBP) bind directly to the telomeric DNA tract, and 
coordinate the assembly of a higher order nucleoprotein complex that harbors additional 
proteins, including components of the NHEJ machinery (283). 
The dsTBPs are distinguished by the presence of a Myb-like DNA binding 
domain.  In budding and fission yeast, these are Rap1 (Figure 34 top) and Taz1, 
respectively, while in mammals, two dsTBPs, TRF1 and TRF2 (Figure 34 bottom), have 
evolved to perform distinct roles in telomere length regulation and end protection.  TRF1 
is a negative regulator of telomere length (82) (83), while TRF2 facilitates t-loop 
formation in vitro (32) and is necessary to prevent end-to-end chromosome fusion (77) 
and degradation of the G-overhang by the ERCC1/XPF nucleotide excision repair 
endonucleases (106). 
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At the physical terminus of the chromosome are proteins that bind the single-
stranded G-overhang via an oligonucleotide-oligosaccharide fold (OB-fold) (288).  The 
best studied of these is Cdc13p from budding yeast (56).  Cdc13p is a multifunctional 
protein that, depending upon its binding partner, can promote or limit telomerase action 
at telomeres.  Cdc13p simultaneously protects the terminus against excessive C-strand 
degradation and facilitates replication of the C-rich strand of the telomere by the lagging 
strand replication machinery (281) (289) (91).   
The presumed ortholog of Cdc13p in Schizosaccharomyces pombe and in 
higher eukaryotes is Protection of telomeres 1 (Pot1) (93).  Like Cdc13p, Pot1 is 
implicated in telomere length regulation, in some studies as a positive regulator (94) 
(97) (290), but in others as a negative regulator (83,107,110,291,292.  Pot1 also 
appears to play a significant role in G-overhang maintenance and in protection against 
chromosome end-joining {Baumann, 2001 #453). Intriguingly, Arabidopsis harbors three 
Pot1-like genes, which share limited sequence similarity to each other and appear to 
encode distinct functions in a manner similar to mammalian TRF1 and TRF2 (100) (E. 
Shakirov, Y. Surovsteva and D. Shippen, unpublished data).   
Although Pot1 proteins can bind single-strand telomeric DNA in vitro, they 
appear to localize at telomeres primarily through interactions with the TPP1 protein (83).  
Human Pot1 is part of a six-subunit “core” complex that includes TRF1, TRF2, hRap1, 
Tin2 and TPP1 (290,292,293) and has been dubbed shelterin (76) to reflect its essential 
role in chromosome end protection. While there is no evidence for a t-loop in budding 
yeast, telomeres appear to fold back on themselves forming a higher order chromatin 
structure  (244,245) (Figure 34 top).   
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Recent studies in both yeast and mammals reveal that the central DNA damage 
response proteins, ATM and ATR physically associate with telomeres (30,149) in wild 
type cells, but fail to activate a full-blown DNA damage response (30).  Even more 
surprising, key components of NHEJ, including the Ku heterodimer and the Mre11 
complex not only bind telomeres (Figure 34), but also are absolutely required for 
telomere length homeostasis and chromosome end protection.  Below we review the 
salient features of the NHEJ repair pathway, and discuss the biochemical properties of 
these components that enable them to act on chromosome termini.  
 
Non-homologous end-joining repair 
NHEJ repair directly rejoins broken ends of double-strand DNA molecules. The repair 
reaction requires alignment of two DNA ends in a manner robust enough to support 
subsequent DNA ligation.  Repair of cohesive DNA ends can be achieved, in principle, 
using only one of the NHEJ components, ligase IV (125). However, the majority of 
spontaneous DNA breaks that occur in cells as a consequence of ionizing radiation, 
DNA replication, or oxidative metabolism, produce incompatible DNA ends that must be 
processed before ligation. Several NHEJ repair complexes are involved in the end-
joining reaction and their utilization depends on the nature of the DNA lesion. The 
requirement for certain NHEJ factors varies among organisms, arguing that the 
composition of NHEJ machinery reflects a substantial degree of evolutionary flexibility. 
Ku and ligase IV/XRCC4 are required for NHEJ in both yeast and mammals.   In 
contrast, the Mre11 complex plays a substantial role in NHEJ in yeast, but not in 
mammals.  Likewise, mammalian NHEJ has a requirement for DNA-PKcs, but this 
protein is absent in non-vertebrates.   In the following section we discuss individual 
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protein components of the NHEJ repair pathway and their roles in the end-joining 
reaction.    
 
The Ku complex 
The Ku complex is a heterodimer formed by Ku70 and Ku80 subunits which was 
originally identified as an autoantigen in the sera of patients suffering from polymyositis-
scleroderma overlap syndrome (126). Ku has adopted multiple cellular functions. Its 
nuclear roles involve DNA replication, telomere maintenance and regulation of 
transcription, while in the cytoplasm, Ku inhibits apoptosis by sequestering Bax protein 
outside of mitochondria (294,295). Ku has also been localized in the plasma membrane, 
where it participates in cell adhesion (296,297).  
The Ku complex is best known for its function in the NHEJ DNA repair. Ku has 
strong affinity for the ends of double-stranded DNA that is independent of DNA 
sequence as well as the exact structure of DNA ends.  Ku can bind to blunt ends, to the 
ends with 5' and 3' single stranded protrusions or to hairpins (128,129). Ku also binds to 
heterologous DNA ends produced by ionizing radiation (298). The crystal structure of 
the human Ku70/80 heterodimer provides an elegant explanation for its affinity to DNA 
ends (130). Ku70 and Ku80 proteins share a similar three-domain topology, consisting 
of a -domain at the N-terminus, a central -barrel domain and a helical C-terminal 
arm. The central domains of Ku70 and Ku80 form a double ring that encircles the DNA 
molecule. However, Ku makes no contacts with the DNA bases and few contacts with 
the sugar-phosphate backbone, explaining its sequence-independent mode of DNA 
interaction. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay, electron microscopy and footprinting 
experiments reveal that multiple Ku molecules can bind a single linear DNA molecule in 
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vitro (129), but Ku does not efficiently interact with closed circular plasmids. This 
observation supports a model in which the initial binding of Ku to DNA occurs through a 
DNA end followed by translocation inwards. The ability of Ku to move inward from the 
DNA terminus might be important for efficient NHEJ reaction, as it frees the DNA end 
for subsequent enzymatic processing. 
The N-terminal α/ß domains and helical C-termini of Ku70 and Ku80 lie at the 
periphery of the complex and do not significantly contribute to DNA interactions or 
heterodimer formation. Rather, these domains provide an interface for binding other 
DNA repair proteins. Notably, Ku-like proteins capable of binding DNA ends have been 
found in bacteria and bacteriophages (299,300). They share sequence similarity with 
the central domain of their eukaryotic counterparts, but lack the conserved domains at 
the N and C terminus. Thus, eukaryotic Ku70 and Ku80 proteins appear to have 
evolved from an ancestral prokaryotic ku gene; the DNA end binding activity is the most 
conserved biochemical property of the Ku complex (301). 
The efficiency and accuracy of NHEJ decreases dramatically in cells deficient in 
Ku as demonstrated by assays utilizing repair of site-specific breaks produced either by 
transforming cells with a linearized plasmid (plasmid religation assay) or by induction of 
site specific endonucleases such as HO or I-SceI  (chromosomal DSB assay) 
(232,302). Ku is one of the most abundant nuclear proteins, and thus it is likely to be the 
first protein to bind a DSB (224,303).  Ku participates in several steps of NHEJ and is 
implicated in alignment and synapsis of DNA ends, ligation, suppression of exonuclease 
resection and recruitment of additional factors that are important for processing of DNA 
breaks. It is still a matter of debate whether the association of Ku with broken DNA 
plays a structural role in NHEJ by directly stabilizing DNA ends and facilitating their 
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synapsis, or whether it simply serves as a platform for loading other repair proteins. The 
role of the Ku in DNA end synapsis was inferred from visualization of the human 
Ku:DNA complexes by atomic force microscopy (298,304) and supported by the 
observation that Ku is capable of bridging two DNA fragments in an in vitro pull-down 
assay (305). However, an independent study suggested that DNA-PKcs, rather than Ku, 
mediates synapsis (306). Thus, the extent to which Ku facilitates the association of DNA 
ends in vivo is still unclear.  
Another aspect of NHEJ where Ku contributes is protection of DSBs from 
excessive nucleolytic processing. Sequence analysis of the fusion junctions derived 
from the cells lacking Ku (232,302) or produced in cell-free system using protein 
extracts depleted of Ku (139) revealed deletions encompassing up to hundreds of 
nucleotides around the break site. The propensity of the NHEJ reaction towards 
deletions in the absence of Ku strongly indicates that the Ku heterodimer stabilizes DNA 
ends and protects them from excessive nucleolytic degradation before ligation ensues. 
Nevertheless, there are only a few studies directly addressing the interplay between Ku 
and nucleolytic activities at intrachromosmal DSBs. A two-fold increase in the rate of 5' 
to 3' end resection has been reported in budding yeast deficient for Ku when a DSB was 
induced in proliferating cells (176). The increased resection rate was suppressed by 
concomitant mutation in the MRE11 gene. On the other hand, the stability of the 5' end 
was indistinguishable in wild type and ku deficient strains when a break was induced in 
cells arrested in G1 (307).  These differences may be attributed to a variable availability 
of the nuclease activity during the cell cycle.  
Besides its function in stabilizing DNA ends, Ku has also been shown to directly 
facilitate break ligation.  The stimulatory effect may reflect the capability of the Ku 
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complex to juxtapose two DNA ends (305). In addition, it has been reported that the 
ligase IV/XRCC4 complex is recruited to DNA ends via interaction with Ku (308,309). 
Interestingly, Ku stimulates ligation under conditions where one or two molecules bind 
per DNA end; Ku is inhibitory at higher concentrations that would promote binding of 
multiple Ku heterodimers (305,310). Further biochemical experiments demonstrated 
that recruitment of ligase IV/XRCC4 to the break results in inward translocation of Ku, 
freeing DNA end for subsequent ligation (310). The ability of the ligase IV-XRCC4 to 
cause the translocation appears to be restricted by the presence of only a few internally 
bound Ku molecules.  
One of the key functions of Ku in NHEJ is to recruit and coordinate end-
processing activities to make DNA ends amenable to ligation (see below). 
Reconstitution of the NHEJ reaction in vitro demonstrated that Ku stimulates 
association of human polymerases μ and λ with DNA fragments (135). Polymerases μ 
and λ belong to the Pol X family, and are implicated in filling in gaps arising during 
alignment of DNA ends. Ku is also important for recruitment of Artemis, a structure-
specific nuclease essential for processing coding joints during V(D)J recombination. 
Finally, Ku has been shown to directly interact with Werner syndrome helicase and the 
Mre11 complex, both of which are implicated in nucleolytic processing of DNA ends 
(311-314). 
 
The Ligase IV/XRCC4 complex 
Three DNA ligases (ligase I, III and IV) are present in mammalian cells. Genetic studies 
in budding yeast (233,315) and mouse (316) revealed that the NHEJ ligase activity is 
provided by ligase IV. Ligase IV forms a complex with the XRCC4 protein (S. cerevisiae 
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orthologs are called Lig4 and Lif1 respectively), which is also required for ligase activity 
(125,317). Crystallographic indicated that the stoichiometry of the human ligase 
IV/XRCC4 complex is 1:2 (318). Biochemical analysis of  in vitro reconstituted NHEJ 
reaction revealed that the ligase IV/XRCC4 complex possess a unique single-strand 
ligation activity that permits joining of one DNA strand across a gap in the opposite 
strand (135). Ligase IV is the major NHEJ ligase, nevertheless yeast lig4 mutants are 
still capable of plasmid relegation, though with significantly reduced efficiency and 
accuracy (233). Ligase IV independent end-joining appears also to occur in higher 
eukaryotes; knock-out of ligase IV in a human cell line does not completely abolish 
V(D)J recombination (319). Furthermore, ligase IV deficiency does not prevent non-
homologous chromosomal integration of a P element and T-DNA in Drosophila and 
Arabidopsis, respectively (230,320). It remains to be determined which ligase is 
responsible for the residual end-joining activity. 
Two additional NHEJ factors associated with ligase IV/XRCC4 have been 
identified. S. cerevisiae Nej1 is a haploid-specific protein whose expression is 
repressed by Mata1/α2 repressor (321-323).  Nej1 interacts with Lif1 and nej1 
mutants are deficient in plasmid religation and chromosomal DSB repair assays. Two 
independent studies have recently reported discovery of a novel human protein, 
Cernunnos/XLF, which interacts with the ligase IV/XRCC4 complex (324,325). 
Intriguingly, Cernunnos/XLF is predicted to share a structural similarity with the XRCC4. 
Patients carrying a mutation in the Cernunnos/XLF gene or cell lines in which the 
protein was depleted by RNAi display impaired NHEJ. A more detailed understanding of 
the molecular function of NHEJ-associated proteins awaits further genetic and 
biochemical analyses.            
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DNA-PKcs/Artemis 
In addition to the Ku heterodimer and XRCC4/Ligase IV, the mammalian NHEJ core 
components consist of the DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) 
and Artemis. DNA-PKcs is a member of phosphoinositide-3-kinase-related family, which 
also includes ataxia telangectasia mutated (ATM) and ataxia telangectasia-related 
(ATR) DNA damage signaling proteins. The essential role of DNA-PKcs in DSB repair 
was demonstrated by studies of severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice with 
defective DNA-PKcs gene.  SCID mice display aberrant V(D)J recombination while 
DNA-PKcs deficient cells exhibit a radiosensitive phenotype (224,326,327). DNA-PKcs 
physically associates with the Ku heterodimer forming a catalytically active DNA-PK 
holoenzyme. Ku recruits DNA-PKcs to a DSB via the C-terminal domain of the Ku80 
protein (328), leading to a rapid activation of DNA-PK in response to DNA damage. 
Activation of the kinase activity appears to require a direct interaction of DNA-PKcs with 
free DNA. Although DNA-PKcs can also bind to DNA termini and activate its kinase 
activity in the absence of Ku, this occurs at much lower efficiency (329).     
The requirement for DNA-PKcs in NHEJ is well established, but little is known 
about its function in DSB rejoining or its in vivo phosphorylation targets.  In vitro studies 
indicate a stimulatory role of DNA-PKcs in DNA synapsis (306) and ligation (123,330). 
Ligation stimulation may be implemented via autophosphorylation of DNA-PKcs, 
resulting in remodeling of the DNA-end-bound DNA-PK complex (123,331). In addition, 
DNA-PK phosphorylates histones H2AX and H1 (330,332) and histone H1 
phosphorylation by DNA-PK has been shown to de-repress ligation of in vitro 
reconstituted nucleosomes by ligase IV (330). These observations indicate that DNA-
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PK may facilitate the NHEJ reaction by modifying the local chromatin environment to 
provide access of other DNA repair complexes to DSBs. 
New insight into the role of DNA-PKcs in NHEJ has emerged with the 
identification of Artemis, a structure-specific nuclease important for processing DNA 
ends during V(D)J recombination (333,334). Artemis is recruited to DNA ends by DNA-
PK, which activates its endonuclease-hairpin opening activity and permits ligation of the 
coding ends (335). Increased sensitivity of Artemis-deficient cells to ionizing radiation 
and failure to rejoin ~ 10% of radiation induced DSBs suggests a NHEJ function outside 
of V(D)J recombination (336). However, the radiosensitive phenotype of both DNA-
PKcs and Artemis-defective cells is significantly lower than in cells depleted of Ku or 
XRCC4 (334,337,338).  The different genetic requirements for repair radiation induced 
DSBs or breaks occurring during V(D)J and class switch recombination indicate that, in 
contrast to Ku70/80 heterodimer and ligase IV/XRCC4, DNA-PKcs/Artemis are 
important for only a subset of NHEJ reactions. The less stringent requirement for DNA-
PKcs/Artemis in NHEJ is in accordance with the fact that orthologs have been found 
only in vertebrates and slime moulds (339), but not in invertebrates, plants or fungi.  
     
The Mre11 complex 
The Mre11 complex consists of the evolutionary conserved Mre11 and Rad50 subunits 
and the less conserved Nbs1/Xrs2 protein (MRN/X; reviewed in (210)). Like Artemis, 
Mre11 is a structure-specific nuclease. Mre11 exhibits 3'-5' dsDNA exonuclease and 
ssDNA and dsDNA endonuclease activities. The Rad50 protein is a member of SMC 
(structural maintenance of chromosome) protein family, which also includes cohesin 
and condensin subunits.  Rad50 forms a structural scaffold, containing C- and N- 
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terminal ATPase domains that are connected by a long coiled-coil region separated in 
the middle by a flexible hinge. Scanning force microscopy revealed that Rad50 protein 
folds back in the hinge region to bring together terminal ATPase domains. The whole 
structure is stabilized by anti-parallel association of the coiled-coil regions (340). 
Dimerization of two Rad50 proteins is mediated by a zinc-finger-like hook in the hinge 
domain (341).  One Nbs1/Xrs2 and two Mre11 molecules interact with the Rad50 dimer, 
forming a complex capable of binding and tethering DNA ends. 
The Mre11 complex plays a central role in DSB repair. It is involved in DNA 
damage detection and signaling, as well as in homologous recombination and NHEJ.  
The Mre11 complex is among the first enzymatic complexes arriving at a DSB 
suggesting that it acts as a DSB sensor to initiate DNA damage signaling and repair 
through a pathway that includes activation of the ATM kinase (342-344). The Mre11 
complex is also essential for early steps of meiotic recombination, where it mediates 
nucleolytic processing of 5' DNA ends at meiotic breaks (345,346).   
The NHEJ function of the Mre11 complex is only definitely established in 
budding yeast. Deletion of any component of the complex results in a 10 to 100 fold 
decrease in the efficiency of DNA end joining assays (347) (301). Biochemical analysis 
showed that the yeast Mre11 complex has a DNA end bridging activity and facilitates 
joining of linear DNA molecules by Dnl4/Lif1 (348). Epistasis analysis suggests that Ku, 
Mre11 and Lig4/Lif1 complexes participate in the same NHEJ pathway (232,314,349). 
This hypothesis is further supported by the observation that Ku augments the 
stimulatory role of the Mre11 in the Lig4-dependant ligation of DNA ends in vitro (348). 
Thus, genetic and biochemical experiments indicate that Mre11 complex acts in concert 
with Ku to promote efficient alignment of DNA ends and recruitment of ligase IV.  
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The Mre11 complex can also function independently from Ku in the end-joining 
mechanism that processes noncomplementary DNA ends (147). Characteristic features 
of this pathway include fusion products with deletions spanning up to 300 nucleotides 
and sequence microhomology at the fusion points. Accordingly, this mechanism has 
been dubbed microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ). The efficiency of the MMEJ 
pathway significantly decreases in the cells lacking Mre11 complex or Rad1/Rad10 3´ 
flap nuclease, but does not require Ku heterodimer. Interestingly, MMEJ is not entirely 
dependant on Lig4, indicating that its function can be substituted by another ligase, 
most likely Cdc9 (the yeast ligase I ortholog required for ligation of Okazaki fragments). 
The model of MMEJ predicts that nucleolytic processing of 5’ ends of DSBs by Mre11 
uncover microhomology that can be utilized for annealing and alignment of broken 
termini. The resulting 3´ flaps are removed by Rad1/Rad10 endonuclease generating 3´ 
ends suitable for gap-filling reaction and ligation (147).  
The role of the Mre11 complex in NHEJ in other organisms is currently unclear. 
Repair of DSBs in higher eukaryotes frequently occurs by a MMEJ-like mechanism that 
generates microhomology at fusion junctions (350). The human Mre11 complex has 
been shown to possess exonuclease activity, which is stimulated by non-cohesive DNA 
ends, but is inhibited when a 3´ end anneals to a homologous region of another DNA 
molecule. This enzymatic property of the Mre11 complex is consistent with its role in 
MMEJ (146).  However, there is no strong in vivo evidence demonstrating a significant 
contribution of the Mre11 complex to DNA end-joining repair outside of budding yeast 
(172,211,351). 
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Additional DNA end processing factors 
DSBs that occur in nuclei as a result of cellular metabolism or external genotoxic stress 
are most likely not amenable for a direct ligation. Such ends may be formed by 
incompatible 3´ or 5 ´end protrusions or contain unusual chemical structures that must 
be removed to restore 3´-OH or 5´-phosphate groups. Rejoining of such substrates 
usually requires nuclease and polymerase activities that trim incompatible sequences 
and fill-in gaps.  So far the only nuclease identified to be required specifically for NHEJ 
is Artemis. Two nuclease complexes that cleave branched DNA structures have been 
shown to contribute to efficient DNA end-joining in budding yeast. As discussed above, 
the Rad1/Rad10 nuclease participates in MMEJ by removing 3´ flaps (147), whereas 
removal of the 5´ flap intermediates arising during NHEJ is dependent, at least in part, 
on Rad27 (yeast homologue of FEN1) (352).  Both Rad1/Rad10 and Rad27 play more 
general role in DNA repair; Rad27 is required for processing replication intermediates, 
while Rad1/Rad10 is involved in base excision repair and homologous recombination. 
Another enzyme implicated in nuclease processing during NHEJ is human Werner 
syndrome helicase (WRN). In vitro studies showed that WRN is recruited to DNA ends 
via physical interaction with Ku. This interaction stimulates 3´- 5´ exonuclease activity of 
WRN (312,353). It remains to be established whether WRN plays a physiological 
function in NHEJ in vivo.  
DNA polymerization and gap-filling activities during NHEJ are mediated mainly 
by members of the Pol X family of non-replicative DNA polymerases. Genetic data 
implicate polymerase 4 (Pol4), the only member of the Pol X  family in budding yeast, in 
the repair of subclass of DSBs that require gap filling and flap removing activities  
(174,354). Biochemical analysis revealed that the DNA synthesis activity of Pol4 is 
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stimulated by association with Lig4/Lif1, and that the both protein complexes interact 
with Rad27. Together, these proteins have been shown to coordinate processing and 
ligation of DNA ends with non-complementary 5´ends (355,356).  Four Pol X 
polymerases have been found in mammalian cells and three of them, Pol λ, Pol µ and 
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) are involved in NHEJ (135). The 
polymerases display distinct catalytic properties, which may allow efficient NHEJ at a 
wide spectrum of substrates. While TdT adds random nucleotides to DNA termini, both 
Pol λ and Pol µ can perform template-dependant gap filling synthesis on mismatched 
ends. Similar to TdT and in contrast to Pol λ, Pol µ does not require alignment of the 
primer with the template DNA strand (357). Interestingly, plants and yeast posses a 
single Pol X polymerase (most related to Pol λ) (358), while C. elegans and D. 
melanogaster completely lack this class of polymerases (359). Hence, expansion of the 
Pol X family in mammals may reflect their unique function in rearrangement of genes 
encoding immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors. 
 
Model for non-homologous end joining 
The NHEJ machinery must be remarkably flexible to process and efficiently ligate such 
a wide range of DNA damage induced structures, while at the same time preventing 
excessive loss of DNA sequence surrounding the breakage site. This coordination is 
facilitated by the existence of a NHEJ “toolkit” comprised of several distinct enzymatic 
activities that mediate DSB recognition and binding, end-synapsis, nucleolytic 
processing, DNA synthesis and ligation (Figure 35) (for recent reviews see 
(144,224,303,347). Binding of the Ku heterodimer to a DSB is the first step in blocking 
unregulated degradation of DNA, while simultaneously allowing for efficient assembly of  
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Figure 35.  Iterative processing model for NHEJ. 
The NHEJ reaction consists of several distinct enzymatic steps, different combinations of which result in ligation of DNA 
ends.  A flexible series of DNA processing events (indicated by arrows) can occur depending upon the structure of the 
DNA lesion, and the availability of DNA repair enzymes.  The order of events is not completely random, however, as 
DNA end binding by Ku typically initiates NHEJ, while ligation concludes the reaction.  The timing of each reaction during 
NHEJ is illustrated by the intensity of the circle shading, with later steps indicated in darker colors.  The dashed arrow 
suggests a situation where nucleolytic resection precedes synapsis to expose microhomology for end alignment. 
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other enzymatic components. The exact sequence of downstream reactions is not 
strictly defined. The recent discovery that ligase IV is able to join one strand leaving a 
free end on the other strand provides the impetus for an iterative processing model of 
NHEJ (135,303). This model predicts that nuclease, polymerase and ligase activities 
are recruited to DNA ends by Ku in a random order, which allows ligation of one strand 
to precede end-processing of the complementary DNA strand (Figure 35).  This model 
contrasts with the classical view of NHEJ, which holds that ligation of both strands is the 
final step of NHEJ. The suggestion that that individual enzymatic activities can act 
independently on each strand in a random order provides an explanation for the 
efficient and timely repair of any two DNA ends regardless of their complexity.  
Another factor that contributes to the versatility of the NHEJ reaction is an 
optional recruitment of other DNA repair proteins. So far no genetic conditions have 
been reported that completely suppress DNA end-joining. Even in the absence of ligase 
IV, which together with Ku defines the NHEJ machine, end-joining occurs 
demonstrating that another ligase can partially substitute for ligase IV {Ma, 2003 #54; 
McVey, 2004 #690; Teo, 1997 #73; van Attikum, 2003  
#76}.  The flexibility of the composition of NHEJ machinery is further illustrated by DNA 
lesion-specific or species-specific requirements for NHEJ proteins. For example, 
efficient alignment of broken DNA ends requires the Mre11 complex in yeast (348), 
whereas DNA-PKcs can apparently substitute for  Mre11 function in mammals (306). 
Interestingly, none of these complexes are important for NHEJ in fission yeast.  
Because current models of NHEJ are based primarily on studies of NHEJ in budding 
yeast and V(D)J recombination in mammals, it is very likely that more examples of  
evolutionary substitutions, especially in DNA processing steps, will be uncovered in 
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other organisms. In summary, we can conclude that a crucial characteristic of NHEJ 
mechanism is a modular employment of individual enzymatic activities, the utilization of 
which depends on structural features of the broken ends and on the availability of 
individual NHEJ proteins in the cell.     
 
The role of NHEJ in genome instability triggered by telomere dysfunction 
One hallmark of telomere dysfunction is the formation of dicentric chromosomes as a 
consequence of chromosome end-joining. If the two kinetochores of a dicentric 
chromosome attach to opposite spindle poles, centromeres are pulled apart and 
chromosome will break during anaphase. The new break sites are then repaired by 
fusion with other DSBs forming a new dicentric chromosome. This process, called the 
breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle, can continue over multiple cell divisions, resulting 
in the generation of complex chromosomal rearrangements. Studies performed by 
Barbara McClintock have shown that the BFB cycle can be disrupted by “healing” 
broken chromosome ends by de novo telomere addition (6,306,360). Recently, it has 
been suggested that telomere attrition and the perpetuating BFB cycle is one of the key 
mechanisms initiating genome instability during early tumorigenesis (361,362). Although 
scarce information is available regarding the molecular aspects of the BFB cycle, the 
NHEJ DNA repair pathway appears to play a central role in both the formation of 
dicentric chromosomes and in the chromosome healing reaction (for recent reviews see  
(184,363,364). 
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Mechanisms of chromosome end-to-end fusion 
While dicentric chromosomes can theoretically arise by recombination between ectopic 
regions of homology located at different chromosomes, the vast majority of 
chromosome fusions observed in cells with dysfunctional telomeres occur through a 
DNA end-joining reaction. Telomere dysfunction can either be induced by depletion of a 
crucial protein component of the telomere cap, or by telomerase inactivation and the 
slow attrition of telomeric DNA that arises from the end-replication problem. 
The best established systems for studying telomere dysfunction in human cells 
utilize reduction of TRF2, accomplished by RNAi or through the expression of a 
dominant negative allele, to remove endogenous TRF2 from telomeres. TRF2-depleted 
telomeres induce a DNA damage  response that is characterized by the formation of 
telomere-damage induced foci, consisting of -H2AX, Mre11, ATM and other DNA 
repair factors, and the activation of the ATM/p53-dependent checkpoint pathway 
(78,365). Furthermore, cell lines transformed with the dominant negative TRF2ΔBΔM 
construct exhibit a high frequency chromosome end-to-end associations (2,77).  These 
findings argue that defective telomeres are recognized as DNA damage and subjected 
to repair by NHEJ. Importantly, chromosome fusions arising from TRF2 dysfunction are 
significantly reduced in mouse cells deficient for ligase IV, demonstrating direct 
involvement of NHEJ in telomere fusion (2,237). As discussed above, efficient NHEJ 
reaction requires alignment of both DNA ends in a ligatable conformation. The fact that 
telomeres carry 3´ overhangs precludes efficient juxtaposition of the 3´ ends, and hence 
poses an obstacle for efficient ligation. Further, the presence of a long telomeric DNA 
tract at the fusion sites in TRF2 deficient cells also argues against excessive 
exonucleolytic degradation, which might uncover regions of microhomology. Instead, 
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telomere ligation is facilitated by removal of 3´overhangs by the ERCC1/XPF 3´ flap 
endonuclease, a mammalian homologue of the S. cerevisiae Rad1/Rad10 (106).   
Under certain growth conditions, fission yeast lacking Taz1, an ortholog of 
mammalian TRF1 and TRF2 arrest in G1 with massive telomere fusion and loss of 
viability. Chromosome fusion requires Ku and ligase IV, and like the fusion junctions in 
TRF2 mutants, a majority of the telomeric sequence is retained (179). Additional studies 
indicate that telomeres depleted of Taz1 are prone to DNA repair by HR or NHEJ, and 
the utilization of the DSB pathways depends on the stage of the cell cycle. While 
homologous recombination is the predominant mechanism for DSB repair during G2, 
NHEJ prevails in G1 resulting in the formation of lethal interchromosomal fusions in taz- 
strains (179,268). Ku- /ligase IV- dependent chromosome end-to-end fusions 
specifically occurring during G1 have recently been observed in the cells lacking Taz1 
interacting protein Rap1 (366). 
Inactivation of the Rap1 also results in telomere fusions in budding yeast (367).   
Because deletion of the Rap1 is lethal in S. cerevisiae, a conditional allele was utilized 
resulting in the inactivation of Rap1 after the cell culture exits stationary phase of 
growth. PCR amplification of the fusion products suggested that telomeres of nearly 
wild type length fuse with each other. Genetic analysis showed that all known core 
components of the yeast NHEJ pathway, Ku70, Ku80, Lig4, Lif1, Nej1, Mre11, Rad50 
and Xrs2 are required for fusion formation (367). Moreover, chromosome end-joining 
decreased by two to three orders of magnitude in pol4 mutants, suggesting that gap 
filling is important for the NHEJ reaction between telomeres (368). 
Another instance of chromosome end-joining that occurs in budding yeast is 
found in cells doubly deficient for telomerase and Tel1 (the ATM ortholog). Using a 
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PCR-based assay, Chan and Blackburn (188) showed that tel1 tlc1 cells accumulate 
telomere-DSB fusions immediately after induction of HO. The fusions are dependant on 
ligase IV and preferentially occur during G1. Interestingly, an average of only 33 bp of 
telomeric sequence was retained at the fusion junction, while the shortest telomeres in 
these cells were above 190 bp (188). Thus, in contrast to telomere uncapping by 
inactivation of Rap1 (367), extensive telomere shortening precedes ligation in tel1 tlc1 
strains. Similar observations have been made in S. cerevisiae lacking Tel1 and Mec1 
(the ATR ortholog). Analysis of telomere-telomere fusions in tel1 mec1 mutants showed 
extensive loss of telomeric DNA, and in some cases erosion into the subtelomeric 
region (209).  
The studies discussed above strongly implicate NHEJ machinery in fusing 
chromosome termini when telomere deprotection is caused by depletion of dsTBPs or 
Tel1. However, a requirement for core NHEJ factors in processing chromosome ends 
that undergo progressive telomeric DNA loss as a consequence of telomerase 
inactivation is less stringent.  Analysis of the NHEJ genes involved in fusing 
chromosome ends in telomerase-deficient mouse is complicated by the fact that ligase 
IV knock-outs are lethal, and strains lacking Ku or DNA-PKcs exhibit a high-level of 
chromosome fusions (168,193,234). Ku80 deficiency in mouse leads to an increased 
incidence of telomere-telomere fusions that retain long tracks of telomeric sequence at 
the fusion points, consistent with a role for Ku in chromosome end protection. 
Nevertheless, inactivation of Ku80 in mice propagated for three or four generations 
without functional telomerase suppresses formation of fusions that lack telomeric 
sequence, although it does not influence frequency of fusions that include long 
telomeres (194). Similar observations have been made in mice lacking telomerase and 
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DNA-PKcs (169), implying that Ku/DNA-PKcs is important for ligation of critically short 
telomeres arising as a consequence of telomerase deficiency. In contrast, neither Ku 
nor ligase IV appear to be essential for chromosome end-to-end fusions in fission yeast 
deficient for the catalytic subunit of telomerase (195). Telomerase-deficient S. pombe 
escape telomere-loss induced senescence by intramolecular ligation,  resulting in 
circular chromosomes (369). Deletion of ku70 or lig4 genes does not abrogate this 
survival strategy (195). Paradoxically, formation of circular chromosomes in telomerase-
deficient S. cerevisiae is promoted in the absence of Nej1, but still depends on 
functional ligase IV (370).  
Mechanisms leading to end-to-end chromosome fusions were also studied in 
Arabidopsis mutants lacking telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT). Sequence 
analysis of fusion junctions amplified from the late generation tert mutants reveal 
deletions reaching up to several hundreds bases pairs within the subtelomeric region. 
The size of the shortest telomeres with intact G-overhangs detected in the same plants 
is approximately 300 bp, indicating that rapid degradation precedes ligation once 
telomeres shorten below a critical length (180).  This finding is similar to the situation in 
budding yeast and Caenorhabditis elegans where terminal deletions involving up to 
several kb of subtelomeric sequence occur prior to chromosome fusions in telomerase 
deficient strains (371,372). Inactivation of ku70 in Arabidopsis tert mutants does not 
prevent chromosome fusions in plants with critically short telomeres (117). While more 
than 50% of the fusion junctions harbor untemplated insertions of a filler DNA in Ku70 
proficient plants, the frequency of insertions is dramatically reduced in ku70 tert mutants 
and majority of the fusion junctions feature microhomology (180). The use of sequence 
microhomology is partially dependent on Mre11. These data indicate that plant cells can 
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fuse dysfunctional telomeres using both Ku-dependant and Ku-independent end-joining 
pathways.  
While the experiments with yeast, plant and mammalian cells highlight the 
critical contributions of ligase IV and Ku in mediating end-to-end chromosome fusions, 
they also uncover significant differences in the requirements for these NHEJ factors. 
These differences might partially reflect species-specific redundancy and robustness in 
the NHEJ mechanism. However, the observations that Ku and ligase IV are essential 
for fusing telomeres in taz-, but not in trt- S. pombe  strains (179,195), and that the Ku86 
deficiency in mouse promotes one type of chromosome fusions, but suppresses 
another type (194) strongly argue that the mode of telomere uncapping also influences 
chromosome end processing.  
The data further indicate that deletion of dsTBPs, such as TRF2, Taz1 and Rap1 
result in immediate end-joining (Figure 36), while chromosome end de-protection from 
progressive attrition of telomeric DNA in the absence of telomerase or Tel1 is followed 
by rapid degradation of chromosome termini (Figure 37). Ligation of chromosome ends 
in the latter case appears to be less dependent on the core components of NHEJ (Ku, 
ligase IV or Nej1) (117,195,209,370). While it is formally possible that the chromosomes 
depleted of dsTBPs are seen differently by DNA damage checkpoints than very short 
telomeres, this does not seem to be the case in mammals. Both TRF2 depleted 
telomeres and telomeres critically shortened due to telomerase inactivation induce 
telomere-damage foci consisting of a similar set of proteins (78,299). Accessibility of de-
protected chromosome termini to DNA repair proteins might be another factor 
contributing to the different fates of dysfunctional telomeres. For example, telomeres  
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Figure 36.  Model for telomere fusions in cells lacking capping dsTBPs. 
End processing steps involved in fusing dysfunctional telomeres that arise from depletion of dsTBPs (see text for details).  
Left pathway shows the consequences of depleting Rap1 in budding yeast, while the right pathway illustrates events 
leading to fusion of TRF2-deficient telomeres in mammals.  
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lacking dsTBP may become permissible to NHEJ by Ku and ligase IV (Figure 37, right 
pathway), while the long tracks of telomeric DNA and the remaining telomere proteins 
may confer protection against exonuclease processing and/or Ku/ligase IV independent 
ligation. This model is supported by the observation that telomeres in TRF2-/- Lig4-/- p53-
/- cells do not fuse, but rather persist in a free state without undergoing detectable DNA 
degradation (237) (Figure 36, right pathway). On the other hand, critically shortened 
telomeres that arise in yeast Δest1 strains are subjected to an extensive resection by 
exonuclease 1 (225) (Figure 37).  Hence, the loss of functional telomeric DNA may 
result in a more severe mode of chromosome end de-protection, leaving termini 
vulnerable to a wider range of DNA repair factors. 
  The timing of when telomeres become uncapped may also influence their fate. 
In telomerase-deficient cells loss of telomeric sequence due to the end replication 
problem occurs in a relatively narrow window at the end of the S-phase, and telomere 
damage likely reflects a failure to reassemble a functional nucleoprotein complex after 
passage of the replication machinery.  Because the majority of DSB repair proteins are 
up-regulated during S-phase, and many directly assist in repair and processing of 
replication intermediates, the local environment could provide more alternative 
pathways to act on dysfunctional telomeres. For example, the end-joining function of the 
ligase IV can be partially substituted by activity of the ligase I, which is induced in S-
phase, but suppressed in other stages of the cell cycle (373). Similarly, abundant 
nuclease activities expressed during S-phase may expose regions of microhomology 
and facilitate DNA end synapsis through base pairing, alleviating a need for the Ku 
heterodimer (Figure 37, left pathway). 
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Figure 37.  Model for end-joining of critically shortened telomeres. 
End processing steps involved in fusing critically shortened telomeres that arise from telomerase inactivation (see text for 
details).  Left pathway shows the Ku-independent MMEJ pathway.  The right pathway illustrates a sequence of reactions 
leading to telomere-telomere ligation with non-templated insertions at the fusion point.   
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In contrast, the immediate consequences of Rap1, Taz1 or TRF2 depletion are likely to 
be manifested outside of S phase. For example, chromosome fusions in fission yeast 
lacking Taz1 form during G1 (179).  It is also likely that chromosome fusions arising 
from TRF2 form predominantly outside of S phase.  Inactivation of TRF2 has been 
achieved by transfection of asynchronous mammalian cells with vectors expressing 
either a dominant negative allele or an RNAi construct, or by infecting cells with a cre-
retrovirus resulting in conditional deletion of the TRF2 gene. Because the TRF2 protein 
exhibits a very dynamic interaction with telomeric DNA, with a residence time of up to 
11 minutes (374), the pool of telomere-bound protein could be rapidly depleted in these 
experiments, causing telomeres become deprotected at any stage of the cell cycle, 
including G1. Consistent with this idea, the telomeric NHEJ reaction in TRF2-deficient 
cells has been detected before and after telomere replication (2). Therefore, end-joining 
reactions that occur in G1 may rely more on the conserved NHEJ pathway, which is the 
primary DSB repair mechanism at this stage of the cell cycle.   
In summary, we can conclude that telomere-telomere ligation resembles joining 
of complex non-cohesive DSB breaks in many aspects. Single-stranded telomeric 3´ 
overhangs do not permit direct alignment of the ends in a ligatable conformation and 
hence the telomeric end-joining reaction must involve several DNA processing steps 
(Figure 36 model for telomeric end-joining). The studies discussed above suggest that 
processing of dysfunctional telomeres prior to ligation does not follow a uniform pattern, 
and instead depends on the mode of telomere de-protection and the cell cycle context 
in which the damage is incurred. These observations, together with the flexible 
requirements for individual DNA repair factors, support the iterative processing model of 
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the NHEJ (Figure 35 NHEJ model) and demonstrate the remarkable versatility of the 
DNA end-joining pathways (303). 
 
BFB cycle propagation 
End-to-end chromosome fusion will lead to the formation of a dicentric chromosome, 
which in turn triggers further genome instability via BFB cycles. Although the impact of 
the BFB cycle on genome structure is well documented cytologically (for reviews see 
(375,376), the molecular mechanisms that govern BFB cycles have not been 
extensively examined. It is assumed that breakage of the dicentric chromatid is caused 
by the mechanical tension produced by separating kinetochores during anaphase. If this 
is the case, then the anaphase bridge is expected to break anywhere between the two 
centromeres. Interestingly, analysis of the breakpoint frequency of dicentric 
chromosomes in budding yeast reveals that although breaks occur throughout whole 
chromosome arm, they tend to be more frequent in telomere proximal regions (225). 
Similarly, live imaging of dicentric chromosomes in human cell lines together with 
cytological characterization of chromosomal rearrangements arising from the BFB cycle 
indicated that anaphase bridges are most frequently severed in the middle (377). Thus, 
regions surrounding fusion points appear to be more fragile and prone to breakage. 
This conclusion is supported by the recovery of complex chromosome fusion junctions 
in wheat and Arabidopsis, which have structures consistent with breakage and 
secondary fusion occurring within several hundreds of nucleotides of the primary fusion 
site (180,378). 
Because the two DSBs generated by breakage of the anaphase bridge 
segregate to opposite nuclei, they can not be repaired by direct rejoining. The DSBs 
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can either ligate with another break or with a dysfunctional telomere at the end of 
mitosis or during G1, or it can persist until the following S phase and cause fusion of 
newly replicated sister chromatids. Similar to the primary telomeric fusions, it is very 
likely that the secondary fusions are mediated by NHEJ.  
 
De novo telomere addition 
Since the BFB cycle produces extensive genome rearrangements including deletions, 
the presence of dicentric chromosomes is incompatible with long-term cell survival 
under physiological conditions. A study analyzing transmission of dicentric 
chromosomes in maize demonstrated that BFB cycle can be interrupted by inactivation 
of one centromere (379). Alternatively, broken chromatids can acquire a functional 
telomere by translocation of the terminal part of another chromosome. In yeast cells 
lacking telomerase, translocations mediated by break-induced replication appear to 
prevail (372). However, when telomerase is present, de novo telomere formation is the 
predominant form of chromosome healing.  We will restrict our discussion to the 
chromosome healing pathway that involves Ku heterodimer.  For a more 
comprehensive overview of de novo telomere addition we refer to specialized reviews 
(364,380). 
Genetic assays developed in budding yeast to detect frequency of gross 
chromosomal rearrangements (GCR) such as terminal deletions indicate that 
telomerase dependent telomere addition to a DSB is the major cause of GCRs (380-
382). Mutagenic repair of DSBs  by telomerase is suppressed in yeast by Pif1 helicase 
(383); inactivation of Pif1 results in a 1,000 fold increase in spontaneous genome 
instability (381).  Further genetic analyses revealed that inactivation of the Ku 
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heterodimer suppresses the mutagenic phenotype of pif1 (381), suggesting that Ku 
facilitates telomere synthesis at DSBs. As discussed below, Ku directly interacts with 
telomerase RNA subunit TLC1 (Peterson 2001 11138000).  This interaction appears to 
be important for de novo telomere addition (165) and hence it is likely that Ku promotes 
chromosome healing by directly recruiting telomerase to DSBs. Although a physical 
interaction between Ku and telomerase exists in mammals (164,166), it is currently 
unclear whether Ku contributes to de novo telomere formation at DSBs in higher 
eukaryotes.    
 
The role of NHEJ in telomere biology 
While no compelling data exist to support a role for Ligase IV or XRCC4 at wild type 
telomeres, the Mre11 and Ku complexes make essential contributions to multiple facets 
of telomere biology.  Here we discuss the interactions and functions of these proteins at 
telomeres in different model organisms. 
The Mre11 complex 
All three components of the Mre11 complex (Mre11, Rad50 and Nbs1/Xrs1) bind 
telomeres (150,152-154).  Although it is still unclear how this association occurs in 
yeast, in mammals Mre11 and Rad50 interact with the dsTBP TRF2 (154).   Recent 
studies in both yeast and mammals reveal a striking cell-cycle regulated profile of 
Mre11p complex association with telomeres.  In S. cerevisiae, all three Mre11 complex 
components associate with telomeres in late S phase.  Mre11p is essential for the 
recruitment of Mec1p (ATR) to telomeres, which in turn leads to binding of Cdc13p and 
the telomerase-associated protein, Est1p (150).  The temporal localization of Mre11 
components at mammalian telomeres appears to be somewhat different than in yeast.  
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While Mre11 and Rad50 are present throughout the cell cycle, Nbs1 localizes to 
telomeres only during S phase (154).  A more recent study has shown that Mre11 and 
then phosphorylated Nbs1 are recruited to telomeres in G2, followed by phosphorylated 
ATM (30).   
Although the Mre11 complex is best known for its role in DSB repair, studies in 
mammals and in Arabidopsis indicate that it also helps distinguish the telomere from a 
double-strand break.  It has been reported that the Rad50S/S mutation in a p53 null 
background results in a low frequency of chromosome end-joining events (384).  
Similarly, RNAi-mediated knockdown of NBS1 in human lymphoblastoid cells leads to 
an ~4-fold increase in the incidence of telomere fusions (385). Consistent with these 
findings, fusions that involve chromosome termini have also been observed in 
Arabidopsis mre11 mutants (181). 
Perturbations in the Mre11 complex result in telomere length deregulation in 
most organisms, where it has been studied. In S. cerevisiae, telomeres decline by 
approximately 65% in the absence of Mre11, Rad50 or Xrs2 (170,171,173). Fission 
yeast deficient in Mre11 or Rad50 exhibit a similar decrease in telomere length 
(153,172,174,386).  Intriguingly, only slight telomere shortening is observed with Nbs1 
mutants (175), suggesting that Nbs1 may act in a separate pathway. Analysis of the 
Mre11 complex at Arabidopsis telomeres has lead to somewhat conflicting results. 
Although one study reported that mre11 mutants display telomere elongation (182), this 
phenotype was not observed in analysis of two other independent mre11 alleles (J. 
Puizina and K. Riha, unpublished results). In addition, no difference in the telomere 
length was detected between ku tert and ku tert mre11 mutants (180).  Since telomere 
length varies slightly among Arabidopsis individuals, even those within the same 
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ecotype (238), this could account for the two different findings.  Arabidopsis rad50 
mutants exhibit wild type telomere length (387).  However, the dedifferentiated callus 
derived from this line initially exhibited slight telomere shortening, but after several 
weeks displayed a significant increase in telomere length. 
Mre11 is strongly implicated in telomere length maintenance in mammalian 
cells. In fibroblasts derived from NBS syndrome patients telomeres decline by 
approximately 25% (183).  Expression of telomerase (TERT) or Nbs1 in these cells 
failed to extend the shortened telomeres.  However, when telomerase and Nbs1 were 
expressed simultaneously, telomere length was substantially increased and proliferation 
capacity was restored.  Thus, the Mre11 complex appears to cooperate with telomerase 
in telomere maintenance. 
 The Mre11 complex is also implicated in telomerase-independent telomere 
maintenance in both yeast and mammals (388).  NBS1 and TRF1 co-localize at 
promyelocytic leukemia (PML) bodies, intracellular structures characteristic of ALT cells 
(154) (389).  A physical interaction between the C-terminus of Nbs1 and TRF1 is 
observed in PML bodies during late S and G2 phases (389).  Moreover, knockdown of 
NBS1 inhibits the formation of PML bodies, and as a consequence, prevents activation 
of ALT (390). 
 In conjunction with its role in maintaining the overall length of the telomere tract, 
the Mre11 complex, and in particular Mre11 itself, is implicated in the formation and 
maintenance of the G-overhang.  Although a G-overhang is found on both ends of 
telomeres, leading strand replication of the telomere results in the formation of a blunt 
end.  Thus, nucleolytic processing of the telomeric C-rich strand is postulated to create 
the G-overhang on the other chromosome terminus (27).  Several lines of evidence 
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indicate that Mre11 participates in this processing.  First, Mre11 is required for the 
loading of the single-strand telomere binding protein Cdc13p in a de novo telomere 
formation assay in budding yeast (253).  Second, Mre11 is associated with a variety of 
different nuclease activities and is involved in the formation of 3’ single-strand 
overhangs at double-strand breaks (210,252).  Third, Wellinger and colleagues found a 
significant reduction in the G-overhang signal in S. cerevisiae mre11 mutants (29).  
Fourth, the elongated G-overhangs found in taz1- mutants from S. pombe (179), are 
dramatically reduced in cells doubly deficient for taz1- rad50- or taz1- rad32- (S. pombe 
ortholog of Mre11) (178).  Finally, RNA interference of human MRE11 results in 
transient shortening of the G-overhang in telomerase positive cells (260).   
It is important to note, however, that in none of these mutants were G-overhangs 
completely eliminated.  Moreover, Wei et al (118) failed to detect any perturbations to 
the G-overhang in chicken cells lacking Mre11.  Therefore, nucleolytic activities other 
than Mre11 must contribute to the formation of G-overhangs.  From a biochemical 
perspective, this inference would appear obvious.  As discussed above, the 
exonucleolytic activity associated with Mre11 proceeds in the 3’ to 5’ direction (391), a 
polarity opposite of what is required to generate a 3’ overhang.  In addition, site-directed 
mutagenesis experiments reveal that the nuclease activity of Mre11 is not required for 
telomere maintenance (173,174,392). Despite these caveats, Mre11 remains a target of 
investigation in G-overhang biology.  More extensive site-directed mutagenesis of the 
Mre11 protein reveals that its structural integrity is needed for telomere maintenance 
(393).  Thus, Mre11 may help to recruit another nuclease to process telomeric DNA.  In 
this regard it is noteworthy that in Tetrahymena, biochemical analysis reveals the 3’ end 
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of the G-rich strand is also subjected to nucleolytic processing (23).  Hence, both the C-
stand and the G-strand of the telomere engage nuclease activities. 
 Recent studies indicate that the Mre11 complex may help to promote structural 
transitions at telomeres during discrete phases of the cell cycle.  As discussed 
previously, the Mre11 complex is recruited to yeast telomeres in late S-phase where it 
promotes ATR binding, the subsequent recruitment of the G-overhang binding protein 
Cdc13p and finally active telomerase (150) (Figure 38a).  This finding implies that the 
telomere is transiently recognized as a double-strand break during S-phase, perhaps as 
a consequence of t-loop unfolding and presentation of the single-strand G-overhang to 
telomerase for elongation.  In mammalian cells the Mre11 complex is recruited to 
telomeres later in the cell cycle, in G2 (30) (Figure 38b).  Telomeres are susceptible to 
end-labeling reactions at this time in the cell cycle, and that inhibition of either Mre11 or 
ATM leads to telomere-end joining (30).  Notably, the downstream DNA damage 
response proteins p53 or Chk2 are not phosphorylated in this interval, arguing that 
telomeres do not elicit a full-blown DNA damage response.  This wave of transient DNA 
damage response may occur as the telomere reassembles into the t-loop configuration 
(30) (Figure 38b). 
Taken together, the data argue that temporal perception of a chromosome 
termini as a DSB is important for assembly of a functional telomere capping structure 
and for telomerase action (30,149,150). In this regard, the role of the Mre11 complex in 
telomere maintenance parallels its function in perception and processing of a DSB. The 
Mre11 complex together with ATM promote activation of the ATR kinase in response to 
ionizing radiation in G2.  The key step in the activation mechanism is Mre11-dependent  
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Figure 38.  Model for telomere dynamics. 
a. Model for telomere dynamics in budding yeast.  Tel1 (ATM) and Mec1 (ATR) are reciprocally associated with the 
telomere in a cell cycle-dependent manner.  In late S phase, the Mre11 complex is recruited to telomeres, where it is 
implicated in the formation of G-overhangs.  However, as discussed in the text, it is likely that an additional nuclease 
assists in this process.  Mec1 then binds the telomere facilitating the recruitment of Cdc13p and Est1p, a telomerase 
component.  Following telomere replication, Mec1 is replaced by Tel1.  b. Model for human telomere dynamics.  During S 
phase the t-loop is likely to unfold to allow telomere replication by the conventional replication machinery (replication 
bubble) and by telomerase.  At this stage, human telomeres may resemble DSBs, as indicated by the transient 
recruitment of ATM (not shown), and by analogy with yeast telomeres (see top).  In G2, the telomere is bound by the 
Mre11 complex, which appears to promote processing the C-rich strand of the telomere through the association of 
another nuclease activity.  There is partial release of Pot1 (depicted as removal from the G-overhang), followed by 
recruitment of ATM.  The dynamic interplay of DNA damage response components with telomeres is proposed to help 
facilitate the formation of a protective cap for the transition through M and G1. 
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resection of DSBs leading to the formation of a RPA-coated ssDNA, which in turn may 
serve as a substrate for HR (394).  This pathway is similar to the situation at yeast 
telomeres, where Mre11p is implicated in telomere resection (29), loading of Mec1p 
(yeast ATR homologue) during late S phase, and ultimately the recruitment of Cdc13p 
and telomerase (150). Thus, the telomeric function of Mre11 may reflect its role in DSB 
recognition and processing rather than its function in NHEJ. 
 
The role of Ku in telomere length regulation  
In all eukaryotes studied, the Ku heterodimer makes crucial contributions to telomere 
length homeostasis and chromosome end protection. In budding yeast, it also tethers 
telomeres at the nuclear periphery (161), and is required for telomere-proximal silencing 
(170,395).  Telomere position effect (TPE) is mediated by Ku interactions with the silent 
information regulators proteins, Sir2-4 (162). In contrast, Ku does not play a role in TPE 
in fission yeast (172), and although TPE has recently been reported in mammalian cells 
(396), it remains to be determined whether Ku contributes to this mode of transcriptional 
regulation in higher eukaryotes. In vertebrates, DNA-PKcs is an essential component of 
this complex required for NHEJ and V(D)J recombination.  Since this process is 
confined to vertebrates, the requirement for DNA-PKcs may be a reflection of its 
immunological role.  Nevertheless, DNA-PKcs has also evolved to make key 
contributions to telomere function. 
As with mutation of the Mre11 complex, telomere length is perturbed in Ku 
mutants.  In S. cerevisiae, Ku-deficient telomeres decline to approximately 1/3 of their 
wild type length (116,170,397,398).  A similar degree of telomere shortening occurs 
when Ku is deleted in S. pombe (172,174,399) or in trypanosomes (400-402).  These 
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data argue that Ku is a positive regulator of telomere length in single-celled organisms.  
By contrast, Ku plays the opposite role in telomere length regulation in Arabidopsis. In 
the absence of Ku70 or Ku80, telomeres increase in size up to four-fold over wild type 
by the third generation (196,207,229).  A new set point is then established and 
maintained ((229); (69)).   
The contribution of Ku in mammalian telomere maintenance is less clear.  
d’Adda di Fagnana et al reported that telomeres shorten by ~40% in mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts (MEFs) derived from mice deficient in either subunit of Ku (193).  MEFs from 
Ku heterozygous also exhibit telomere shortening, but to a level intermediate between 
wild type and homozygous mutants. On the other hand, Samper et al. observed slight 
telomere elongation in Ku deficient MEFs.  Since Ku is essential for human cell viability, 
it has only recently been possible to address its function using RNAi or heterozygous 
mutant cell lines.  Fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) analysis of cells expressing 
an RNA-interference construct for Ku86 displayed dramatic telomere attrition, with 10% 
of the cells harboring signal-free ends (235).  Similarly, telomeres declined by 50% in 
human cells heterozygous for Ku86 (236).  In contrast, analysis of another human cell 
line heterozygous for Ku found a slight telomere elongation (403). One possible 
explanation for these conflicting results is that the level of telomerase activity differs in 
these cell lines.  Telomere elongation in Arabidopsis Ku mutants is dependent on 
telomerase; its absence results in accelerated telomere shortening (117).  Therefore, 
the extent to which telomere length is altered in MEFs may reflect the inherent level of 
telomerase activity and whether this is sufficient to counterbalance telomere loss in Ku 
deficient cells. As with Ku mutants, somewhat different conclusions have been reached 
concerning the contribution of DNA-PKcs to telomere length homeostasis.  One study 
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found a slight increase in telomere length (404), another showed a slight decrease 
(405), and yet another reported wild type telomere length (199).  
One important clue for how Ku can influence telomere length can be gleaned 
from its direct interaction with the telomerase RNP.  Ku was identified as a suppressor 
of the telomere shortening/gene silencing defect displayed by mutants that over-
express the telomerase RNA subunit, TLC1 (406).  The deleterious effects of TLC1 
over-expression presumably occur as a consequence of Ku titration from telomeres.  
Subsequent studies revealed that the Ku80 subunit recognizes a 48 nucleotide stem-
loop structure in the telomerase RNA (165).  Conversely, the N terminal alpha/beta 
domain of Ku80, which is proposed to function as a protein-protein interaction interface 
(163), is both necessary and sufficient for binding the telomerase RNA (165). Mutants 
where this interaction is disrupted display shortened telomeres.  Ku binds TLC1 
throughout the cell cycle, although the interaction is reduced during S (407).  It is 
important to note that Ku is not absolutely essential for telomerase action at telomeres, 
otherwise a progressive loss of telomeric DNA should continue over multiple 
generations. It is hypothesized that Ku brings telomerase to telomeres in G1, while in S 
phase other components of telomerase position the enzyme at the extreme terminus 
(408). 
Two separate studies have reported an interaction between Ku and telomerase 
in humans.  One study found that Ku binds the 3’ end of the human RNA in a region 
corresponding to the Ku binding site on the S. cerevisiae telomerase RNA (165,166).  
Another study found that Ku contacts TERT, and this interaction does not require the 
telomerase RNA or telomeric DNA (164).  Whether the contacts made by Ku with TERT 
and the RNA are independent of each other or act in concert to stabilize the interaction 
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is currently unclear.  However, one intriguing explanation for the differential behavior of 
Ku in regulating telomere length in single-celled organisms, where it is a positive 
regulator, and in Arabidopsis, where it is a negative regulator, is that Ku contacts the 
telomerase RNP in different manners in these two organisms. 
Although a direct role for DNA-PKcs in telomere length homeostasis has not 
been established, DNA-PKcs interacts with a novel protein called KIP (kinase 
interacting protein), which displays structural similarity to calcineurin B (409).  
Intriguingly, KIP directly binds TERT (410).  This interaction is independent of telomeric 
DNA and the telomerase RNA subunit.  Over-expression of KIP leads to a two-fold 
increase in telomerase activity, and a 2kb increase in bulk telomere length, suggesting 
that KIP is involved in the positive regulation of telomerase. 
 
The role of the Ku complex in chromosome end protection 
Studies in mammalian cells reveal a role for Ku in chromosome end protection  
(168,193,197,234-236). Ku knock-out mice exhibit an early onset of senescence and a 
marked increase in chromosomal aberrations (411,412). Further cytogenetic analyses 
showed that Ku deficiency leads to chromosome-end-to-end fusions that in most cases 
retain telomeric DNA at the fusion junction (168,193,201,234). Similarly, most studies of 
Ku-deficient human cell lines find extensive chromosomal abnormalities, but report 
different degrees to which telomeric DNA is captured in the fusion junctions 
(235,236,385). 
Like Ku, DNA-PKcs is strongly implicated in chromosome end protection in 
mammals.  Numerous cytogenetic studies of cell lines deficient in DNA-PKcs and 
knockout mice reveal significant genome instability that apparently arises from end-to-
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end chromosome fusion (199,200,385,405,413).  In all cases wild type telomeric DNA 
length is retained at the fusion junction.  Bailey et al (200) characterized DNA-PKcs 
MEFs using CO-FISH and determined that telomere fusion junctions were formed 
between telomeres replicated by leading synthesis.  A similar conclusion was reached 
using human cell lines deficient in DNA-PKcs (385).  Remarkably, this phenotype is 
dependent on the integrity of the catalytic subunit of DNA-PKcs as the pharmacological 
inhibition of the DNA-PKcs kinase domain results in a dose-dependent increase in 
telomere-to-telomere fusions (414).  Since this type of fusion results after telomere 
replication, the data imply that the catalytic activity of DNA-PKcs is involved in the 
formation of a post-replicative chromosome cap at the telomere and, hence, supports 
the idea that telomeres are transiently recognized as double-strand breaks. 
  Remarkably, neither telomere fusions nor other genome instabilities were 
detected in Ku-deficient Arabidopsis (196,229). Similarly, no end-joining events were 
observed in Ku-deficient fission yeast.  However, a low level of chromosome fusions 
could be discerned by a PCR–based method in budding yeast deficient in Ku80 (209).   
Despite the failure to observe chromosome fusions in fission yeast and 
Arabidopsis, other evidence strongly implicates Ku in chromosome end protection in 
these organisms.  Mutants doubly-deficient in Ku and telomerase experience a highly 
accelerated rate of telomere shortening. Although most S. pombe cells die as a result of 
inactivating Ku80 and Tert, the few remaining survivors circularize their chromosomes 
after having undergoing extensive erosion of terminal DNA sequences (195).  Likewise, 
in Arabidopsis ku70 tert mutants telomeres shorten two to three times faster than in tert 
mutants (117,229).   In striking contrast, when a Ku deficiency is introduced into 
telomerase-negative mice, no accelerated shortening is observed (194), although the 
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double mutants suffer a slight increase in mortality (405).  However, a two-fold 
accelerated rate of telomere shortening occurs in telomerase-deficient mice that lack 
DNA-PKcs (198).  Although no increase in the frequency of telomere fusions was 
observed, the double mutants age more rapidly and have a decreased lifespan.   Since 
DNA-PKcs and Ku mutants display essentially the same loss of proliferative capacity 
and early onset of age-related pathologies in the absence of telomerase, these proteins 
appear to participate in the same DNA damage response pathway (198).  However, 
since mutation of these two genes lead to dramatically different outcomes with respect 
to telomere maintenance, the data imply that DNA-PKcs and Ku make distinct 
contributions to telomere biology. 
 It likely that the accelerated rate of telomere shortening observed in Ku and 
DNA-PKcs mutants that lack telomerase reflects the combined failure of telomerase to 
maintain the telomeric G-strand and an increased susceptibility of the C-strand to 
nucleolytic processing. Although G-overhangs are not substantially extended in mice 
lacking DNA-PKcs (169), extensive resection of the telomeric C-strand was observed in 
Arabidopsis ku70 mutants (117). This finding suggests that Ku protects the 5’ 
chromosome terminus from extensive degradation. 
 
In budding yeast, Ku mutants display a temperature-sensitive phenotype at 37°C 
(415,416).  Cells arrest in G2 (416), eliciting a strong DNA damage checkpoint 
response that is dependent on RAD9, CHK1 and MEC1 (226,417).  Strikingly, over-
expression of telomerase components can suppress checkpoint activation (397,418), 
arguing that arrest can be attributed to some aspect of telomere dysfunction. Indeed, 
the G-overhangs in Ku mutants are significantly elongated, and in contrast to wild type, 
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persist through-out the cell cycle (116,419).  Since the extended G-overhangs are 
created in the absence of telomerase (417), they are likely to arise from degradation of 
telomeric C-rich strand rather than enhanced engagement of telomerase.  Notably, cell 
cycle arrest and extension of G-overhangs in Ku mutants are both dependent on the 
mismatch repair nuclease, Exo1 (226).   
Although the status of the G-overhang in S. pombe Ku mutants has not been 
reported, G-overhangs are greatly elongated in cells deficient cells dsTBP Taz1 (179).  
Genetic evidence argues that Ku protects the C-strand from nucleolytic degradation.  
The extended G-overhangs in taz1 mutants are lost when in a taz1- rad32- double 
mutant, but they reappear in taz1- rad32- ku70-  triple mutants (178).  These results are 
consistent with the idea that Mre11 promotes processing of the C-rich strand, while Ku 
protects it. 
Further evidence that Ku is required for chromosome end integrity is the 
observation that homologous recombination at telomeres is dramatically increased in 
Ku-deficient yeast.  Telomere rapid deletion is increased 50-fold in S. cervisiae Ku 
mutants (419,420).  Similarly, S. pombe Ku70 and Ku80 mutants display a marked 
increased incidence of recombination at subtelomeric DNA (195,421).  
 
Interaction of Ku with telomeres 
The wide range of telomeric phenotypes associated with Ku deficiency in different 
organisms does not allow a unifying model for Ku’s action at telomeres.  This is not 
unexpected given Ku’s very diverse functions in cellular metabolism.  Alternatively, Ku 
may act in fundamentally similar way at telomeres, but how its function is limited may 
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reflect species-specific variations in the structure and maintenance of telomeric 
chromatin. 
To gain more mechanistic insight in the telomeric role of Ku, it is essential to 
understand how Ku functionally interacts with telomeres. A physical association 
between the Ku complex with telomeres has been extensively reported 
(172,193,209,234,421-423).  This contact persists in S. cerevisiae and human cell lines 
though-out the cell cycle (116,193,407).  In mammals, it is noteworthy that Ku and DNA-
PKcs interact with telomeres independently of each other (193,422), arguing that they 
can make unique contributions to telomere structure and/or function.  
In principle, Ku can associate with telomeres via protein-protein interaction or by 
directly binding to the DNA as with DSBs (Figure 39).  Several lines of evidence 
suggest that Ku associates with chromosome termini via dsTBPs (Figure 39a).  In 
mammals, Ku interacts with telomeres through TRF1 and TRF2 (155,234) and in S. 
cerevisiae, through Rap1 association where it forms cytologically detectable foci (423). 
Moreover, in yeast cells exposed to DNA damage Ku rapidly re-localizes to DSBs, 
implying that bulk of the heterodimer is sequestered at chromosome termini through 
protein-protein interaction.  Interestingly, in S. pombe Ku binds telomeres independently 
of Taz1 (421).  
Although there is currently no proof for a physical interaction with telomeric 
DNA, binding of Ku may be facilitated through interactions with dsTBPs. This would be 
reminiscent of the recruitment of Pot1 to the single-stranded G-overhang (76).  The 
direct binding of the Ku to the end of telomeric DNA (Figure 39b,c and d) would provide 
a mechanistic explanation for many of the functions attributed to the Ku complex,  
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Figure 39.  Possible modes of Ku association with telomeres. 
Ku can associate with chromosome termini through protein-protein interaction (a) or via binding to the telomeric DNA (b, 
c, d).  Since Ku can load onto DNA only through ends, binding of multiple Ku molecules along the entire length of the 
telomeric DNA tract (b) is unlikely, because other telomere-bound proteins would hinder Ku translocation from the 
terminus to more internal sites.  Alternatively, Ku may bind at the transition between single stand and double strand DNA 
(c), where it could protect the 5’ end of the telomere (C-rich strand) from extensive exonuclease resection; the 3’ G-
overhang is protected by ssTBPs.  The telomere created by leading strand DNA replication will be “blunt ended” and 
hence unable to bind ssTBPs.  Ku heterodimers could associate with such ends (d), protecting them extensive nuclease 
resection and NHEJ, until a proper G-overhang is formed.  These modes of Ku-telomere interactions are not mutually 
exclusive, and their utilization may vary during the cell cycle and/or at different subsets of telomeres. 
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including its capacity to prevent extensive nucleolytic degradation of DSBs and at 
telomeres (116,117,178,226). By analogy to the situation at DSBs, we would predict 
that one or only a few Ku molecules could potentially load at the telomere through 
chromosome ends (Figure 39c and d).  Suppression of 5´ end resection may also 
contribute to the anti-recombinogenic effect of Ku at yeast telomeres (419,420) (Figure 
39b and c). 
Positive regulation of telomerase by chromatin-bound Ku in yeast appears to be 
partially mediated by recruitment of the Est2/TLC1 holoenzyme to telomeric chromatin 
in G1 (407). Moreover, DNA-bound Ku may also directly contribute to the loading of 
telomerase to the 3’ DNA end, which is evident from its role in de novo telomere 
synthesis at DSBs (165). Regulation of telomerase draws another parallel with the 
function of Ku at DSBs, where it controls activity of DNA repair polymerases. Thus, Ku 
may essentially perform very similar tasks at telomeres and DSBs; in both cases it 
stabilizes ends of DNA molecule and coordinates DNA processing activities. If the same 
molecular mechanism underlies the function of Ku at both DSBs and telomeres, why 
does Ku-binding facilitate ligation of internal breaks, but not chromosome end-joining?   
Biochemical analysis indicates that KU can both promote and suppress DNA end 
ligation, depending on the number of Ku molecules that bind the DNA (310). Thus, Ku 
has an intrinsic capability to act as bona fide telomere capping factor, protecting 
chromosome ends from nucleolytic, recombinogenic and even end-joining activities. 
The final outcome of Ku association with DNA termini is likely to be strongly influenced 
by the local chromatin environment.  For example, dsTBPs may be important 
modulators of Ku, promoting its telomere protective function, while loss of the dsTBPs 
may unleash end joining reaction. 
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The role of NHEJ components at Drosophila telomeres 
Remarkably, the essential role for the Ku complex in chromosome end biology is 
conserved even among organisms that do not have canonical telomere sequences or 
telomerase.  Ku70 and Ku 80 heterozygous flies both display elongated telomeres, with 
a 100-fold increase in the rate of HeT-A and TART transposition (424).  Thus, Ku is a 
negative regulator of retrotransposition at telomeres in much the same way that Ku 
negatively regulates telomerase-mediated telomere lengthening in Arabidopsis 
(196,207,229).  Ku-deficient Drosophila do not show an increase in chromosome end 
fusion (425). 
Although the Mre11 complex shows no specific localization to chromosome 
termini in Drosophila (426), flies that are deficient in either Mre11 or Rad50 exhibit 
massive telomere-to-telomere fusions, with more than 60-70% of the chromosome ends 
involved in fusions  (426) (427).  Intriguingly, Ciapponi et al also show that the loss of 
Mre11 or Rad50 results in a decreased occupancy of HP1 at telomeres.  These results 
strongly suggest that Mre11 and Rad50 contribute to proper telomere formation by 
allowing the binding of HP1 and HOAP.   
 
Conclusion and future directions 
The necessity for NHEJ components at telomeres appears to be universal among 
eukaryotic organisms.  Even Drosophila with its unconventional telomeres requires 
NHEJ machinery for proper maintenance of chromosome ends.  Although the larger 
question of how NHEJ proteins are kept at bay remains unresolved, some insight may 
be gained from mutagenesis studies where mutations in Ku (428) (163,165,314)  and 
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Mre11 (252) have begun to reveal functional regions in these proteins that separate 
NHEJ and telomere activities.  Further biochemical dissection of NHEJ proteins will 
undoubtedly provide insight in this regard.   
It will also be important to consider NHEJ proteins within the context of telomeric 
chromatin.   Recent data reveal a dynamic interplay between telomere maintenance 
and the DNA damage pathway, notably the intriguing observation that telomeres elicit a 
transient, but incomplete, DNA damage response.  Recent data indicate that TRF2 
plays a central role in restraining this response.  Over-expression of TRF2 inhibits the 
ability of ATM to phosphorylate its targets (80,148), which provides a compelling 
explanation for why downstream targets of ATM are not activated when normal 
telomeres are exposed in G2.  Moreover, the ability of TRF2 to physically interact not 
only with ATM, but also with the Mre11 and Ku complexes provides an opportunity to 
dampen the DNA response at multiple levels. 
 Adding another layer of complexity in the telomere-DNA repair relationship is the 
recent discovery that TRF2 rapidly localizes to double-strand breaks, arriving before 
and independently of Ku (80).  This observation raises the provocative possibility that 
TRF2 evolved from a general DNA damage protein, and as the need for chromosome 
end protection emerged so did the functions of TRF2 (429).   It has been proposed that 
TRF2 may act to prevent inappropriate repair during telomere replication and re-
establishment of the protective cap (429).  
 In principle, localization of a key component of the shelterin complex to an 
internal double-strand break could promote de novo telomere formation, but this does 
not occur.  One possible explanation is that the recent finding that telomerase is 
sequestered to the nucleolus in response to DNA damage (58), which would preclude 
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its inappropriate action at double-strand breaks.  Thus, although the relationships 
between telomere and DNA repair proteins are highly dynamic and functionally 
intertwined, the execution of their fundamental activities is restrained by their 
chromosome context.  
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